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1: Summary
The Smith family
We are Rob (41), Ruth (35), Toby (8) and Luke (5).
Rob, Ruth, Toby & Luke...

Rob
Much of Rob’s upbringing until his middle teens was around farmland, woods and friends
farms. Rob is keen on gardening and working on the land as much as possible. Rob enjoys
helping on friends farms and fixing farm machinery and wanted to be a vet when leaving
school. House moves, with his parents, changed the scenery, Rob’s ideas and what he ended
up doing. Rob has always been good with his hands so ended up building race cars at Lola
Cars in Huntingdon, about 10 miles away from where we currently live. Rob did this for
about 6 years until he left to go to University to get his Degree in Computer Aided Design
and Manufacturing. It was here he met Ruth in 1998. After graduating he got another job,
back at Lola again, as a designer. Designing the cars was, at first, very rewarding. The
designs were very good and the race cars very successful. After about 8 years Rob was
getting tired of designing race cars as they were just creating another race car to suit that
years technical regulations. It seemed they were just sitting glued to a computer screen
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churning out slight variations on the same theme for rich folk they never saw or met. Rob
left and set up his little company, B230 Design Ltd, to do windtunnel model work and also
allow him to venture into alternative energy projects. The financial downturn shut the
company down but provided projects that might provide a supplementary income to any
future plan. Since September 2013 Rob has needed to return to work designing composite
aircraft and racing car components at Forward Composites in Huntingdon.

Ruth
Ruth lived in Luton all her life until we were married in 2000. Ruth graduated from
University with a Law Degree and Masters in Law in 2000. In September 2001 Ruth joined
the MOD as a Civil Servant. After 19 months as a Commercial Officer for the Harrier Aircraft
Ruth was promoted and moved jobs to London where she provided support to a number of
Public Inquires and Reviews. Between October 2005 and September 2009 Ruth was housemum to Toby and Luke whilst Rob worked at Lola Cars and then at home but from
September 2009 to September 2013 Ruth returned to work for the MOD in Whitehall,
London. Ruth is now a parent helper and relief midday supervisor at Sawtry Infant School.

Toby and Luke
Toby and Luke are just normal boys so just dirt magnets and the destroyers of most things.
We are trying to show them natural things and become outdoor kids as much as possible. It
takes quite a bit of effort to keep the boys motivated outdoors as we only have a very small
back garden and the nearest woodland is too far away for them to play there regularly and
is a dangerous walk along the roads unaccompanied. We currently need to be with the boys
at all times which is not the same as just letting the kids out for a play. This is another
reason to move to where they can play without the risks of traffic and strange people.

Our Aim
We need to do something with our future and this project allows us to ‘live’ again as
opposed to ‘existing’. We are especially aware that our decisions now will have a greater
effect on Toby and Luke’s future and is a big driving force behind abandoning the way we
currently live for a life of harder work but far greater achievement and satisfaction.
Our aim is to create a fully off-grid, smallholding using permacultural principals, clever
design and minimal technology. We wish to show it is possible to use 1.88 Gha or below of
the earth’s resources and retain a reasonably civilised lifestyle in touch with modern
technology. The activities on our 7.5 acre plot will fully sustain us as a family, both
physically and financially, and support more people in the locality.

Our plan is to involve the local community in formulating our proposals. We can provide this
plan in electronic format or hard copy. We are happy for people to contact us with
questions and suggestions. Email: r.smith764@btinternet.com or phone 01487 831982.
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2: Baseline
Location of the land
The land is located along side the Pembrokeshire village of Glandwr. The nearest postcode
to the land is SA34 0YE. The land is located to the west of Glandwr, up the hill from the
Chapel and up the road from the building that was the Glandwr village shop.
Location of the land...

Boundaries and Adjacent Land uses
The two fields are bounded by the Gwalia property along two of the shorter east hedges
and bound by roads in the north-east corner and along the north side. The land adjoins the
settlement limit of Glandwr village in the south-east corner where the land shares a short
section of boundary with the cemetery. The cemetery is shown within the settlement limit
in the Land Use Designations section of the searches we had conducted when we purchased
the land. (See Appendix 2. Page 240) The remaining boundaries are shared with agricultural
fields.

Context
It is our plan to create a land based, low impact smallholding that blends in with its
surroundings as much as we can whilst sustaining ourselves and our business plan
commitments. Our dwelling and buildings are designed to be of low visual impact, designed
with low roof lines and using natural materials, where possible. The barn and dwelling will
have grass covered roofs and we will use lime pigments on the walls to blend in with the
surroundings. The existing mature trees and hedgerows, and the land curvature will also be
used to ‘hide’ our buildings. Screening trees, shrubs and climbing plants will also be
positioned and planted to minimise the visual impact of the buildings. (This is explained
further in the Buildings Section, Page 137)
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Area
The northern field is 3.02 acres (1.22 hectares). The southern field is 4.49 acres (1.82
hectares). The total area is 7.51 acres (3.04 hectares).

Tenure
The land is owned by us and purchased Freehold.

Site Access
Access to the land is via two gates, one along the north boundary with the road and the
other next to the Gwalia property along the east boundary on the corner of the road. We
will use the wider gateway in the north boundary as our main vehicular access. This gateway
is already wide enough for our needs so we will not need to disturb any of the banked
hedges for creating or improving access. This access also comes in the field where the
ground is drier. The ground at the gateway is soft soil and will require work to make a firm
stoned entrance to enable vehicles to enter and exit the field. The existing galvanised steel
gate will be retained as it is in good condition. The east gateway is a historic narrow gateway
with old stone walls and will be left as such. This gateway will be used as our main
pedestrian access and occasional vehicular access. The existing galvanised steel gate will be
retained as it is in good condition.
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Existing Features
The land is bound by stone and earth banks capped with hedges of hazel, gorse, hawthorn
and other trees and bushes and stock fenced with posts and wire on the inside. Some of the
hedge needs renewing and this will be done at the earliest opportunity and the stock
fencing will be repaired before we have any stock.
Along the boundary in the north-east corner is a ditch taking water from fields to the northwest and pipes coming down the road from the north. After flowing around the field the
water is taken from the field down two pipes, a larger pipe of approximately 18 inches
diameter under the road and a smaller pipe of approximately 8 inches through the Gwalia
property. We will keep debris from blocking these pipes and have already dug clear the
entry to the two pipes.
In the bottom of the dip in the north field is a ‘water feature’. We were told this is a well or
a spring. We have partially excavated the hole by hand spade and found it to be a large hole
filled with loose stone. Around 1 foot down is a clay drainage pipe taking excess water down
to the ditch by the small gateway and works as an overflow. Around 4 feet down a
polyethylene pipe takes water down to near the small gateway. We do not know how much
further down into the ground this pipe goes. Presumably the open and constantly flowing
end was for an animal trough. This pipe flows clear water and we will investigate this
further, with better equipment, to determine if this is a spring or just where surface water
collects. We have had the water tested and it is currently suitable for drinking water
although if it is just surface water and not spring water any activities on the ground may
render this unsuitable for drinking. See Appendix 10. Water test results (Page 265).
Along the south boundary there is a public footpath. This has a Public Right Of Way
reference PP44/40/1 and can be seen on Ordnance Survey maps. There are no physical
signs of this footpath apart from the footpath sign by the chapel gates. The banked hedges
are built up and overgrown with no stiles or gaps in the hedges for walkers to access the
path. We shall not obstruct the access to the path at either end and will leave a clear path
along the hedge. We could build some simple stone or wooden steps to scale the
hedgebank at the graveyard end of the path although we would like local input as to what
to do with this path. The pre-planning response we received from Pembrokeshire County
Council suggested we erect some fencing or hedge along the footpath to provide some
privacy and security from walkers. We think this is unnecessary as it seems extremely few
people use it.

On Site Services
The land has no existing services connected except surface water drainage.
Electricity will be produced on-site using solar panels for much of the year and a SRC (Short
Rotation Coppice) willow powered CHP (Combined Heat and Power) plant during days of
low light level. (Our wood-gas powered charging system is described in detail, Page 103)
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Rainwater will be harvested from the polytunnel and roofs of the buildings and may be used
for drinking once treated with UV light. Washing and irrigation and possibly drinking water
will come from the ‘spring’ (depending on the outcome of our investigation into the
‘spring’). If this is not suitable we will harvest rainwater and treat this for drinking. Our
thoughts for this are that close proximity to the sea and the prevailing wind direction would
make the rainwater fairly free from chemicals and pollution.
The response we received back from Pembrokeshire County Council to our Pre Planning
Application included a thought that there may be water contamination from the graveyard
at the south east corner of our fields. This thought may have come from a viewing a 2
dimensional map giving rise to the fear of contamination. We consider there to be no
problem from the graveyard as it is downhill from our ‘water feature’ / spring and the
graves at the top of the graveyard are historically very old. The quantity of water continually
flowing would make any contamination extremely diluted. We shall investigate the water
quality from the ‘water feature’ / spring but will be harvesting and UV treating rainwater as
our drinking water supply.
Telephone will be one of the services we will be connected to. An existing BT telephone
cable runs along the north boundary on telegraph poles so connecting to the telephone
network should be relatively straightforward.
Surface water exits the land in the east boundary near the small gateway. We will be
creating swales and small gently sloping ditches across the site to slow the progress of
surface water and the soil erosion this can cause. These swales and small ditches will
transfer small amounts of water into the existing large ditch. (This is explained further in the
Surface water section, Page 124)
Sewerage is not available and will not be connected. We will be using a compost toilet
arrangement to deal with our human faeces and urine. (This is explained further in the
compost toilet section, page 128). Grey water (water from sinks and bath) will be treated
using a system of ‘zig-zag’ reed beds located in the middle of the plot. (This is explained
further in the Grey water section, Page 132)

Topography
The land slopes to the east - north east. The highest and flattest part is in the south west of
the land at the top of the hill in the south field. The lowest point is in the small gateway by
the Gwalia house.
We have surveyed the land using a 100 metre tape measure and a make shift water level.
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Surveying the land...

Rob has used the CAD (Computer Aided Design) software he used as a racing car designer to
convert the Ordnance survey land map and our own raw data into 3 dimensional contour
curves and boundaries.
3D contours and 2D boundaries...

The cad model of the land in 3D...
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This cad model is used to determine our plot layout as major factors such as water flow,
sunlight and visual aspects can be analysed and our layout adjusted accordingly. The cad
model is used further on in this document to show the plot layout.

Soil
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The soil is an acidic sandy loam soil with a ph of around 5.2 to 5.5 which varies in depth from
about 25cm of topsoil on the steepest sloping areas to around 40cm of topsoil in the lower
corners of the bigger South field.
We have conducted soil tests using a simple garden centre type analysis kit to provide us
with an indication of the acidity and nutrient levels of the soil.
We chose 6 locations to take samples from...

Position 1 is where we plan to grow willow and blueberries.
Position 2 is in the centre of where we wish to grow our SRC (Short rotation coppice) willow.
Position 3 is also in the area we will want to grow willow but is a more shaded wetter area.
Position 4 is where we wish to plant the apple orchard.
Position 5 would be the centre of the large vegetable, cereal and grazing areas.
Position 6 will be where we wish to grow our Christmas trees.
The testing kit required the tested sample colour to be compared against a reference colour
chart giving a crude indication of PH, Nitrogen, Phosphorus and Potassium. The results were
given for PH in steps of 0.5 and the NPK test results as Deficient, Depleted, Adequate,
Sufficient or Surplus.
Sample

PH

1
2
3
4
5
6
Home

5.5
5.5
5.5
5.5
5.5
5.5

N (Nitrogen) P (Phosphorus)
Depleted
Depleted
Depleted
Depleted
Depleted
Depleted
Deficient

Deficient
Depleted
Depleted
Depleted
Deficient
Deficient
Adequate

K
(Potassium)
Sufficient
Surplus
Sufficient
Sufficient
Surplus
Adequate
Sufficient
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The ‘Home’ test was carried out on a sample of the soil from our back garden to test
whether the Nitrogen test was actually working as all the previous results came up with the
same result. The testing kit did not appear to be accurate or conclusive.
We have since had another two tests performed by Eurofins to confirm our own findings.
http://www.eurofins.co.uk/agriculture-testing/agricultural-testing-portal.aspx
The full test results are included in Appendix 9. (Page 263)
The summarised results of these tests are as follows. We have added the descriptive
column as a reference:

Result
South Field
Texture
PH
Extractable Phosphorus
Extractable Potassium
Extractable Magnesium
Loss on ignition
North field
Texture
PH
Extractable Phosphorus
Extractable Potassium
Extractable Magnesium
Loss on ignition

Sandy silt loam
5.2
44 mg/l
105 mg/l
86 mg/l
12.6 g / 100g DM
Sandy silt loam
5.2
45 mg/l
99 mg/l
119 mg/l
14.8 g / 100g DM

Defra
Index

*SAC
Descriptive
result

3
1
2

High
Low
Moderate

3
1
3

High
Low
High

(*Scottish Agricultural College)

These results contradicted our own results for Phosphorus and Potassium. We shall take the
Eurofins results as being more accurate and disregard the Phosphorus and Potassium results
from our own tests. The soil testing type kit we used seemed inconclusive during use and it
seems the results were wrong.
We shall take further soil samples to further validate these results.
From the results it can be seen we will need to address the acidity of the soil, nitrogen and
potassium levels and to incorporate as much organic matter as we can.
We shall address the soil PH with lime from GD Harris at Narberth at around £30-35 / tonne
after we have taken a grass cut. The quantities required will be worked out for each crop
area individually but will require approximately 4.5 tonnes per acre. This will be applied by
hand off the back of the trailer towed behind the tractor covering a 2m wide strip at a time.
The trailer tyres are 195/65/R15 which have a circumference of 2m. Every half turn of the
wheels we will deposit a pre-measured scoop of about 1kg of lime in two piles to give a
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fairly accurate 1kg per square metre. We will spread this about with a rake and fork and
plough the lime into the soil surface.
Soil Organic Matter (SOM) within the soil plays an important role in water movement within
the soil, water retention in dry conditions, soil biodiversity and the cycling and storage of
plant nutrients. SOM increases soil fertility by providing many points for plants to exchange
chemicals and acts as a reserve of essential nutrients. Loss on ignition is a simple method
used to determine the amount of organic matter in soils. Soil samples are first dried in an
oven and then heated in a furnace. The loss of weight by burning can then be calculated.
Soil Organic Matter is made up of carbon based plant and organisms. Soil Organic Matter
and Soil Organic Carbon (SOC) are used interchangeably. As such a soil with a high SOC will
sequester a considerable amount of carbon providing a positive environmental benefit.
From Wikipedia...
The mass of SOM in soils as a percent generally ranges from 1 to 6% of the
total topsoil mass for most upland soils. Soils whose upper horizons consist of less than 1%
organic matter are mostly limited to desert areas, while the SOM content of soils in lowlying, wet areas can be as high as 90%. Soils containing 12-18% SOC are generally classified
as organic soils.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Soil_organic_matter

The proportion of organic matter in our soil is around 12 to 15 grammes per 100 grammes
of soil. This appears to be an acceptably good soil for us to start cultivating crops and
produce. We shall return as much organic matter back to the soil as we can and aim to
build on the level of SOM to increase our top soil depth and fertility.
The Nitrogen and humus levels will be improved by growing green manures in rotation with
our other crops, our animal manure and used bedding, any composted animal manure we
can locally obtain and using our own compost and compost toilet compost. We will use our
compost toilet compost on our fruit trees and bushes and treat any animal manure from
outside as containing parasites / pathogens and will treat it accordingly.
The potassium levels in the soil are low. The potassium will have been easily lost from the
sandy soil, lack of plant cover and years of rainfall. We shall steadily address this with a
combination of potassium rich sources. We will make our own comfrey liquid to use within
the polytunnel and vegetable and fruit beds. We will add bracken and wood ash to our
compost to increase its potassium content. This compost will be used in the areas of our
most valued crops first and any remaining compost used where we think it will best utilised.
We will compost seaweed and use it directly as a mulch as much as we can. As we are not
far from the coast we hope to find a place we can legally collect a trailer load of seaweed at
a time and bring this back for use as a rich supply of potassium.
The loss of nutrients through leaching will be addressed by increasing the level of organic
matter within the soil to allow it to better retain nutrients. We will be growing our crops in
long thin strip beds across the contours to interrupt and slow water run off. We shall
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ensure the soil is covered and held in place as much as possible with plants and trees. (See:
Surface water section, Page 124)
A source of useful information about soil nutrients..
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/69469/rb209fertiliser-manual-110412.pdf
We have studied the LANDMAP Geological Landscape document (See Appendix 7. Page 254) and
have concluded the description of sloping, stony ground with springs and streams matches our land
well. The LANDMAP document suggests that no geologically important features are lost or damaged.
Our low impact activities will have extremely little geological impact. Any significant geological
impact would involve bigger machinery, large energy and money expenditure. We will be doing the
reverse of this and minimising our geological impact to use as little energy and money as possible in
establishing our low impact smallholding.

Biodiversity
There is approximately 900 metres of hedgerow around the land and it contains a great
variety of plant and animal life. Mature trees such as Oak, Ash, Hawthorn, maple, sycamore
and beech and hazel bushes are growing along the hedgerows. These hedges also include
gorse, bramble, bracken, dog rose, ivy, nettles, and lichens. Amongst the grasses growing in
the field are docks, buttercup, ribwort plantain and dandelion. The land supports a great
variety of wild birds, animals and insects. It is our plan to work and maintain the outer
boundary into dense traditional hedging. This will provide protected nesting sites for birds
and a home for a great variety of wildlife. The hedge between the two fields will be treated
differently and will be planted with more wild fruit bushes and trees and will be managed as
a wildlife haven and source of wild fruits and forage.
We commissioned Leander Wolstenholme to perform a Baseline ecological survey of the
site. He is an experienced ecologist. He has a degree and PhD in botany and plant genetics
from the University of Aberystwyth and formerly worked as an ecological consultant with
TEP the environment partnership based in Warrington. Following this he spent some 10
years working as the Head of Botany at the World Museum Liverpool and the Curator of
Botany at Manchester Museum during which time he conducted surveys as a freelance
ecologist for TEP. He now works as an occasional freelance ecologist specialising in One
Planet Development applications.
His report is located in Appendix 1 at the end of this document. (See Page 205)
We have studied the LANDMAP Landscape Habitats document (See Appendix 6. Page 251)
and have concluded that our plans will have a positive contribution to the available habitats
for native species and wildlife in general. We shall not be engaging in the methods of
intensive agriculture and shall be leaving and creating many areas for birds, insects and
animals to nest and breed within. It is in our interest to have a healthy wildlife population
around our plot to create a balanced pest to predator ratio.
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Cultural Heritage
We do not know of any historical importance related to these fields or any archaeological
remains beneath the ground. The boundary banked hedges and sections of stone wall are
obviously old and are mentioned in the LANDMAP documents “Historic Landscape” (See
Appendix 3. Page 242) and “Visual and Sensory” (See Appendix 4. Page 245). These
documents describe the hedgebanks as the traditional boundary type and recommend they
are to be conserved. We will be conserving and maintaining the hedgebanks as part of our
maintenance of the site.
There are no existing buildings on the site.
We have contacted Charles Hill at Dyfed Archaeological Trust to find more information on
the site. He has told us there is a pre-historic enclosure in one of the fields to the south of
our land but this has no bearing on our plans. He did have a concern of the visual impact of
our development as viewed from the Chapel. The Chapel is a listed building and as such falls
within his field of interest. The gradient of the graveyard is quite steep and levels off as it
approaches the bottom of our south field. The change in gradient is seen as a ‘brow’ in the
hill and as such our fields can only be seen by walking to the very top of the graveyard and
looking through the hedge.
A photograph from the Chapel looking up towards our fields. The hedgeline halfway up the
picture is the boundary of our south field and largely marks the start of change in gradient....

The lower half of our south field is steepest at the bottom and levels off towards the top.
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Looking through the hedge at the top of the Graveyard the bottom of our south field can be
seen but gradient change hides the top of the field where our polytunnels will be. The lower
half of the field will be growing crops. The corners of the field, including the corner by the
Graveyard will be planted with nut trees further obscuring our activities.
A picture of the bottom of our south field looking through the hedge at the very top of the
Graveyard...

The area has a strong distinctively Welsh culture. The LANDMAP cultural Landscape
document (Appendix 5. Page 248) describes the area as being particularly important for
Welsh culture and also the continuation of the Welsh language into the future. Our plans
are to fit into the Welsh culture, learn Welsh and support cultural events in the area.
Toby and Luke will be learning Welsh at school and this will help us, as adults, to learn the
language too. We consider it to be essential for us to learn some basic Welsh to become
integrated in the local community.

We are aware of an Ogham inscribed stone in the graveyard of the Chapel. This has no
bearing on our plans for further up the hill but we included our findings.
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The Ogham inscribed stone...

We have searched on the internet and found the document LFRN2/1 which describes the
stones known history and importance. (See Appendix 8. Page 257). Searching for this we
also found archaeological report of pottery fragments and evidence of fire had been found
on the hill around 1.25 miles to the north west. This also has no bearing on our plans.

Landscape
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The surrounding landscape is similar fields of grazing and conventionally grown crops. The
South east corner adjoins the top of the Chapel Cemetery with mature stone and soil
banked hedge line between the two and an area of mature trees. Our main activities will be
further up the larger field to the west so the cemetery will not be disturbed by our activities.
The land is directly viewed from the upper windows of the neighbouring Gwalia house. The
land is also visible from the Y Villa house and a few remote properties on the other side of
the ‘valley’ to the east. It is a primary objective of ours to produce a smallholding that has
as low visual impact as we can sensibly achieve. (This is explained further in the Buildings
Section, Page 137)
There is a small parcel of Common Land to the west of our plot. This is a small triangle
shaped piece of land that is largely overgrown and is used by local farmers to stack bales.
The land is typical of the area and in 2012 was cut for silage and cut again in 2013...

Transport
The existing site has two gateways leading directly onto public roads. The traffic caused by
the current use of the fields would be limited to tractor journeys for hedge trimming and
hay or silage making. If the use was for sheep there would be regular visiting checks during
the summer, frequent checks, feeding and movements in the spring and winter time.

3: Design / Strategy
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Reasons for Change
We currently live in a very consumerist area with very little attachment to the land. The
huge change we wish to take in our lives is due to several reasons, personal, logical and
financial.
We need to do something with our future and doing this project would allow us to ‘live’
again as opposed to ‘existing’. We are especially aware that our decisions now will have a
greater effect on Toby’s and Luke’s future and is a big driving force behind abandoning the
way we currently live for a life of harder work but far greater achievement and satisfaction.
The concept of financial ‘growth’ in the UK is seemingly at odds with the finite land area and
the number of people the land can support. The landscape where we currently live is being
concreted over in the name of progress and growth, driven by an expanding and all
consuming way of life. We see this as environmentally unsustainable and creating
emotionally and physically bad places to live.
Personal reasons for change:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Stress of our current situation. It is very difficult to achieve anything when trapped
by lack of space and the constant threat of theft.
Rob’s work is stressful, unhealthy, tiring and unrewarding.
The social fabric in Glandwr and other Welsh villages is far more integrated and
supportive than the village we currently live in.
Our current lifestyle would lead to health problems. We are currently very much
boxed into an ‘indoor’ lifestyle when we should be outdoors.
Considerably better scenery in Wales and far more of it accessible to the public.
We have a growing number of friends in the area.

Logical reasons for change:
•
•
•

The TAN 6 planning laws only apply in Wales.
There is insufficient rain fall where we currently live for this type of project.
Land is cheaper.

Financial Reasons for change:
•

•
•

On paper our income is nearly exactly matched by our outgoings. It feels very much
like we are just ‘existing’ and going about our daily routine day after day with very
little progress, very little enjoyment and very little sense of achievement. It is only
since we have had our two boys that the money-in / money out balance has dropped
to being balanced without any money available for savings or for the future. With
the current situation with pensions and the plight of old people we have seen how
dismal the future could be staying here. Our old age is a concern but we will be
better off or no worse off living in a low impact manner.
Our outgoings will be considerably lower in Wales.
We will be in control of our own financial state. We are currently at the mercy of the
supermarket and utility companies prices.
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•

We would be able to plan for our old age as currently we can only predict the next
few months.

Our Aims
Our aim is to work our smallholding to use the land to be more productive than it was
previously being used as grazing land. We will provide for our needs from the land (directly
or indirectly) through growing much of our own food, producing produce and products to
sell. We will provide more than just our minimum needs but we have worked on low yields
and low prices for our plan to ensure we can support ourselves.
Our main produce will be apples, apple juice, other apple products, blueberries, nut
production, fruit and vegetables and Christmas trees.
We will also have numerous ‘micro’ land based income streams from honey and beeswax
products, lamb and wool products, poultry and eggs, wood products (limited by available on
site wood), potted plants, cut flowers, vegetable plug plants, hedging plants, animal feed,
seasonal products (wreaths / decorations), pies, jams and other foods.
Our aim is to have many small incomes bringing in a sufficient income to cover our
minimum needs and to also provide the local community with local produce. (The incomes
from these are described in more detail in their individual sections.)
Our children will attend the Ysgol Clydau in Tegryn and will be learning Welsh. We will also
be learning Welsh to a useable level. We will be transporting Toby and Luke to school each
day and will be collaborating with some of the Lammas residents and anyone else in a lift
sharing scheme to reduce the number of car journeys. We will extend this journey into a
loop to cover some of the other villages to become a ‘Veg Box’ round. We will produce our
fruit, vegetables, honey, jams and other produce in an organic manner although we will
probably not register as an organic farm. Our intention is to provide fresh food at a price
similar to normal shop prices and not the inflated prices usually associated with veg box
schemes. Adding a few miles to the School run journey will add very little to the cost of
delivering the food boxes.
We will supply local shops with fresh produce and may collaborate with some of the
Lammas residents to provide a more continual, larger quantity and greater variety of
produce. We would like to assist with the Glandwr village shop and provide the shop with
some of our produce. The existing shop building is easily within walking distance from our
fields.
We will supply Hotels, Guest Houses, Bed and Breakfast, Health Spa’s, and other
establishments with bottled Apple Juice, Honey, Jams and preserves. These are our nonperishable goods allowing us the flexibility to produce them, store them and deliver them in
bigger quantities throughout the year.
We will have an informal outlet for our produce for local residents. Our intention is to
produce a list of produce that is currently in season and ready for eating. This list may be
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web site based and also paper based so people can see what is available and wander across
to buy some.
Our aim for the visual aspects of the site is to produce as low visual impact, diverse natural
landscape as we can whilst providing us with a home and buildings to work within and
providing us with an income. We aim to be very tidy and everything will have a place to be
put away. The low barn will keep much of our equipment and items stored out of sight and
out of the weather. The aim being to present the grass covered roof of the barn as a low
visual impact rather than having no barn and all sorts of items out in the open and visually a
mess. The buildings are positioned to use the existing trees and hedges as screening and
additional trees, bushes and hedges will be planted to screen the buildings from sight. (See:
Buildings section, Page 137)
We will be slightly more mechanised than other Low-Impact developments. Some of our
winter electricity production will be created using a wood gassifier feeding a small scrap car
engine to drive an electrical generator. This may appear to be a lot of mechanisation but it is
not really if you consider the machinery involved with commercially produced electricity and
the many miles of cables, pylons and transformers to get electricity to individual homes. We
do not have the luxury of hydro-electricity and wish to develop low budget / low tech but
efficient and environmentally responsible solutions to providing off grid power from
sustainable sources.
We will be using a small Fordson Dexta tractor and a few small implements to provide some
mechanisation to help with our food production. The recent weather seems to be giving
growers very short ‘windows’ of opportunity to cultivate, plant and harvest crops. We would
be putting ourselves at a great disadvantage if we were to try to hand cultivate large areas
especially as we get older. We will be extremely busy regardless of any machinery.
We aim to use permacultural principles as much as possible within the constraints of
providing enough financial income from the land. The more detailed sections of this
document show the crops, produce and products we will produce. In reality we may find we
can apply permaculture principals better than we have described here. We currently do not
have the experience of using permaculture principles beyond urban gardening in a small,
restrictive space. Our plan does use basic permacultural principles and these are described
further on in each section but the numerous smaller interactions within the systems will be
something we will learn. The number of variables is so vast our plan would become
unworkable if we tried to figure out every permutation of planting, plant, location, aspect,
soil, shade etc. We will evolve a thoroughly integrated permaculture system over time to
provide a very diverse and healthy environment for us, the animals, the insects, the trees
and the plants.

The labour will be divided up roughly as:
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Rob: Heavy work, digging, tractor work, working with the animals, sawing wood, keeping the
home heated and powered, planting, harvesting and processing crops.
Ruth: Housework, cooking, finances and sales, Beekeeping, polytunnel planting and
husbandry, taking care of the two boys and school duties, jam making and crafts.
Toby and Luke: Toby is currently only 8 years old and Luke is 5 years old so they will just
help out with little jobs like collecting eggs and picking blackberries.

The Planned Site Layout
An aerial view from the south showing the main features in our plan....

The Plot Layout...
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Key:
1. Main Dwelling
2. Barn
3. Shelter
4. Polytunnel
5. Compost Toilet
6. Composting Area
7. Solar Panels
8. Vegetable and fruit plots
9. Pond
10. Grey Water Reed Beds
11. Orchard
12. Fuel Willow
13. Track
14. Blueberry cage (Seasonal)
15. Basketry and Decorative Willow
16. Christmas Trees
17. Nuttery areas
18. 3/8 Acre ‘Arable’ and larger scale vegetable growing.
19. 3/8 Acre ‘Arable’ and larger scale vegetable growing.
20. 3/8 Acre ‘Arable’ and larger scale vegetable growing.
21. 3/8 Acre ‘Arable’ and larger scale vegetable growing.
22. Evergreen screening
23. Bee Hives
Each of these areas is described in detail in their individual sections.
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4: Land Based Activity
4.1: Establishing our Household needs
To determine whether our business plan would be viable we first had to come up with a
financial value for all the items we would still need to support from our land based activities.
We have three spreadsheets for this calculation.
•
•
•

Annual Costs spreadsheet
Household Produce and items spreadsheet
Transport and fuel spreadsheet.

Annual Costs
Our first spreadsheet covers Annual costs such as Council Tax, Internet access, Road tax,
Insurances, Maintenance and other annual one off costs...
Yearly Charge
(£)
Landrover
MOT
Parts
Road Tax
Insurance
Peugeot
MOT
Parts
Road Tax
Insurance
Tractor
Parts
Road Tax
Insurance
Equipment etc
Fuel
Parts
Council tax
Insurances
Internet
TV licence
Telephone
Land Maintainance

£
£
£
£

40.00
200.00
150.00

£
£
£
£

40.00
200.00
185.00
265.00

£
£
£

200.00
36.06

£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£

50.00
500.00
1,000.00
400.00
80.00
145.50
629.56
1,000.00
5,121.12

We have taken our ‘Annual Costs’ to be around £5200.
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Household Produce and Items spreadsheet
Our Household produce and Items spreadsheet covers the daily consumption of produce
and items. We performed this task in 2011 when we first started thinking about living in a
Low-Impact way. Our consumption is much the same so the spreadsheet is still valid
although the final figure is now made 10% higher due to price increases since 2011.
We had a very old laptop in our kitchen on which we recorded all our usage of food, drink,
washing and cleaning, clothing, mobile phone top ups and parts for our vehicles. We used
this very old laptop and old software as it is very quick to start up making it fast enough to
be useable during our daily activities without much waiting. We recorded what we used at
the ‘Point of Use’ rather than the point of purchase. We did this as it more accurately
represents our consumption as when we shop we buy in bulk and take advantage of offers.
Some weeks we barely buy anything and occasionally we will have a very large shop. We
have converted half of our garage into a store room we call the ‘shop’ which we keep
stocked with the things we use and fruit and veg. Some items we are currently consuming
were bought a long time before the start of the spreadsheet so working on the ‘Point of
Use’ is far more realistic.
Below is an image created from the four extents of the spreadsheet. The red lines are where
the spreadsheet is ‘chopped’ to show how the spreadsheet works without showing the
entire and very large spreadsheet.
Down the left hand side of the spreadsheet is the list of items we consumed. The second
column is the ‘Unit’ of how we decided to measure each item. The items may be measured
by weight (e.g. potatoes) or each (e.g. Pheasant) or by tin (e.g. baked beans) or bottle (e.g.
washing up liquid). The third column is the price of each item per ‘unit’. We used Tesco’s
price for each exact item or Tesco’s mid range price on items purchased at farm shops or
our own allotment where we do not have prices on things. The next columns in the
spreadsheet are our daily use figures of each item. The far right of the spreadsheet has a
column of the total units used and another column of the cost of these. The next two
columns are where we input the decision if we can home produce these items or will still
need to purchase these items. Green coloured cells will be a direct replacement for home
produced items. Light blue coloured cells are items we will need to replace for a similar item
we will produce ourselves. The last two columns are totals for the value of the items we will
produce ourselves and the value of the items we will still need to purchase.
We ran this spreadsheet for 81 days.
The value of our home produce was £7.35 per day (£595.64 divided by 81 days) or £2683
per year. Adding 10% for price increases this becomes £2951. As this represents the
consumption of our own produce this has no bearing on our household needs calculation.
We will need to provide funds for purchasing items we cannot produce directly from the
land. This came out as £12.28 per day (£994.85 divided by 81 days) or £4483 per year.
Adding 10% for price increases this becomes around £5000.
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An extracted image from our Household produce and Items spreadsheet...
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Transport Costs
We are currently recording our transport fuel costs. These will be considerably different
once we have moved and settled into our low-impact routine.
We have estimated our future transport costs...
Landrover

Notes

2
30
4.546
1.4

journeys of
miles per gallon =
litres per gallon =
£ per litre =

520 miles =

1040 miles
34.67 gallons
157.59 litres
£220.63

towing something big from Cambridgeshire

12
25
4.546
1.4

journeys of
miles per gallon =
litres per gallon =
£ per litre =

20 miles =

240 miles
9.60 gallons
43.64 litres
£61.10
£281.73

monthly big thing (wood /livestock/ logs etc)?

Visiting relatives

Total
Peugeot
3
60
4.546
1.4

journeys of
miles per gallon =
litres per gallon =
£ per litre =

520 miles =

1560 miles
26.00 gallons
118.20 litres
£165.47

26
45
4.546
1.4

journeys of
miles per gallon =
litres per gallon =
£ per litre =

20 miles =

520 miles
11.56 gallons
52.53 litres
£73.54

190
40
4.546
1.4

journeys of
miles per gallon =
litres per gallon =
£ per litre =

10 miles =

1900 miles
47.50 gallons
215.94 litres
£302.31

Both vehicles

Total
Total

Shopping runs

School runs and veg box delivery

£541.33
£823.06

Road tax, parts, MOT and insurance are taken into account in our ‘Annual Costs’
spreadsheet.
We have taken our annual transport fuel needs as £1000

Adding the totals from our three spreadsheets we obtain a figure of £11200.

This £11200 figure and as much of our home consumption as possible is to be met by our
land based activity.
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4.2: Meeting our household needs
To decide what produce to include for our household needs and business plan we decided
to take a logical approach and had to think about these questions for each product:
What do we consume?
What could we consume instead?
What country does it come from?
Could we produce it in Wales?
What level of processing and embodied energy is required to produce it?
What level of transportation is involved?
Does it require protection from animals, vermin, wind?
Will that incur netting or fencing cost?
Does it require any special treatment?
Does it require immediate delivery, hence more delivery trips, or can it be stored?
Is it already mass produced organically and more cost effective to just purchase?
What is its monetary value as a saleable product?
Is there a market for the product?
Is the market locally ‘flooded’ with that product already?
What is the level of work input?
Around 2009 we started out with an idea of a few sheep, a polytunnel providing veg to sell,
a house cow, bees, an area of fuel willow and some areas of arable crops. After much
researching and many adjustments, ideas, conflicts and decisions we chose a great mixture
of different crops and produce. These are described in the following sections. There is a
great deal we still need to learn and are not experts and this may be reflected in our plans.

There is a great quantity of information which is not necessary for the plan but is for us to
refer to and as such this document will become an ‘Instruction Manual’ as well as a planning
document.
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Apples, Pears and Plums
At the top of the south field, around the vegetable plots, polytunnels, workshop and house
we will set an orchard of just over half an acre. We will plant an orchard area of apple, pear
and plum trees. These will be planted as a long term crop. The apple trees will be on
MM106 rootstock, the plum on St Julian and the pears on Quince A and allowed to grow
into large trees with a mature height and spread of around 4m. These rootstocks are
vigorous rootstocks that have roots that can penetrate between the rocks and stones of the
stony soil. These rootstocks are also suitable for growing within grassed areas and do not
need the grass to be mown although we intend to ‘mow’ around the trees with our sheep
when the trees are mature enough. These trees will be positioned on 4.5m staggered
spacings to allow light between the trees. We shall be planting around 100 apple trees and
15 pear and plum trees.
The apple trees we will be growing are nearly all Welsh varieties and will come from Ian
Sturrock. http://www.iansturrockandsons.co.uk/index.html
We shall be growing many of these varieties and their origins...

We have chosen a variety of sweet and sharp and early and late varieties to spread the
picking season and produce good tasting apple juice/s.
Juicing the apples will yield roughly 700ml per 1kg of fruit. (“28lb box produces about 2 gallons
juice”. Ian Sturrock)
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We shall aim to supply 6 x 75cl bottles and 3 cases of 24x 25cl bottles per week, all year
round. This equates to 22.5 litres per week.
Over a year this equals 1170 litres of apple juice coming from around 1671 kg of apples. At
17kg per tree this equals 98 trees.
We will pasteurise the apple juice in their bottles to enable it to be stored to spread our
selling period over the entire year. Vitamin C will be added to preserve the juice flavour and
to prevent the juice becoming discoloured. The process is simply to add Vitamin C and then
bring the bottles of apple juice to 75 Deg C, cap them and lay them on their sides to sterilise
the lid and neck of the bottle. The juice can then be stored during the rest of the year when
the apple trees are not fruiting.
The price of the bottle and label is a sizeable proportion of the cost of the apple juice. We
shall be looking to re-use the bottles on a return basis to save costs and it makes good
environmental sense. The 75cl bottles are around £0.60 each (Inc vat) and the 25cl bottles
are around £0.35 each (Inc vat). We would need to buy an entire year’s supply of bottles in
the first year and would hope to have at least half the bottles returned to be reused in
further years.
The first year’s bottles
624 x 75cl bottles = £190 and 4992 x 25cl bottles = £1312.50 a total of £1502.50.
Further years we would hope to reuse half our bottles and pay out around £750 for
replacement bottles.
We will sell our apple juice to local hotels, and local shops. We have contacted a few hotels,
health spas and shops to try to get a feel for the market and had a few good responses.
We received an email from Neil Kedward from The Grove at Narberth http://www.thegrovenarberth.co.uk/ saying they would be interested in our apple juice and maybe some of our
veg produce too. Our small volume production would only require one or two outlets like
this so we are confident we can sell our apple juice.
Pricing
1 case of 12 x 75cl bottles is £23.04 and 1 case of 24 x 25cl bottles is £21.60 from Brogdale
Juices. http://www.brogdalejuices.co.uk/buy-order.html
This is a wholesale price so we shall be looking to sell ours at a similar price.
Using the same price supplying an average of 6 x 75cl bottles and 3 cases of 24x 25cl bottles
per week would provide £3968.64 over the year.
We will also sell eating and cooking apples locally when the trees mature and produce more
fruit than we need for juicing. We have worked on each apple tree producing roughly 17kg
in year 5 for this plan based on web sites, books and a discussion with Ashridge trees...
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-----------------------------------------------------------------Notes: An email response regarding Apple trees from Ashridge Trees:
So much depends on position, soil, weather, chemical regime (organic vs non-organic) that it is really hard to
give estimates, but here goes.
Year 1 - you will prune your maidens to form half standards (I imagine). The year will be spent producing
structural branches. No fruit.
Year 2 - continuation of Year 1. More structural pruning. Generation of some fruiting spurs
Year 3 - Fruiting spurs from previous year flower. These are thinned and your total yield per tree is unlikely to
be more than 2-3 Kgs.
Year 4 - More fruiting wood, more flowers, less thinning (but still necessary to avoid broken branches). Target
yield maybe 10Kgs per tree.
Year 5 - as above except tree is getting bigger/stronger. Target yield maybe 25 Kgs per tree.
Year 10/11 - Tree should be running at full capacity. Varietal differences make a huge difference. A Bramley can
product 250 Kgs+ per annum while a Stoke Red (famously weedy) will struggle to hit 50Kgs.
What I would say is that the less you allow your trees to crop in the early years, the VERY MUCH FASTER they
will get to cropping heavily. Fruiting takes an enormous amount of energy that otherwise would go into
growth. Cleaning the trees off in year 3 and reducing the year 4 crop to 2-3 Kgs will see you with 50Kg crops in
Year 5 on the more vigorous varieties.
Finally, as long as you have a decent variety of apples, you should not need a pollinator as they will cross
pollinate one another.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

After year 5 we hope to be able to exceed these values. Wikipedia states 40 -100 kg per year
for an apple tree on a vigorous root stock and close to zero in a poor year
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Apple . We have opted to use a 17kg per tree value to err on
the side of caution.
The 100 trees will cost £1100 from Ian Sturrock.
Rob will make an apple press for pressing the juice. The trees will produce very little fruit in
the first four years giving us a little time to make and source the equipment required. We
have added in a figure of £300 for apple related equipment and have added a small income
of £100 in year 4 as the trees should be producing a little fruit.
A section of the barn is specially set out for the storage of the apples, apple juicing
equipment and other food related items. We could end up with around 10 tonnes of fruit to
deal with in an exceptional year so having a dedicated area for produce is required. This
section of the barn will be rodent proofed and naturally cooled by being on the north side of
the barn, insulated and ventilated. (See: Buildings section, Page 137).
We will also develop our plans to include Apple Leather, Dried apple rings, Apple puree,
Jams using apple, apple pies and Apple Jelly etc.
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Financial Breakdown...

Cost of trees
Cost of bottles
Cost of equipment
Income from Juice
Income from apples
Total

Bare Field
-1100
0
0
0
0
-1100

Year 1
0
0
0
0
0
0

Year 2
0
0
0
0
0
0
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Year 3
0
0
0
0
0
0

Year 4
0
0
-100
100
0
0

Year 5
0
-1502.5
-200
3968.64
?
2266.14

Year 6
0
-750
0
3968.64
?
3218.64

Bees and Honey
We will keep as many bee hives as we can. In general most rural areas will support at least
10-15 colonies in an apiary. It is difficult to give an exact number of hives as it depends on
the forage that is available and the prolificacy of the bees. Prolific colonies need more
nectar and pollen than non prolific ones, so fewer can be kept in one place. There will be a
level at which the pollen and nectar supply will limit the number of bees that can be
supported. We will hopefully have five or more hives.
Rob kept bees some years ago until he had a reaction to the bee stings. He has now been
tested at Addenbrooke’s hospital and given the all clear to keep bees once again. Ruth has
completed a course in Bee keeping with the Huntingdon Bee Keepers Association and has a
hive of her own.
Ruth during the beekeeping course...
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The bees Rob kept during snowy weather (26 hives in this picture. The 13 on the left are a bit
difficult to see)...

We will be using the WBC type hives which are the ‘old fashioned’ traditional looking hives.
These are more complicated to make and are considerably more expensive but due to the
rain in Pembrokeshire the double skinned design of the WBC hive provides greater weather
resistance and provides the bees with a warmer, drier, healthier home.
The hives will be positioned alongside the hedge down the centre of the plot where the
hives will not be in a frost pocket and will be somewhat sheltered from the wind. The hives
will be close to our pond as bees need water for honey production and for the bees to use
to cool the hive in hot weather.
We will extract the honey and bottle it in the kitchen in the house. There is no requirement
to register our premises if we are supplying small quantities of primary products to the final
consumer or to local retail establishments directly supplying the final customer. We can
reasonably expect 40-60lb of honey on average per year and possibly up to 100lb per colony
if there is plenty of pollen and nectar in the area. A 1lb jar of honey sells for around £4.50.
For the sake of calculation we have taken a low yield of 20lb of honey per colony and
therefore we will produce roughly 100 jars or more of honey and sell them for £4 per jar
(retail) or £3 per jar (wholesale). This will provide an income of around £250 - £300 after
taking off the price of the jars.
Another benefit of keeping bees is from the work they do in pollinating our other plants and
trees which will be especially important with the orchard and other crops.
Beekeeping equipment is expensive and as such we will build up our equipment over several
years as we gather second hand items and make our own hives. Rob has already created
CAD models and technical drawings for all the hive parts for a WBC hive so we can make our
own. The more complicated internal parts (frames, queen excluder etc) will be
commercially bought but the outer casings, floor, roof and boxes will be home made from
local timber.
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The assembly of parts on Rob’s 3D cad system...

Finances...

Cost Hive parts
Cost of equipment
Cost of Jars and Labels
Income from Honey
Income from Hive parts
Total

Bare field
-100
0
-4
30
0
-74

Year 1
-100
-300
-8
60
0
-348

Year 2
-100
0
-16
120
0
4
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Year 3
-100
0
-40
300
50
210

Year 4
-100
0
-48
360
50
262

Year 5
-100
0
-48
360
50
262

Blueberries
Blueberries require a soil ph of PH 4 to 5.5 and preferably a light free draining soil which is
continuously moist and never drying out and a south facing aspect. We intend to use the
north east corner of the north field as the soil is well suited to growing blueberries, it faces
slightly south east and has a constant stream of water running around the boundary keeping
the ground watered.
We will plant the blueberries in 6 rows at 2.9m spacing and 1.5m between plants equalling
168 bushes in total. We will grow four varieties of blueberry bushes (Patriot, Duke, Bluecrop
and Herbert) to spread the picking season and for cross pollination.
We will build up the soil nutrients and structure with homemade ericaceous compost made
from leaf mould, pine needles, composted bracken and possibly the bark from the larch
used in our buildings.
Two year old Bushes cost £8.95 (Inc VAT)
(http://www.victoriananursery.co.uk/Blueberry_Bush_Bluecrop/) although we will try to
find a Welsh supplier as this supplier is in Kent. Our requirement of 168 bushes will cost
around £1500.
The blueberry yield will be low in the first few years rising to 4 to 5kg when fully mature. A
yield of 2.25kg per plant can be expected on 5 or 6 years old bushes. (Source: RHS.
Encyclopedia of Gardening. Page 418). We will be planting 2 year old bushes so our plants
will be around a year further advanced once we have planted them and yields will hopefully
be better than we predict below...

Year
2
3
4
5
6

Yield per bush
0.5kg
1.0kg
1.75kg
2.25kg
4kg

Total Blueberry Yield
84kg
168kg
294kg
378kg
672kg

The picking season starts around June until September so we will have roughly 15 weeks to
pick fresh blueberries and about 90 working days (Excluding Sundays) to sell them fresh and
about 200 working days (excluding Sundays and holidays) to sell them frozen.
If we sold five 400g packs of fresh blueberries per day that equals 2kg per day and 180kg
over the 90 days. When the bushes yield more than the 180kg we can sell fresh, we will
need to freeze them. We would then hopefully sell directly around two 400g packs per day
of frozen blueberries for around 200 days equalling another 160kg of blueberries sold.
Above 340kg (180kg+160kg) we will need to sell off our remaining blueberries frozen
wholesale and transported in a single journey in bulk.
The price ranges from £5.72/kg for frozen (Tesco / Waitrose) to £23.27/kg fresh (Waitrose
and also out of season). The wholesale price of G. M. Growers Ltd is £11/kg. It seems a
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reasonable figure for fresh blueberries wholesale to be around £8/kg. The market for
blueberries appears to be somewhat variable depending on season, being fresh or frozen or
being organic or not so we shall work on reasonably low figures.
We estimate we can sell our fresh crop for around £5/kg wholesale and around £8/kg direct
to customers although this will be limited by the number we can sell. We also estimate we
should be able to sell our blueberries frozen at £3.50/kg wholesale and £5.72/kg direct to
customers.
In year 2 we will attempt to sell our entire crop fresh bringing in an income of around £672
(84kg @ £8/kg).
In year 3 we will attempt to sell our entire crop fresh providing an income of around £1344
(168kg @ £8/kg).
In year 4 we will attempt to sell 180kg of our crop fresh providing an income of around
£1440 (@£8/kg). The remaining roughly 114kg of the berries will be frozen and sold direct
to customers for around £652.08 (156kg x £5.72/kg). A total of £2092.08
In year 5 we will attempt to sell 180kg of our crop fresh providing an income of around
£1440(@£8/kg). A further 160kg of the berries will be frozen and sold direct to customers
as frozen blueberries for around £915.20 (160kg x £5.72/kg). The remaining 38kg will be
made into jam (See: Jams and Preserves section, Page 87). A total of £2355.20
In year 6 we will attempt to sell 180kg of our crop fresh providing an income of around
£1440(@£8/kg). A further 160kg of the berries will be frozen and sold direct to customers
as frozen blueberries for around £915.20 (160kg x £5.72/kg) and 300kg will be sold
wholesale frozen for around £1050 (300kg x £3.50/kg). A total of £3405.20 The remaining
32kg will be made into jam (See: Jams and Preserves section, Page 88).
Blueberry sales shown graphically....
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The most productive period for blueberries is between about year 3 and year 7. We will
need to replace some of the blueberry bushes as their yields drop off to ensure a continued
supply of blueberries. We shall start to propagate replacement plants at around year 4.
The main problem with blueberries is birds. We shall be creating a fruit cage for the
blueberries 47m long, 24m wide and 2m tall. This will be erected just before fruiting and
removed just after harvest. The reason for this is the cost of the fruit cage and the damage
the weather does to it. We can hopefully use the same netting and support poles for many
seasons if we do this. The 112 support poles will be the small diameter tops of larch trees or
similar cut to 2.2m long and a cost of around £100. The netting will be black strong woven
netting supplied as a 12m x 50m bale. We have one netting bale at a cost of around £200
and will need another two at a cost of around £400. The cage will be supported by
numerous guy ropes costing £82 for the drum of green coloured rope (ebay). The guy ropes
will be attached to very large rocks left in place in the ground or attached to large pegs
driven in the ground. The tall mature hedgerow around the north east corner of the field
will completely obscure the netting structure from the north and east and the shape of the
landscape obscures it from view from the South and West. It may be possible to see it from
the Gwalia house adjacent to the land. A series of short stub posts or mountings will be left
in the ground around the perimeter of the blueberry area to accept the fruit cage posts.
Finances...
Bare Field
Plant Cost £ -1500.00

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

Year 6

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

Fruit cage posts £

-100.00

0.00

0.00

10.00

0.00

10.00

0.00

Netting £

-400.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

Rope £

-82.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

Income from Fresh berries £

0.00

0.00

672.00

1344.00

1440.00

1440.00

1440.00

Income from frozen berries (direct) £

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

652.08

915.20

915.20

Income from frozen berries (wholesale) £

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

1050.00

0.00

672.00

1354.00

2092.08

2365.20

3405.20

Total £ -2082.00
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Chickens
We will keep Cuckoo Maran chickens for primarily our main source of meat and the eggs will
be another source of income.
The chickens will be housed in our main coop designed around homing around 22 chickens.
This coop will be our current garden shed. This was a freecycled shed needing a new floor,
which it now has. It will be housed in the upper corner of the south field most of the time
and will be moved to the willow, nut and Christmas tree areas at different times of the year
to help clean up the ground and scratch out and consume pests. The shed will need some
more conversion into a chicken coop at a cost of around £50. A second small coop will be
used as a nursery coop for the sitting hens and chicks. This coop will be in its own enclosure.
We have already constructed the nursery coop from another recycled free garden shed.
After a day of wood surgery this is now a good chicken coop with little resemblance of its
original form. It will need some roofing when we assemble it. Cost to do this around £30.
The chicks will be allowed to remain with the hens until they are old enough to be
introduced to the main group.
The conventional practice is to kill the male chicks which often go as pet food (for snakes
lizards etc). Cockerels become more aggressive as they mature and will fight viciously but at
a younger age they will tolerate each other. Our plan is to allow these young cockerels a
comfortable life up until they become aggressive or noisy. The most aggressive or noisy
cockerels will be the first in the pot or the freezer
Young chicks can have problems and possibly break legs if they are clambering around on
straw bedding. We will use our own saw dust from our saw bench as bedding for our very
young chicks and as they grow we will use our chaff cutter to chop straw into short lengths
for bedding until they are big enough to use unchopped straw.
Over the year our chickens will consume around 660kg of additional feed above the feed
they gather foraging. The yearly additional feed will come from: Wheat 200kg, Oats 200kg,
Greens and Veg plot thinnings. We will process the grain with our Bamford roller/grinder
mill. The roller part of the machine will partially roll the grain for the mature chickens. The
grinder part (set on coarse settings) will provide feed for the chicks and juveniles.
The chickens will produce eggs although the production of eggs will decrease or stop
through the winter. We will hopefully have a steadyish supply of around 9 eggs per day for
approximately 8 months of the year. Our home cooking will use approximately 18 per week
leaving approximately 52 eggs per week. We will sell a box of 6 eggs for £1 bringing in an
approximate income of £300 over the year.
The chickens will be free range but will be fenced to keep them from wandering into the
vegetable areas and damaging the crop at different times of the year and to protect the
chickens from foxes. The fencing is shown in more detail in the Land Management section
where all the fencing is considered.
We came up with a yearly cycle for the chickens to work out roughly our meat supply,
chicken housing and feed requirements.
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Our approximate yearly chicken cycle....
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We will source our chickens from good breeders at a cost of around £10 - £15 each and will
also take some of the good ones sometimes available on freecycle. We will avoid the more
scabby birds that are often available for free as they end up costing more money in sorting
out their ailments. We have already gathered several drinkers and feeders from car boot
sales and freecycle saving us a considerable cost buying those. The chickens should be able
to forage sufficient grit from the land but we shall collect some washed up shells from the
nearby coast and crush those as a source of calcium.
The coop will be cleaned out as required and straw replaced. We have estimated 1 straw
bale every 2 weeks to do this. This straw will be used in the chicken coops and then reused
as a urine soak in our household compost toilet system. The cost of this straw is included in
the household compost toilet calculations (See: Compost Toilet section, Page 129).
Cardboard will be used on the floor as a sacrificial layer to catch droppings from the
perches. This will also be added to the compost piles as a good source of carbon.
We have added a yearly cost of £50 for red mite control liquid that is applied to the coop
http://www.chicken-house.co.uk/acatalog/5_litre_Poultry_Shield_Concentrate.html and for
solving other issues we may have and broken feeder replacement etc.
We may need to replace the entire flock if a determined fox breaks in and kills them but we
will try to prevent this.
Approximate financial breakdown for the chickens....
Bare field
-100

Year 1
0

Year 2
0

Year 3
0

Year 4
0

Year 5
0

Main coop conversion
and maintanance £

-50

-10

-10

-10

-10

-10

Small coop conversion
and maintanance £

-30

-5

-5

-5

-5

-5

Disease prevention and
maintainance £

-50

-50

-50

-50

-50

-50

Egg production £

100

200

300

300

300

300

Total £

-130

135

235

235

235

235

Buying Chickens £

Comfrey
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We will grow numerous patches of comfrey as a source of leaves to use in a liquid feed to
feed our polytunnel crops and other plants around the plot. We will use the “Bocking 14”
variety as it is a sterile clone and will not self seed around the plot. It will have no financial
value.
Grows well in full sun or shade and needs plenty of water.
Plant in clumps with plants 60cm apart.
Don’t harvest in the first year.
When flowers just appear take a cut of leaves to 15cm from the ground. Don’t let it flower.
Propagate through dividing with a spade
Use as a liquid feed. Take 6kg of wilted leaves and place in 90 litres (20 gallons) of water. Stir
occasionally for 4 to 5 weeks when it should be ready for use.
Use as a liquid concentrate. Place the comfrey leaves in a barrel with a hole in the bottom
and collect the liquid that drips out. Dilute this 15:1 with water or 10:1 if brown or 20:1 if
black.

Christmas Trees
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We will plant 2/3rds of an acre of Christmas trees. The varieties Nordman Fir (the majority),
Noble Fir (some). These will be set out in two fenced areas of trees equalling around 1650
trees in total at a 1.25m spacing. Intensive Christmas tree producers grow trees at a planting
density of 4000/acre but we will be planting at a density of around 2500 / acre to give some
sheep grazing and us access space . We will grow the trees in a pattern of younger and older
trees to make best use of the land area without overcrowding.
We shall plant our first seedlings in around March 2014.
Plant 3yr old seedling = 10cm tall
After 1 year = 20cm tall (Dec 2014)
After 2 years = 30cm tall
After 3 years = 45cm tall
After 4 years = 60cm tall
After 5 years = 90cm tall
After 6 years = 120cm tall (4ft) (Dec 2019)
After 7 years = 150cm tall (5ft) (Dec 2020)
After 8 years = 180cm tall (6ft) (Dec 2021)
Christmas tree prices .. £3/ft wholesale £4/ft retail ( Snowbird Christmas trees)
We will allow a 20% loss in the field to cover tree problems and damage.
These will be for sale in our 6th year when they should be around 4 feet tall. Initial purchase
of three rows of trees will be 3 x 206 = approx 618 trees = £400+VAT = £480. ( Snowbird
Christmas trees price for 1000 trees. Cheaper than buying at their per 100 price
A further row of around 206 will be planted each year after costing around £125+vat = £150
per season. The retail price of a Christmas tree is around £4/ft (Snowbird Christmas trees
price). The wholesale price of a Christmas tree is around £3/ft.
The cost of each seedling, with transport costs, will be around £0.75 each.
We will sell around 50 trees (4ft) (retail) and around 115 (4ft) (wholesale) in year 6 =
£2025.50
We will sell around 30 trees (5ft) (retail) and around 135 (5ft) (wholesale) in year 7 =
£2470.50
We will sell around 30 trees (6ft) (retail) and around 135 (6ft) (wholesale) in year 8 and
beyond = £2995.

Christmas tree sequence:
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Year

Rows
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H

Spring Dec
2014 2014

Dec
2015

Dec
2016

Dec
2017

PLANT
PLANT
PLANT

Dec
2022

Dec
2023

Dec
2024

Dec
2025

Dec
2026

Dec
2027

Dec
2028

30
30
30
20
PLANT

45
45
45
30
20
PLANT

60
60
60
45
30
20
PLANT

90
CUT
20
30
45
90
120
CUT
20
30
90
120
150
CUT
20
60
90
120
150
CUT
45
60
90
120
150
30
45
60
90
120
20
30
45
60
90
PLANT 20
30
45
60
Note: Plantings will be in the Spring of the following year after a CUT

60
45
30
20
CUT
150
120
90

90
60
45
30
20
CUT
150
120

120
90
60
45
30
20
CUT
150

150
120
90
60
45
30
20
CUT

CUT
150
120
90
60
45
30
20

20
CUT
150
120
90
60
45
30

20
20
20
PLANT

Dec
2018

Dec
2019

Dec
2020

Dec
2021

Our trees will be offered as live rooted trees for those who wish to keep them alive. This
would incur a cost for pots and soil. Each New Year we will have a dead Christmas tree
collection point. All the dead trees will be added to our composting area and steadily
allowed to compost down to create ericaceous (acidic) compost for our acid loving plants
(blueberries etc).
We have considered the cost of fencing. This is included in the Land Management section,
Page 94.
We will be keeping approximately 4 or 6 Shropshire ewes as part of our plan. These will be
grazed on other areas of our land and brought into the Christmas tree areas after the new
tree growth has darkened and become ‘less appetising’ and there is plenty of grass to
‘mow’.
Financial Summary...

Spring 2014
Sapling cost £
Income £
Profit £

-480

Spring
2015
-150

Christmas
2015

0
-480

Christmas
2018
Sapling cost £
Income £
Profit £

Christmas
2014

0
-150

Spring
2019
-150

Spring
2016
-150

0
-150

Spring
2020
-150

Spring
2017
-150

0
-150

-150

Christmas
2019

Christmas
2016

Christmas
2020
2025.5
1875.5
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Spring
2021
-150

Christmas
2017

Spring
2018
-150

0
-150

Christmas
2021
2470.5
2320.5

Spring
2022
-150

Christmas
2022
2995.5
2845.5

Soft Fruit and Rhubarb
Around 230kg of our fruit, will be used to make Jams and Preserves. The remaining fruit will
be sold locally or an addition to our veg boxes. We have financially accounted for fruit in the
Jams and Preserves Section of the plan separately. We have assumed little early yield and
yielding to start at year 4.

Blackberries
We will be growing a great number of blackberries in the central hedge between the two
fields and in clumps around the plot growing and in amongst the screening trees. We will
have roughly 4 or 5 times the size of the patch behind our house. Rob picked 15kg of
blackberries from the patch of bushes behind our house so we estimate a yield of around
60kg of blackberries. These will be made into blackberry and apple jam and frozen as winter
fruit. The blackberry clumps will provide useful wildlife habitats for birds, insects and other
creatures. We do not want to introduce a cultivated variety into the hedgerows as it may
‘escape’ into the surrounding area. We shall grow various wild varieties we find around the
local area.
Blackcurrants and Redcurrants
We will plant around 60 black and Red currant bushes at the front (East side) of the house
and within the orchard behind the polytunnels. These bushes should provide about 200 kg
of black and red currants each year. Around half will be used in our Jam making and home
cookery. Roughly 100kg will be sold as fresh fruit bringing in an income of around £130.
(Price: £1.33/kg http://www.britishblackcurrants.co.uk/buy-blackcurrants-online.aspx )
The cost of buying these bushes will be around £600 unless we can find someone who will
propagate some for us.
Cherries
We will attempt to grow 12 semi dwarf trees in large holes filled with a limed mix of soil
giving a neutral acidity. We will grow the cherries primarily for our own consumption. Birds
will be a major problem with the cherries. It may be impractical to net over all the cherry
trees so we will deter the birds by other means and expect some bird damage. If we get a
sufficient yield we shall make jams to sell and sell the cherries locally and in the veg boxes.
These trees will cost around £132 (Ian Sturrock and Sons)

Gooseberries
We will grow around 60 gooseberry bushes between the barn and central hedge and
amongst the orchard behind the polytunnels. These locations are open to the sun but have
some shelter from the wind. We will tolerate some bird damage but will cover individual
plants with odd pieces of netting. We will hope to get a harvest of around 180kg. We will
use the gooseberries for jam making to sell and our own consumption in pies and crumbles.
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Selling approximately 90kg will provide an income of roughly £270 (£3/kg wholesale. GM
Growers price) The gooseberry bushes will cost around £360
Strawberries
We shall grow around 320 strawberry plants in two rows using around 25sqm of the veg bed
area between the polytunnels and around 25sqm in the orchard area behind the
polytunnles. Damp was our biggest problem growing strawberries in our allotment where
we had continued wet weather for weeks and the location and surrounding planting
sheltered the strawberries too much for them to dry out. We shall create raised beds of
scrap saw mill wood to lift the strawberries up from the ground. This will also help with
weeding and slug control. 320 plants should yield around 80kg of strawberries. We shall
make strawberry jam with around half and sell the other half locally. We shall grow various
varieties of strawberries to extend the picking season. We will propagate strawberry leaders
from numerous friends and some purchased ones. We will budget £120 for the plants we
purchase. Selling 40 kg of fresh strawberries should bring in around £114 at £2.85/kg
(£2.85/kg GM growers wholesale price. £5.72/kg Tesco retail price)
Raspberries
To the west of the polytunnels we shall grow roughly 130 raspberry canes on a roughly 50
sqm patch and a further 130 in amongst the orchard area behind the polytunnels. These will
be a mixture of summer and autumn fruiting plants. The raspberries will be grown in rows
supported on wires, posts and sticks. These should provide around 60kg of fruit. We shall
make jam, freeze for winter use and sell them locally and in our veg boxes. We will purchase
several varieties to vary the picking season and to vary the flavours. We will initially spend
around £100 on canes and quickly propagate from these in the first few years to get to our
full quantity. The sale of around 30kg of fresh raspberries should bring in an income of
around £144 (£4.80/kg. GM growers wholesale price)
Elderberries
We shall grow several elder trees within the central hedge and around the corrugated
shelter. These will provide us with elderflowers and berries to make cordials and wine for
our own consumption. Wine and beer making is something Rob has wanted to do but lack
of space has prevented this.
Rhubarb
On the opposite side of the track to the barn we shall grow around 12 rhubarb plants. We
shall grow a mixture of sweeter red stalked rhubarb and heavier yielding green stalked
rhubarb. We will use the rhubarb in our jams and preserves, use some in crumbles and pies,
freeze some for winter use and sell some locally and in our veg boxes. We shall purchase a
mixture of new crowns plus some from friends. Commercially available crowns seem to be
around £4 each. We shall budget £40 for buying rhubarb crowns.
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Financial Summary
Blackberries
Black and Redcurrants
Cherries
Gooseberries
Strawberries
Raspberries
Elderberries
Rhubarb
Total

Bare Field
0
-600
-132
-360
-120
-100
0
-40
-1352

Year 1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Year 2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
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Year 3
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Year 4
0
130
0
270
114
144
0
0
658

Year 5
0
130
0
270
114
144
0
0
658

Year 6
0
130
0
270
114
144
0
0
658

Rob’s sketch of the position of the fruit around the buildings...
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‘Arable’ Plot crops
We have four 3/8 acre plots planned at the lower half of the south field. These will be used
in a rotation..
Each plot will follow a 4 year rotation of:
•
•
•
•
•

Herbal Grazing Ley. Graze animals and prepare for Oats around August
Oats. Sow August / September. Harvest August
Over winter Stubble Turnips and Autumn planted veg. Sow immediately after oats
harvest. Use stubble turnips as required Winter/Spring.
Mixed Vegetables. Sow/plant to suit each plant Harvest as required.
Herbal Grazing ley. Sow as veg comes out.

A graphical representation of this...
Bare field
Spring

Year 1

Summer Autumn

Winter

Spring

Year 2

Summer Autumn

Winter

Spring

Summer Autumn

Winter

Plot 1

Grass

Grass

Grass

Lime

Veg

Veg

Veg

Herbal
ley

Herbal
Ley

Herbal
Ley

Herbal
Ley

Plot 2

Grass

Grass

Grass

Oats

Oats

Oats

Oats

Lime

Veg

Veg

Veg

Plot 3

Grass

Grass

Grass

Grass

Grass

Lime

Oats

Oats

Oats

Oats

Turnips

Turnips

Plot 4

Grass

Grass

Grass

Grass

Grass

Grass

Grass

Grass

Grass

Lime

Oats

Oats

Year 3
Spring

Year 4

Summer Autumn

Herbal
Ley
Herbal
Ley

Herbal
Ley
Herbal
ley

Herbal
ley

Veg

Veg

Veg

Oats

Oats

Turnips

Oats

Herbal
Ley
Herbal
ley

Year 5

Winter

Spring

Summer

Autumn

Winter

Spring

Summer

Autumn

Winter

Oats

Oats

Oats

Turnips

Turnips

Veg

Veg

Veg

Herbal ley

Turnips

Turnips

Oats

Oats

Herbal
Herbal Ley Herbal Ley
Oats
Oats
Oats
Oats
ley
Herbal
Herbal Ley Herbal Ley Herbal Ley Herbal Ley Herbal Ley Herbal Ley
ley
Turnips

Veg

Veg

Veg

Herbal ley Herbal Ley Herbal Ley Herbal Ley Herbal Ley

We will need to figure out some simple rules for ourselves to follow for creating a transition
between crops such as the rate and space requirements as the stubble turnips are lifted and
the vegetable crops are being planted. We will also need to adhere to the rules for
following the turnips with other vegetables to avoid disease problems. This will become
dependent upon how well things grow, the weather and other factors. We will develop a
workable routine after a few years
The mixed vegetable plot is described in detail in our Vegetables section, (Page 60).
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Oats
After living in Cambridgeshire amongst huge cereal farms we have a distrust of the
chemicals and methods used in ‘conventional’ farming. Toby was born with a Cleft Lip and
Palate and a worrying number of his school friends have other conditions. These conditions
are fast becoming more and more commonplace. The reason for this is unknown but a
common, and our, belief is there is a possible link between the use of chemicals in the food
chain and these medical issues. We eat many cereal derived foods and as part of our plan
we wish to grow these ourselves to ensure we know the growing conditions and inputs.
Growing cereals does have a level of mechanisation. This may not appear to fit the lowimpact vision too well but if you, as a low-impact proponent, are eating bread, cakes or
having your breakfast cereal then the chances are there is a big list of machinery and oil
consumption to produce it and get it to you. With this in mind we will be growing our own
cereal crops completely organically, gently on the land and as fuel economically as possible
even if there is little or no financial gain from doing so.
We currently use rolled oats as part of our diet. Oats may be a labour intensive crop to grow
for little produce but growing it ourselves we know the oats will be truly organic and free
from chemicals and have very little processing energy input and no additional packaging or
transportation.
We will sow our oats at a rate of 60kg per acre (23kg for 3/8 acre). Approximate yield will be
around 2.5 to 3 tonnes per acre. This is based on large scale farming techniques so a figure
of 2 tonnes per acre will be used. Our 3/8 acre should provide roughly 750kg of dehulled
oats.
We currently use approximately 1.5kg per week for porridge and 2.5kg per week in other
cookery. This requires around 200kg per year of rolled oats. Our chickens will consume
around 200kg per year and our sheep will consume the remainder. We shall roll the oats
and bruise the oats by running them through our oat roller. (See: Machinery section, Page
182)
Oats should produce between 1000kg and 1500kg of straw per acre. At 21kg per bale and a
lower yield of 1000kg / acre this equates to 375kg of straw the equivalent of around 18
small bales from our 3/8 acre of oats. This will be hand baled using a wooden box baler (See:
Machinery section, Page 182) to produce approximately 36 half size bales for use for animal
winter feed and bedding.
We may need to buy in more straw for animal bedding and for use in our compost toilet but
our ‘best home grown’ straw will be used to supplement animal winter feed and as bedding.
Seed cost around £15 for the first year then possibly seed save for further years.

Stubble Turnips
We will grow an area of stubble turnips preceding vegetables in one of the 3/8 acre plots.
We will need to avoid following brassicas with brassicas and some of the area will be
planted up with autumn sown vegetables so the available space will be the area left taking
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those factors into account. We will be growing around 500 sqm of stubble turnips to
provide around 1900kg of turnips for winter feed for the animals. (The seed cost is included
in the Vegetable section, Page 60)

Herbal / Grazing Ley
Each year a 3/8 acre plot will be sown with a Herbal / Grazing ley and another will be
incorporated and sown to oats. At any time there will be two 3/8 acre plots with the herbal
grazing ley.
We shall use a Herbal ley mixture such as Cotswold seeds MIX20 mixture.
https://www.cotswoldseeds.com/product/%E2%80%98herbal%E2%80%99-grazing-ley-fouryear-ley
This is best grown for four years or more but used for two years at a time will provide good
grazing, improve the soil structure and provide soil nutrients. Some of the plant species in
this mixture may struggle on the acid soil but we have discussed this with Ian Wilkinson at
Cotswold seed and have come to the conclusion that the mixture has a wide variety of plant
species so some will do better than others but still give a good swarth.
Our sheep will graze on this at different times of the year. Lambing will occur indoors and
then turned out in spring onto the newly growing herbal ley which should be free from
parasites. The animals will be rotated around the orchard area, Christmas tree area and
other areas around the plot and in late summer / autumn will graze the herbal ley before it
is ploughed over for oats taking more of the sheep parasites to their doom. We intend to
take a cut of hay from both 3/8 acre plots of herbal ley for winter feed for the sheep. This
will be baled using our hand box baler (See: Machinery section, Page 182).
Seed cost around £50 per year.

----------------------------------------------------------------------Additional crops
We will trial some other crops to evaluate whether to attempt to grow them regularly.
These crops would be a great addition to what we can grow but how well suited to the local
conditions is questionable.
Spelt
After working through the possibility of growing wheat we decided growing Spelt would be
a better choice on possibly poorer soil and wetter conditions. We will trial this at some
point.
Sunflower
We will experiment growing sunflowers. We will have around 400sqm of spare veg plot
space. We shall attempt to grow a block of around 4000 sunflowers to hopefully provide
between 60 and 100kg of sunflower seed. Sunflower seems to have a great number of pest
problems and susceptible to disease so may only be attempted the once.
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The flowering sunflowers will provide our bees with some more forage.
If we got a small crop we would sell the sunflower seed as bird food.
If we got a decent crop of around 50kg or more we will press the sunflower to give around
20kg or 22litres of oil. We would cook with this if edible or use this in our tractor to help
save us relying on fossil derived diesel.
Notes:
The sunflower seed will be drilled (planted) when the soil temperature reaches 6 - 8 Deg C. (around mid April onwards) at a row spacing of
0.34m and 40000 plants to the acre. PH 6 to 7.5. Density of sunflower oil = 919kg per cubic metre. Sunflowers yield between 1.5-2.5 t/ha.
Source:(SF6_new_sunflower_growers_guide.pdf)

Peas
We will try to grow peas in a two year ‘swap’ with Sunflower. We will harvest, shell, blanch
and freeze the peas to add another food to use during the winter when the variety of in
season crops is limited.
Peas yield between 0 and 2000kg per acre.
http://www.fwi.co.uk/articles/23/06/2011/127473/early-vining-pea-yields-disappoint.htm
Taking 1000kg /acre our 400sqm could produce around 100kg of peas. We have harvested
our own fresh green peas on our allotment. We harvested 1kg from 2.25 m2 equating to
1800kg per acre of fresh shelled peas. This roughly confirms the yield quantities we
obtained. Using a sowing rate of 100kg/acre we will allow an area to grow until dry and
harvest as seed. We will need to retain around 10kg for seed.
Notes: Peas require a pH of at least 5.9 to 6.5. If the pH is below 5.8 an application of lime will be needed.
Over-liming should be avoided as it can induce deficiency of trace elements such as manganese.

Wheat (bought in)
Wheat is a crop unsuited to our growing conditions but is a food we will want to use. We
will purchase around 300kg of organic wheat grain (Organic Wheat £250/tonne) from an
organic farmer to mill for our own consumption and to bruise for our chickens. The 300kg of
organic wheat will be split 100kg for our own use and our Chickens will use around 200kg.
Cost of the wheat around £75
Finances....

Oat Seed £
Herbal Ley seed £
Wheat (bought in) £
Total

Bare field
15
50
75
-140

Year 1
0
50
75
-125

Year 2
0
50
75
-125
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Year 3
0
50
75
-125

Year 4
0
50
75
-125

Year 5
0
50
75
-125

Nut area
Hazelnuts
Our local wholesaler of fruit, vegetables, nuts and other produce buys in Hazelnuts from
America or Turkey. This is a good reason for us to grow hazelnuts as the transportation
costs for the ‘foreign’ nuts will rise with the price of fuel. The climate and conditions in West
Wales are ideal for Hazelnuts.
We will plant around 70 trees at 3m centres with 4m spacing between rows covering
820sqm at the bottom of the South field. Half will be “Pearsons Prolific” and half
“Nottingham Cob”. The trees will begin cropping in 3 to 4 years and in earnest after 5 to 7
years and cropping is often biennial. Each tree may produce around 3 to 5 kilos of nuts.
Taking a yield of 3kg per tree we could produce around 210kg of nuts in year 5. The soil will
benefit from liming before we plant to bring the soil acidity to a fairly neutral ph6.5-7.5. The
soil is currently around PH 5.5 and we will require approximately 1 tonne of “1inch-down”
limestone over this area (12t/Ha or 4.8t/acre for coarse screened limestone). This equates
to about 1.2kg per square meter. The cost of this will be around £35/tonne G D Harris,
Narberth. http://www.gdharries.co.uk/index.html
The wholesale price is around £4.20 per kg (in shells). (G&M Growers price).
The wholesale price is around £10 per kg (shelled).
The retail price for organic shelled hazelnuts retail for around £15 per kg. (Goodness direct
price).
If we sold 210kg of hazel nuts in shells at £4 per kg that would be an income of £840.
With a nut/shell ratio of about 50% we could expect a shelled nut yield of around 105kg. At
£10 per kg that would be an income of £1050.
We will experiment with our oat roller to see if it can be used to break the shells from the
nuts.
The cost to purchase these trees will be around £1050 (Source: Cool Temperate,
Nottingham)
Approximate financial breakdown...

Expenditure on Trees
Expenditure on Soil Preparation
Income from Cob and Filberts (In shells)
Income from Cob and Filberts (Shelled)
Total

Bare Field
1050
40
0
0
-1090

Year 1
0

Year 2
0

0
0
0

0
0
0
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Year 3
0
0
125
125

Year 4
0
210
250
460

Year 5
0
420
525
945

Year 6
0
420
525
945

Walnuts and Chestnuts
We will grow some Walnuts and Chestnuts for our own consumption and will sell a small
excess locally. These trees take a long time to grow so we are not including these as part of
our financial calculations.
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Sheep
In the 2nd or 3rd year we should be ready to have some sheep. We will keep 2 Shropshire
ewes and produce a couple of lambs per year. We may increase these numbers if we find
we can support a couple more. Their main purpose will be to ‘mow’ around the Christmas
trees and Orchard areas. The Shropshire breed has an unusual feature of not nibbling trees,
especially Christmas trees. http://www.shropshire-sheep.co.uk/sheepintrees.html

We will have 3/4 acre in two 3/8 acre areas of herbal ley and roughly 2 acres of grazing in
amongst the orchard, the veg plot headlands and other areas. The sheep will be moved
around at regular intervals and at different fruit and vegetable cropping times to manage
parasite build up and provide the best nutrition and conditions for the sheep.
The fencing is designed as a permanent wire boundary and the sheep will be moved around
within this with an electric fence. (See: Land Management section for details of all the
fencing, Page 94).
The sheep will clear up debris, leaf fall and fallen fruit from the orchard providing a
‘cleaning‘ and manuring service in return. They will eat around the Christmas trees keeping
the grass from competing with and growing up into the trees which would otherwise be a
laborious and time consuming task.
“Practical experience on many farms suggested that Shropshires were also suitable for grazing in deciduous
plantations, including orchards of apples (Malus domestica) and pears (Pyrus communis). In addition to
keeping weeds at bay, the sheep eat fallen leaves and so can help to prevent the spread of fungal diseases,
such as apple scab (Venturia inaequalis). Mechanical removal of fallen scaby leaves is known to reduce the scab
infection rate in spring (MacHardy, 1996). Reduction rates of 80% were reported from long-term experimental
studies (Sutton and MacHardy, 1993). “ Source: http://www.shropshire-sheep.co.uk/sheepintrees.html

Each year our ewes will hopefully give birth to a lamb each. Tupping will be performed late
in November and the lambs born around the end of April. We will fence off an area at the
bottom of the north field with the electric fence for tupping. This is to keep the ram in one
area in case he brings parasitic worms to the plot. The 6 day movement law applies so he
will need to stay on the plot during that time. This area will then not be grazed by the sheep
for a further year to allow time for any parasites to naturally die off.
The ewes and lambs will be put out onto the newly sown herbal grazing ley which should
have very low numbers of parasites. They will then be moved around different areas around
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the plot, orchard and Christmas tree areas and then moved on the ‘oldest’ herbal grazing to
graze that down before it is ploughed in the autumn taking more parasites to their doom.
The herbal ley will provide a wide range of nutrients for a healthy diet for the sheep.
Sainfoin seems to be the best natural anthelmintic (wormer) although it prefers an alkaline
soil. We looked into other worming products and found Verm-X Herbal wormer as an
organic alternative. http://www.verm-x.com/product/sheep-goats/9/verm-x-for-sheepgoats.php
The ingredients for Verm-x are as follows:
Verm-X Herbal wormer ingredients: Sunflower oil, limestone flour, seaweed meal, dicalcium
phosphate, thymus vulgaris (common thyme), allium sativum (garlic), cinnamomum
zeylanicum (cinnamon), galium aparine (cleavers), capsicum minimum (cayenne), mentha
piperita (peppermint), ulmus fulva (slippery elm), picrasma excelsa (quassia), foeniculum
vulgare (fennel), urtica dioica (nettle.)
From this is appears we should give the sheep access to some thyme, garlic, peppermint,
fennel and nettle as a useful supplement to their diet.
We may also use a garlic and molasses recipe followed by a day or two on hard standing fed
on hay such as found here http://www.skylinesfarm.com/parasitecontrol.htm although
there is much we need to learn about sheep.
We will monitor the internal parasite populations with faecal egg counting on a regular
basis. The procedure for this is quite simple and requires just a microscope, a bag of salt, a
beaker, stirrer, pipette, tea strainer and a special chambered microscope slide.
The instructions for this can be found here:
http://www.hawksley.co.uk/downloads/2CELL_McMASTER.pdf
By monitoring the parasite egg population we plan to form a better picture of the health
and wellbeing of the sheep, avoid chemical treatments but provide treatment if necessary.
We have recently obtained a secondhand Vickers microscope and two of the special
McMaster slides and are looking out for the other smaller items.
Other ailments such as fly strike will be controlled by careful monitoring and care. With only
a few sheep we will know the individual sheep and will check them daily. For fly strike to
occur Green bottle pupae and maggots require damp living conditions and a source of food.
They will be attracted by a damp and dirty fleece, faeces and/or urine soiled areas and
wounds on the animal. We will keep the sheep clean and trimmed and will provide a
simple, well ventilated shelter to provide relief from the sun and rain to help prevent
sweating and getting too wet. The sheep will also be shorn in early summer when the
weather becomes warm enough for them without their fleeces.
The sheep will be outside as much as possible and only inside in very poor weather
conditions. During these times the sheep will be housed in the barn. Hay will be fed to the
sheep from wall mounted racks to avoid the sheep feeding from the floor where they may
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pick up parasites. They will eat around 1/10th of a bale per sheep per day. This will come
from our own home baled herbal ley hay and will be supplemented with turnips, greens,
bruised oats and oat straw.
They will be bedded on a deep bed of straw which will be cleaned of faeces and very
generously topped up with clean dry straw as required. We can be very generous with the
amount of straw used for bedding as the soiled straw will be used further in our system of
composting urine on straw for the household compost toilet. We shall use more straw in the
household toilet than for the winter sheep bedding. The cost of this straw is included as
part of the compost toilet calculations as the sheep will only partially use the straw before it
is fully composted in the compost toilet system. (See: Compost Toilet section, Page 129).
Towards the end of April we should have a few lambs. This is later than conventional
practice but our grazing ley area will benefit from being allowed to establish itself for a little
longer. The lambs will be born on ‘clean’ grazing that has not been grazed for around 12
months to give them an area of low parasite population. The ewes will naturally seek
isolation and privacy so to mimic this we may use the areas directly in front of the house
and around the workshop where there will be hedgerow shelter and privacy and protection
from the wind. She will also be within sight of the house for monitoring and close to the
barn if needed. Weaning will occur naturally when the lamb is between 3 to 10 weeks old.
During this time we shall regularly move the electric fence to keep them moving onto fresh
‘clean’ grazing as they start to move from their mother’s milk to grazing.
A plan will evolve over time to provide constant ‘clean’ grazing and hay making from our
limited land area and we will find a naturally balanced stocking rate.
The older ewes will need replacing at a stage when their teeth wear such that their health
starts to steadily decline. This occurs after they are around four years old.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sheep
Sheep can live for far longer but with their health in mind we may be looking to replace the
ewes at the age of around four or five years old with their ewe lambs. We should hopefully
get a 50/50 mix of ewe and ram lambs.
The products we will obtain from the sheep are a few fleeces per year and the meat from a
lamb or two.
The fleeces are worth very little and sell for only £2 or £3 each on ebay.
The cost of slaughtering is £11.73 each (Pembrokeshire Meat Co Ltd. Haverford West).
A butcher pays around £60 for a dressed lamb carcase.
We would keep one lamb carcase to butcher ourselves for the freezer for home
consumption. The other could be sold to a local butcher for around £60.
Alternatively we may home slaughter and butcher for our own consumption. The cost for
collection of the Specified Risk Material (head, brain, eyes, spleen, ileum, spinal cord,
tonsils) is similar to the cost of slaughtering. Collection of this material would be by using
Tom Goddard and Sons Ltd, Haverford West.
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The benefit is there is far less stress for the animal as there is no transporting to a strange
environment and to strange people and noises. There are also no transport costs involved.
The initial cost of buying two Shropshire ewe lambs will be around £200.
A friend of Rob’s Father farms around 2000 sheep and believes that sheep spend all of their
time using their very limited brain power to think up new ways of dying. This appears to be
not far from the truth so for the sheep we will assume our financial income is zero to cover
deaths and vets bills but will still hopefully have a freezer stocked with lamb for home use.
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Vegetables
We will grow a great variety of our own vegetables for home consumption and as a source
of income. In July 2010 we took on a new allotment in our local village. The parish council
allowed 10 more allotment to be created on an uncultivated area of grassland. Our plan was
to experiment and try to grow as much of a variety of vegetables as we could. The idea was
to see what we could grow and to try things out rather than try to provide the greatest
quantity of food. At the time the heavy clay soil was baked solid and we had to wait until the
rain came to soften the ground so it was workable. We then had a short time to prepare the
ground before the continuing rain made the ground too wet and sticky. We have had some
good results and some failures but a lot was learnt in the process.
Some of our allotment crops...
The good...
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the bad...

and the ugly...

Other vegetables were grown such as leeks, pumpkin, butternut squash, broccoli, cabbage,
onions etc.
We learnt a great deal from the allotment, notably, needing to start some vegetables off in
a greenhouse, paths require maintenance, crops need wind protection, pigeons cause a
great deal of damage, watering requirements , undercropping, weed control, composting
and attention to harvesting.
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One thing we learnt on our allotment is that paths require maintenance and are a breeding
ground for weeds that romp off amongst your vegetables (especially buttercups). These
weeds require constant attention to prevent them taking over. This we saw as a task we
could do without and as such plan to use just a few large beds to minimise the amount of
grass and weed controlling we will need to do. We will use an electric fence to allow our
sheep to ‘mow’ the vegetable bed boundaries. We will not use any chemical fertilisers or
pest control relying on good rotation patterns and practices to avoid disease as much as
possible and use our animals to actively help with clearing up pests and fertilising the land.

Vegetable Crops
We will grow a small field scale 3/8 acre of mixed vegetables as part of our four year
rotation in rotation with 3/8 acre of oats, 3/8 acre of grazing ley and another 3/8 acre of
grazing ley.
Around the two polytunnels we will have a vegetable plot of around 500 sqm to grow
slightly more delicate crops. Inside the two polytunnels we will have a growing area of
around 108sqm. Our spreadsheet shows us using 114sqm but there will be an overlap of
crops at different times of the year. We will treat some small areas of the veg plots around
the polytunnel with lime to bring the PH level up so we can grow crops that would normally
struggle in the acid soil.
We will use our small tractor to shallow plough the plots to invert the weeds as we shall not
be using any weed killer or other chemicals. We will slowly and carefully plough the stony
soil as to prevent us breaking the plough as we bring up rocks and stones. Over time we will
remove the bigger of the stones and build up the depth of topsoil with organic matter. The
long thin layout of the plots is to help prevent soil erosion and manage run off water and we
will be using a single furrow reversible plough enabling us to ‘throw’ the soil uphill against
the direction of erosion as needed.
We will plant some seed using our hand driven seed drill and will weed by hand hoe and by
using a two wheeled push hose (See: Machinery section, Page 182).
Where we do not have a wholesale price we have taken half the price from a supermarket
such as Tesco, Asda, Sainsburys etc. We have price lists from a wholesale vegetable supplier
(G. M. Growers Ltd. Biggleswade) and the supermarket to wholesale price seems to be
around a 2:1 ratio.

Aubergine
Frost Tender. Best in warm moist environment.
Spacing 0.5m apart.
Assisted pollination as flowers are not very attractive to insects.
Plant on a four year rotation. Close relatives to Potato, Pepper and Tomato so avoid those in
the rotation.
Plant Feb-March in small pots.
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Plant into beds (approx mid May) when 10cm tall and support with canes if variety over
60cm tall.
Allow 5 or 6 fruits per plant and pinch out terminal growth to promote bushy habit.
Regular spraying with water will help the fruits to set.
Crop July-Nov before the skins turn ‘dull’.
Height: 60-70cm
PH 6.5-7 (slightly Acid)
Recommended variety “Black Beauty” or “Easter Egg”(white fruit).
Feed with comfrey tea.
Surplus can be frozen blanched and sliced.
Polytunnel allocation: Feb - Nov 4 sq m in warm area.
Yield: 4 plants per sqm (20 fruit) (Approx 250g per fruit)
£0.50 each (Estimated price at 50p each) (Approx £0.25 each Large scale production price)
http://www.defra.gov.uk/statistics/foodfarm/farmgate/homegrownprices/) (£0.90 each.
Tesco / Asda)
Area in polytunnel 4sqm. Income £10 = £2.50 / sqm
Seed price: £0.95 http://www.simplyseed.co.uk/aubergine-seeds.html

Asparagus (may be a crop to trial)
PH 6.5-7.5
Well drained soil. Preferably South facing.
2 or 3 years before productivity.
Plant 1yr old male crowns in early spring in previously prepared trenches with compost or
rotted manure.
Plant 40cm apart with 60cm between rows covered with 8 to 10cm soil.
Pests: Slugs and Asparagus beetles.
Harvest none in year 1, one big shoot per plant in year 2, cut all shoots in year 3.
Freezes well (blanch).
Late frosts can cause problems.
Recommended variety “Connovers Colossal” (early, good quality, reliable) or “Gijnlim” (all
male variety, early, heavy cropping).
Yield: 2kg per 3m row.
(£4.50/kg in April - July)
(http://www.defra.gov.uk/statistics/foodfarm/farmgate/homegrownprices/)
Try to grow 2kg per day for 30 days = 60kg = One 90m row of Asparagus or 7 rows across 5m
width x 14m long =98m row.
Asparagus plot 5m x 14m =70 sqm.
Income = £270 = £3.85/sqm
Asparagus crowns 245 crowns = £245 (£1 each). This cancels the year 3 produce. No
income until year 4.

Beetroot
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Sow varieties intended for storage in late summer at least 10 weeks before any heavy frost
is expected.
Sow about 2.5cm deep at a spacing of 10cm in rows about 30cm apart and thin seedlings to
10cm apart.
Water only to prevent soil drying out.
Harvest: July, August, September.
Freezes well (freeze when young and blanch).
Pests: occasionally, mangold fly and blackfly may be troublesome.
PH 6.5 - 7.5
Grows well with most beans, brassicas, garlic, kohl rabi, onions, parsnips and swedes.
Grows badly with runner beans.
Recommended varieties: “Boltardy”, “Regala”, “Burpee’s Golden”(Stores well).
“Cheltenham Mono” (Stores Well) “Crosby’s Egyptian” (For Pickling)
Yield: 3kg per 3m row
£0.35 / kg
2 rows across 1m x 10m long rows = 10sqm = 20m row =20kg = £7 (£0.7/sqm)
Seed £1.18 (2 packets) http://www.simplyseed.co.uk/beetroot-seeds.html

Broad Bean
PH6-7
Sow mid autumn or early spring (when ground becomes workable) in a double row about
20cm apart, placing the seeds about 20cm apart. Multiple rows can be placed 60cm from
the next.
Seeds are usually sown directly into fertile, well drained soil and are generally self
supporting.
Alternatively start off in 8cm pots.
Water the crop if dry during flowering and pod formation.
Remove tip of plants as soon as first pods start to show as it concentrates plant’s energies
into the crop and helps to discourage blackfly.
Harvest autumn sowing in late spring and spring sowing by early summer.
Freezes well (Blanch).
Grows well with brassicas, carrots, celery, cucurbits, potatoes, summer savory and most
herbs.
Grows badly with garlic and onions.
Provide own nitrogen and can pass some on after cropping if the stalks are taken to the
compost heap, leaving the roots to decompose in the ground.
Pests: blackfly, bean weevils, mice, pigeons.
Recommended varieties: “Aquadulce” (early crop, hardy and good for autumn sowing), or
“The Sutton” (a dwarf type, good cropper) or “Karmazyn” (new and unusual variety with
pink beans inside green pods). “Hysor” or “Jubilee Hysor” (Late variety).

Yield 5kg per 3m double row.
£0.90/kg
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10m of double row = 16.6kg = £15. Area 1mx10m = 10sqm (£1.50/sqm)
Seed £1.90 (120 seeds) http://www.simplyseed.co.uk/broad-bean-seeds.html

Broccoli / Calabrese
PH 6-7
Sow in succession from spring to early summer for a crop during summer and Autumn. Soil
needs to be well prepared with the addition of plenty of compost. The soil must be firmed
well before planting. Seedlings do not transplant well so sow in situ or sow in modules and
disturb the roots as little as possible. Slug and pigeon problem may determine if we set
them off in modules in the polytunnel. Plant 22cm apart both ways or 15cm apart in rows
30cm apart. Overcrowded plants become weak and leggy so thin as soon as possible. The
closer spacing produces smaller shoots that mature all at the same time for freezing. Apply
comfrey tea after cutting shoots to encourage additional shoots to develop. The main head
to be cut when 7-10cm dia while still firm and before the flower buds open. Sideshoots will
then develop.
Pests and diseases: Pigeons, aphids, caterpillars, black rot, downy mildew and club root.
Freezes well (Blanched). Recommended Varieties: Early “Green Belt”. Mid Season
“Citation”. Late Season “Shogun”.
Yield: 1kg per plant.
(£1 / kg)
3rows across 1.2m x 10m long rows = 30m x 15cm spacing = 200 plants = 200kg = £200.
(Area = approx 12sqm = Approx £16.67/sqm)
Polytunnel Allocation: 4 sq m for modules / pots. March - June
Seed £5 (5 packets) http://www.simplyseed.co.uk/calabrese-seeds.html

Broccoli (Sprouting)
PH6-7
Sow April-May under cover in rows 15cm apart / 1cm deep and transplant by late July when
10-15cm high or have around four leaves and plant out 60cm apart. Set the plants 2cm
deeper in the ground than they were in the seedbed / pots. Plants may need support and
plant away from exposed areas and strong winter winds.
Sow little and often to provide a crop for upto 10 months of the year.
Pests and diseases: Pigeons, Caterpillars, whitefly, cabbage root fly, club root.
Harvest top first to encourage side shoots to develop. Never allow it to flower or production
of fresh spears will stop.
Harvest over winter and into spring.
Recommended varieties “Minaret”, “Nine Star Perennial”, “Purple Sprouting”.
Grow for our own use and friends.
Yield 1kg per plant.
(£1 / kg)
3off 20m rows = 60m @ 60cm spacing = 100 plants = 100kg = £100.
(Area =approx 50sqm = £2/sqm)
Polytunnel Allocation: 1 sq m for modules / pots. March - June
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Seed £0.89 (250 seeds) http://www.simplyseed.co.uk/broccoli-seeds.html

Brussel Sprouts
Require high nitrogen levels but avoid freshly manured ground as this causes loose and not
firm sprouts.
PH 6.5 - 8 Must not be acid soil.
Sow in seed trays in early spring or direct in ground. Most Brussel sprouts do not grow well
in modules. Thin out or transplant to 45cm (dwarf) / 60cm (tall) apart. Use a closer spacing
for sprouts that are uniform size and wider spacing for sprouts that mature in succession so
can be picked over a longer time. Wide spacing also encourages air circulation and better
plant health. Position away from strong winds. Remove yellowing leaves as they appear.
If sprouts are wanted for freezing nip out the top when lower sprouts are about 1cm
diameter, All the sprouts will then mature at the same rate for picking together.
Pests: Mealybugs and downy mildew, aphids, pigeons, caterpillars, club root.
‘blown’ sprouts can be caused by wind rocking or lack of nutrients. Remove the blown
sprouts, give a feed of liquid fertiliser, high in nitrogen and further sprouts should grow
tightly packed.
Recommended varieties: Early “Lancelot”, “Oliver”, “Peer Gynt”. Mid-Season “Evesham
Special”, “Mallard”, “Roger”. Late “Fortress”, “Widgeon”.
Yield: 1kg sprouts per plant.
(£0.50/kg)
6 rows across 5m x 10m rows = 60m row @ 60cm spacing = 100 plants = 100kg = £50
(Area = approx 50sqm = £1/sqm)
Seed £0.89 (250 seed) http://www.simplyseed.co.uk/brussel-sprout-seeds.html

Butternut Squash
Require rich, well manured soil. PH 6 - 7
Sow in pots in April.
Plant out in May once frosts have passed.
Plant out 90cm each way.
Position out of strong winds.
Winter squashes (pumpkins and marrows): let the fruit mature on the plant for as long as
possible but cut and remove before the first frost strikes. Place somewhere warm and
sunny for 7-10 days so that the skin ‘cures’ and hardens, to help prevent rotting in store.
When ready, store in a dark, cool, dry but frost-free place. Place fruit in single layers on
cardboard or, better still, wooden slats to allow good air circulation. If space is limited,
stack them no more than 3 fruit high, preferably only 2, but check regularly for rotting.
Recommended varieties: “Sunburst” (golden, patty pan-style squash to eat small, great
taste) or “Cobnut” (butternut squash, good crop, full flavour).
Yield: 3 per plant.
£0.90 each
7 rows across 7m x 10m rows = 70m row = 70 plants = 210 squash = £189
(Area = 70sqm. £2.70/sqm)
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Seed £0 (Our own seed saved)

Cabbage
PH 6 - 7
Well consolidated soil.
Sow thinly in rows 1cm deep.
Winter varieties sow at the end of April or May and transplant in June. Spring varieties sow
in July and August and transplant in September or October. Summer varieties sow indoors
under glass in February and plant out at the beginning of April. Plants should be positioned
in their final positions when they have 6 leaves. About two weeks prior to transplanting give
the cabbage plot a dressing of liquid fertiliser.
Spacing 30 to 45cm each way depending on variety.
Grows well with beetroot, celery, chards, dill, garlic, nasturtiums, onions, peas and
tomatoes. Grows badly with runner beans and strawberries.
Pests and diseases: Aphids, Caterpillars, club root, slugs and root fly.
Yield: 1kg each
£0.50 each
9 rows across 5m x 10m long rows = 90m = approx 200 plants = £100. Area 50 sqm =
£2/sqm
Seed £14.90 (11 packets) http://www.simplyseed.co.uk/cabbage-seeds.html

Cabbage (Red and Savoy)
PH 6 - 7
Well consolidated soil.
Sow thinly in rows 1cm deep at the end of April or in May. Transplant to final positions in
June.
Savoy cabbages are large so require a 60cm spacing
Yield 1kg Each
£0.50 each
8 rows across 6m x 10m long rows = 80m = approx 130 plants = £65. Area approx 60 sqm =
approx £1.08/sqm
Seed £6.65 (7 packets) http://www.simplyseed.co.uk/cabbage-seeds.html
Carrot
PH 7
Need a light, stone-free soil to do well. When digging in compost, make sure it is well rotted
and friable to prevent roots from forking or follow on after another crop and not add any
organic matter.
Sow at 3 week intervals, about 1-2cm deep in rows 15cm apart, from early spring to
midsummer. Thin small carrots to 4cm spacing and larger to 6cm. Grows well with chives,
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garlic, leeks, lettuces, onions, peas and tomatoes. Carrots can be sown and intercropped
with spring onions and leeks, all sown together.
Pests: Root flies. Create physical barriers (polythene walls 60cm high / grow in barrels off
the ground etc) as the flies fly near the ground. We will need to grow under a carrot fly
cloche of some sort.
Yield: Early 2kg / 3m row. Maincrop 4kg / 3m row.
£0.35/kg
10 rows across 2m x 10m long rows = 100m = 67kg (early) or 134kg (maincrop) = £23.45
(Early) or £46.90 (maincrop)
Approx area = 20 sqm = £1.17/sqm (Early) or £2.34/sqm (maincrop)
Seed £8.34 (6 packets) http://www.simplyseed.co.uk/carrot-seeds.html

Cauliflower
PH 6.5-7.5
Need very rich, moist soil and protect them from the wind.
Start cauliflowers in modules and pots. When planting out or moving up a pot size, they
should be planted deep: up to the base of the first seed leaves.
Summer varieties may be sown indoors in February and set outside in April to provide a July
crop. Alternatively, sow under cloches in March or in the open during the first half of April
for cauliflowers in August. Autumn cauliflowers should be sown outdoors in April and May
and transplanted in late June. Winter and spring varieties should be sown outdoors in May
and transplanted in July. The seed outdoors should be sown 1cm deep. They are ready to
transplant when they have 6 leaves. Plant out 60cm apart.
Summer varieties are in season from July to September.
Autumn varieties are in season from October to December.
Winter varieties that are very slow to mature, taking 40 or even 50 weeks, are in season
from January to May.
When the curd (centre) starts to swell, bend the side leaves over to keep the light from
yellowing it. Harvest them when the head is fully expanded. Pests and diseases:
caterpillars, slugs, cabbage root fly, club-root, cabbage butterfly, cabbage moth.
Yield: 1kg / plant
£0.50 each
12 rows across 8m x 10m long rows = 120m row = 200 plants = £100.
Area = 80sqm. = £1.25/sqm
Seed £4.18 (2 packets of mixed varieties) http://www.realseeds.co.uk/cauliflower.html
Celeriac
PH6.5-7.5
Need careful tending and permanently moist, rich soil to grow well. Likes sun.
Surface sow in tiny pots or cells in a propagator in late winter or early spring. Thin early and
pot up into small pots. Harden off in a cold frame when they are about 7cm tall and plant in
late spring. Plant out 30cm apart in 45cm rows and keep well watered. Strip off lower
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leaves as the root starts to swell. Must continually remove side shoots to expose the crown.
Earth up plants in early September.
Harvest in the autumn but can be left in the ground until wanted. If very cold cover them
with straw to protect the crowns from frost.
Grows well with brassicas, beans, leeks and tomatoes. Do not plant near parsnips as both
are susceptible to celery fly.
Pests: slugs, celery fly, carrot fly.
Yield: 1 bulb per plant @ 0.5kg.
£0.75 each
2 rows across 1.5m x 4m long rows = 8m = 24 bulbs = £18
Area = 6sqm = £3.00 / sqm
Seed £0.95 http://www.simplyseed.co.uk/celeriac-seeds/prinz.html

Celery
PH 6-7
Need careful tending and permanently moist, rich soil to grow well. Likes sun.
Trench cultivars with red stems are hardiest.
Surface sow in tiny pots or cells in a propagator in late winter or early spring. Thin early and
pot up into small pots. Harden off in a cold frame when they are about 7cm tall and plant in
late spring. Plant out 25cm apart in trenches filled with well rotted compost or manure.
Protect with plastic bottles or cloches. Once they are about three-quarters grown, surround
each one with a collar of newspaper and earth up to blanch them. Continue earthing up
every 3 weeks as the plants grow.
Remove any side shoots, leaving single heads.
Harvest from late summer.
Grows well with brassicas, beans, leeks and tomatoes. Do not plant near parsnips as both
are susceptible to celery fly.
Pests: slugs, celery fly, carrot root fly.
Yield: 6.5kg per 3m row.
Approx £0.50 each
2 rows across 1m x 15m long rows = 30m row = 120 plants = £60.
Area = 15sqm = £4/sqm
Seed £2.85 (3 packets) http://www.simplyseed.co.uk/celery-seeds.html

Chard (Swiss chard)
PH 6 - 6.5
Plants stay in the ground for around 12 months. Sow seed in spring (for cropping until late in
the following spring). Sow in mid-summer (for cropping in the following summer).
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Sow in situ in rows 45cm apart. Thin seedlings early to 30cm apart. Alternatively grow in
seed trays and transplant. Give an organic mulch to keep down weeds and liquid feed if not
growing well.
Pests and diseases: Birds, Fungal leaf spots, downy mildew, slugs.
Alternatively grow in polytunnel.
Harvest by removing outer leaves or harvest the whole plant by cutting about 2.5cm above
ground level. The plant should then grow more leaves again.
Freezes well.
Yield: 1kg per plant.
£1/kg (based on price of Spinach)
2 rows across 1.5m x 10m long rows = 20m row = 67 plants = 67kg = £67.
Area = 15 sqm = £4.46/sqm
Seed £1.99 http://www.unwins.co.uk/swiss-chard-galaxy-seeds-pid3968.html

Chicory
PH 5.5 - 7
Grow in an area well manured for a previous crop.
Sow seeds in late April / early May 1cm deep in rows 38cm apart. Thin when seedlings have
3 leaves to 23cm apart. Keep seedlings weed free and well watered.
In Late October or November when the leaves are dying back lift the roots carefully
discarding any thin or damaged ones. Good roots are about 5cm dia at the top and 23cm
long. Trim the root to 20cm long and cut away all the leaves from above the crown. Store
flat in boxes of moist sand in a dark shed or cellar until needed. Pack 4 roots in a 23cm pot
containing sand or moist potting compost and cover with another pot or exclude any light.
Maintain a temperature of 10 - 18 Deg C. Cut chicons when 13 - 15cm long and use quickly.
Pests: Slugs
Yield: 4 roots per metre row outdoors. 4 chicons per 23cm pot.
£0.35 each
4 rows across 2m x 5m row = 20m =80 roots = £28.
Area =10sqm. £2.80/sqm
Seed £1.99 http://www.unwins.co.uk/chicory-witloof-focus-seeds-pid5808.html

Courgette
Require rich, well manured soil. PH 6 - 7
Sow in pots in April indoors or outdoors in Mid Summer.
Plant out in May once frosts have passed.
Plant out 90cm each way (bush types) / 120cm (trailing types).
Position out of strong winds and in the sun.
Harvest when small to ensure a continued supply.
Pests and diseases: slugs, aphids, mildew, cucumber mosaic virus.
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Yield: 6kg
/ kg per 3m row.
£0.80
10 rows across 10m x 10m long rows = 100m row = 200kg = £160
Area = 100sqm. £1.60/sqm
Seed £9.50 (10 packets) http://www.simplyseed.co.uk/courgette-seeds.html

Cucumber
PH 5.5 - 7
Need continuous warmth (21-24 deg C) and moisture under cover.
Sow in pots in a propagator in late winter to early spring. Pot up until planted out in mid- to
late spring. If not planted in a heated greenhouse, do not plant out until late spring. Space
60cm apart. Train sideshoots along wires, strings or canes to the desired length and trim
back side shoots back to 2 leaves beyond a female flower. Remove any male flowers before
they open so females are not pollinated, or bitter fruit will result or use all female cultivars.
Grows well with beans, nasturtiums, peas and sweetcorn. Do not grow with potatoes.
Pests and diseases: slugs, cucumber mosaic virus, powdery mildew, scab, leaf spot,
cladosporium leaf mould.
Yield: Upto 25 cucumbers per plant. (Say 15).
1kg = approx 3 cucumbers.
£4.50 for 12 = £0.67/kg = £0.38 each (wholesale). £0.90 each (Tesco). Say £0.40 each
12m bed in polytunnel = 19 plants = 285 cucumbers = £114
Area = 12sqm = £9.5/sqm.
Seed £9.45 (5 packets) http://www.simplyseed.co.uk/cucumber-seeds.html

Endive
PH 5.5 - 7
A bit hardier than most Lettuce so can be useful in Autumn salads.
Sow seed thinly June to August in rows 1cm deep and 30cm apart. As soon as the seedlings
can be handled thin to 23cm apart. The thinned out seedlings should be discarded.
Some people prefer blanched endive to reduce the plants bitterness. This can be achieved
by covering with a large flower pot for 1 or 2 weeks.
Will grow in partial shade and North and East facing areas.
Soil Well drained but rich in humus.
Pests: Slugs
Yield: 12 heads per 3m row.
£0.80 each
Sow 3 rows across a 1m raised bed x 1.5m long rows = 4.5m row = 18 heads =£14.40
Polytunnel area 1.5sqm = £9.60/sqm
Seed £1.19 http://www.dtbrownseeds.co.uk/seeds-plants-gardening/14629/endive-gloryagm-seeds
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Fennel
Attempt a few in the polytunnel to evaluate whether fennel would be viable.

French Bean / Haricot bean
PH 5.5 - 6.5
Sow in cloches in April in rows 5cm deep and seeds 7.5cm apart and rows 50cm apart. Seeds
are later thinned to 15cm apart. Without cloches plant in May to early June. With cloches a
second sowing can be done in July for an Autumn crop and the cloches will be needed to
cover the crop in October. Train up sticks or canes and strings like runner beans. At the end
of the season the haricot beans can be harvested as haricot beans or saved as next year’s
seed.
Harvest when the beans are about 10cm long. Do not wait until the bean bulges are visible
and crop several times a week so the plants will continue to crop for up to 8 weeks.
Store by freezing. (The green pod types freeze best not the yellow waxy pod varieties)
Harvest the haricot beans when the plants are light brown, dry and brittle. Hang the entire
plant indoors or a sunny airy spot to dry out. After about a week the pods become brittle.
Shell the beans, spread on newspaper to dry further for a few days.
Most popular variety of Haricot bean is the Borlotti bean.
Yield: 4kg to a 3m row.
£1.70/kg
8 double rows across 16m x 10m long = 160m = 212kg = £360
Area 160sqm = £2.25/sqm
Seed £29.85 (15 x ‘Aquilon’) http://www.realseeds.co.uk/beans.html

Garlic
Garlic likes a long growing season and a period of cold.
Sow in November.
Prefers a sunny but open spot. Good drainage is essential.
Soil does not need to be rich and garlic prefers a soil that has not been manured the
previous year. It requires very low levels of nitrogen.
Plant by dibbing holes 20cm apart each way around 6 -8cm deep (twice their own height).
Break the seed bulb into individual cloves (At least 1cm across) and drop these in the holes
flat end down. Fill the hole with soil or better still some fine multi-purpose compost.
Harvest when the leaves turn yellow in mid-summer. Do not allow the bulb to re-sprout.
Use a fork to lift them. Handle carefully to avoid bruising them.
Allow to dry off for a week or so before storing although some chefs prefer fresh ‘wet’
garlic.
Problems: Mildew.
£0.20 each
Plant plot 4m x 5m = 19 bulbs x 24 bulbs = 456 bulbs = £91.20
Area = 20sqm = £4.56/sqm
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Seed cloves £43.78 (22 Picardy wight) http://www.simplyseed.co.uk/garlic-bulbs/garlicpicardy-wight.html

Globe Artichoke
Perennial
Reliable variety “ Vert de Laon / Green Globe”.
Best in cool climate and will tolerate a mild to medium frost but dislike cold and damp.
Need an open but not exposed site. Require plenty of compost or well rotted manure but
low nitrogen levels.
Raise from seed indoors in spring thin out to 60-75cm apart but usually propagate by
division in spring.
Some heads may be produced in the first year but more in the second year and beyond.
Plants should be replaced every three years.
Earth up and cover with straw if frosts are expected.
Pests: Lettuce root aphid.
Yield: 4 to 6 main heads and 10 to 12 side heads per plant.
£0.50 each (main heads) £0.25 each (side heads) (Estimated. Priced at £1.90 each in
January out of season)
Plant 2 sqm = 10 plants = 40 main heads £20 + 50 side heads £12.50 = £32.50
Area = 2sqm = £16.25/sqm
Seed £0.89 http://www.simplyseed.co.uk/artichoke-seeds/green-globe.html

Jerusalem Artichoke
Perennial grown as an annual.
White skinned versions have a better flavour. Renowned for causing gastric wind and are
not to everyone’s taste.
Would shade other plants.
Aspect: open or partial shade. Cool temperate to sub-tropical. Very hardy.
May be planted as a wind break.
Plant tubers at the end of February or early March (as soon as ground is workable) 12cm
deep and 30cm apart with 90cm between rows. Support on wires in windy positions or cut
down to half height towards the end of summer.
At the end of October or 16-20 weeks after planting cut down to ground level.
Lift as required or lift entire crop in Autumn and store like potatoes. Keep in the dark!
Retain a few tubers for propagation. Plant in a new location as the roots get tangled.
Can become invasive.
Pests: Slugs may feed on tubers and young shoots if not protected.
Recommended variety: Fuseau (less knobbly than others)
Yield: 1kg to 2kg per plant.
£1/kg (£3.50/kg Sainsburys)
2 rows across 2m x 10m long rows = 20m row = 64 plants = 64kg
Area = 20sqm = £3.20/sqm
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Tubers £32.85 (75 tubers) http://www.unwins.co.uk/jerusalem-artichoke-fuseaupid2438.html

Kale
Easy to grow and Hardy. Acquired taste not to everyone’s liking.
Soil slightly acidic.
May work as a fodder crop for animals.
Sow in early spring for a summer crop or late spring for autumn and winter crop 30 – 40 cm
apart (small varieties) 75cm apart (large varieties) in mid to late summer.
Harvest young leaves not the old tough ones. Can be harvested November to December
and continue through to March. Snap the leaves off to harvest.
Can be grown undercover for an early crop. Plant in rows 15cm apart. Thin to 8cm apart
and cut leaves at 15cm tall and allow to resprout.
Pests and diseases: Club root, Cabbage root fly, Cabbage Moth, Cabbage butterfly, birds.
Although resistant to most pests.
Kale freezes well.
Yield: 450g per plant.
£2.50/kg (Estimated. Tesco £5/kg)
4 rows across 2m x 10m long rows = 40m row = approx 100 plants = approx 45kg = approx
£112.50
Area = 20sqm = £5.62/sqm
Seed £0.89 http://www.simplyseed.co.uk/kale-borecole-seeds/dwarf-green-curled.html

Kohl Rabi
Grows best at 18-20 Deg C. Can bolt below 10 Deg C.
Sow in spring or Autumn in rows about 30cm apart and thin seedlings to 18cm apart or sow
at 25cm spacings each direction.
Pests and diseases: Cabbage root flies, clubroot.
Traditional varieties will need harvesting when about the size of a tennis ball or they will be
woody. Modern varieties about 10cm diameter.
Flavour deteriorates once lifted.
Leave a central tuft of leaves on each bulb and store in moist sand.
Unable to find a price on the internet so obviously not popular.
£0.50 each (based on the price of a turnip)
2 sqm of polytunnel = approx 30 kohlrabi = £15 = £7.5/sqm
Seed £0.89 http://www.simplyseed.co.uk/kohl-rabi-seeds.html
Leek
Sow in succession 1cm deep in an outdoor seedbed, as early as possible, to transplant when
20cm tall. Dib holes 15 – 20cm deep about 20cm apart and place a seedling in each and
water the soil in around the plant.
Do not plant on newly manured ground.
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Pests: Eel worms, Onion fly, Onion White rot.
Yield: About 150g each.
£1.50/kg
12 rows across 10m x 10m long rows = 120m row = approx 600 leek = approx 90kg = £135
Area = 100 sqm = £1.35/sqm
Seed £4.04 (2 x 'Bleu de Solaise' ) http://www.realseeds.co.uk/leeks.html

Lettuce
Best at 10 -20 Deg C with cool nights. Sow from early spring to late summer at two week
intervals. Sow warm climate varieties in the polytunnel. Slugs will eat them outdoors.
Transplant when they have 5 or 6 leaves to correct spacing depending on variety.
Sow hardy varieties for over wintering in their final position and thin to 8cm and then to
final spacing at around 30cm apart.
Pests and diseases: Lots.. especially slugs.
Yield: 16/sqm
£0.50 each
4 rows across a 1m raised bed x 15m long = approx 200 lettuce = £100
Area = 15sqm = £6.66/sqm
Seed £1.92 http://www.realseeds.co.uk/lettuce.html

Marrow
Sow 2.5cm deep outdoors when the risk of frost has passed or sow indoors in small pots
earlier and plant out when the frosts have passed. Plant out 90cm apart (bush varieties),
1.2m – 2m apart (trailing varieties). Trailing varieties may be grown up strong supports.
Pests: Slugs may attack in the early stages.
Use bush cultivars under cover.
Storage conditions ideally 10 deg C and 95% humidity
Yield: 2 per plant.
£1.00 each
Roughly 10 plants per 8sqm = 1.25 plants per sqm = 2.5 marrows per sqm.
Plant up 20 sqm = 50 marrows = £50
Seed £ 8.94 (6 packets) http://www.unwins.co.uk/marrow-seeds-cid35.html

Mushrooms
Something to experiment with at a later date.

Onion
Cool season crop and frost tolerant.
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We may need to find a shorter day length variety to suit our Easterly aspect where we lose a
little daylight.
Grow on an open site on soil with plenty of well rotted manure. Do not plant on freshly
manured soil.
Onions may be grown from seed or sets (onions harvested at an immature stage the year
before)
Sow in spring when the soil is workable on a firm seedbed. Sow very thinly 1cm deep in rows
23 – 30cm apart. Thin in stages and use or keep the thinning. Thin to spacings a little bigger
than the desired bulb size.
To get a very early crop sow in seed trays or modules at 10 – 15 degC from late winter to
early spring. Harden off seedlings at the two leaf stage and plant out at the appropriate
spacing.
Pests: Onion Flies. Birds may pull sets from the ground. (remedy is to trim off the loose skin
from the necks of the bulbs before planting).
Yield 1kg per m row.
£0.35/kg
7 rows across 2.5m x 10m long = 70m of onions = 70kg onions = £24.50
Area = 25sqm = £0.98/sqm
Seed £4.92 (3 x Yellow Rynsburger) http://www.realseeds.co.uk/onions.html

Onion (Welsh)
Very hardy perennial
Useful winter vegetable.
Sow seeds in situ in spring or summer in rows about 30cm apart and thin the seedlings to
about 23cm apart. Or propagate by dividing established clumps and carefully replant the
outer younger plants to 23cm apart. Leaves can be harvested from 24 weeks after sowing
or pull up part or all of the clump. Divide the clumps every two or three years.
Grow for our own use.
Will find some and divide.

Pak Choi
Grow as a winter cut and come again crop for our own use.
Seed £0.89 http://www.simplyseed.co.uk/oriental-veg-seeds.html

Parsnip
Sow seed as soon as soil is workable in spring but not into cold or wet soil. Sow in situ 2cm
deep in rows 30cm apart. Thin to 10cm apart for large roots or 7cm for smaller roots.
To start parsnips earlier sow under cover and transplant before the tap root develops.
Aspect: Open and sunny.
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Yield: 1kg per m row.
£0.80/kg
20 rows across 7m x 10m rows = 200m row = 200kg = £160
Area = 70sqm = £2.28/sqm
Seed £9.65 (5 packets) http://www.realseeds.co.uk/parsnips.html

Peas (also Mange tout)
Soil Ph 6.0 or above
Will not grow well in cold wet soil.
Frost tender.
Aspect: Open.
Sow when the soil has warmed to about 10 deg C.
Sow successive sowings every 2 weeks.
Make a wide drill about 3cm deep and position the seeds at 5 – 7cm apart in a zig-zag.
Position drills about 60 – 90 cm apart. Grow up sticks and twigs.
Pests: Mice, slugs and birds. Will need netting
Peas freeze well.
Yield: 0.5kg per m row.
£2.20/kg
Sow 5 rows across 4m x 5m long = 25m row = 12.5kg = £27.50
Area = 20sqm = £1.38/sqm
Seed £10.70 (5 x Telephone Pea) http://www.realseeds.co.uk/peas.html

Peppers (Bell pepper. green, yellow, red)
Aspect: Sheltered and sunny.
Sow seeds singly in March and April 1cm deep in a peat soil or soil PH 5.5 – 7.0 in 8cm pots
and keep the temperature as close to 18 Deg C as possible. When plants are 13 to 15cm tall
pinch out the tops to encourage two leading shoots to develop. Plant into final position
50cm or more apart. Stake the plants and spray with water during the flowering period to
encourage fruit to form. The peppers will be green but will mature red and sweeter.
Pests: Red spider mite, Whitefly, thrips and blossom end rot (calcium deficiency).
Store at cool humid conditions 12 – 15 Deg C
Store excess by freezing.
Yield: Around 0.75 - 1kg per plant.
£1.70/kg
Plant 10 sqm = 40 plants = 30kg = £51.00
Area = 10sqm = £5.10/sqm
£6.95 (5 packets) http://www.simplyseed.co.uk/sweet-pepper-seeds.html

Peppers (Chilli Serrano - fairly hot)
Frost tender.
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Grow in the same way as Bell peppers but spaced at 60cm spacings and may need staking.
Yield: Upto 50 per plant (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Serrano_pepper)
£4.00/kg
Around 33 chillis per kilo = approx 30g each = £0.12 each.
Around £6.00 per plant = 1.5kg per plant.
Fit in 4 plants in per sqm
Grow 3 sqm = 12 plants = 18kg = £72
Area = 3sqm = £24/sqm
Seed £1.99 http://www.unwins.co.uk/chilli-pepper-jalapeno-seeds-pid6203.html

Potatoes
Require an open frost free site with deep soil rich in organic matter. Acid soils are preferred
PH5 – 6.
Planting best when sprouts are 2cm long. For large potatoes rub off all but three sprouts.
For a larger number of potatoes leave all the sprouts. Plant outside when the risk of hard
frost has passed and once the soil has reached around 7 deg C.
Position tubers in drills 8 – 15cm deep and cover with at least 3cm soil . Plant earlies 35cm
apart in rows 43cm apart. Second earlies and maincrop potatoes 38cm apart in rows 75cm
apart.
If frost threatens after the leaves have appeared cover with a good layer of straw or
newspaper.
When plants are about 23cm tall earth up the soil around the stems to a depth of about
15cm. This can be done in stages.
Check the size of the potatoes by carefully scraping the soil from around a plant.
Pests: Cutworms,Snails, Potato cyst eel worms, millipedes, blackleg, violet root rot, blight.
Harvest when or just before the flowers open.
Leave healthy maincrop potatoes in the ground for as long as possible. In the Autumn cut
the stems off about 5cm above the ground and leave the potatoes another 2 weeks in the
ground to harden the skins.
Lift potatoes for storage on a sunny day and leave them in the sun for 2 hours then store
them in paper or hessian sacks or wooden trays in a dark frost proof cool place.
Alternatively clamp outdoors for up to 6 months.
New potatoes may be frozen.
For new potatoes in winter plant a few potatoes in the middle of summer and cover with
cloches in Autumn.
Yield: 6kg to 10kg per 3m row.
£0.28/kg
Plant 3 rows across 2m x 10m long = 30m row = 60kg = £16.80
Area = 20sqm = £0.84/sqm
Seed costs more to buy than the produce sells for. We will barter some from friends and
grow for our own use.

Pumpkin
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Require
rich,inwell
manured soil. PH 6 - 7
in pots
April.
Sow
Plant out in May once frosts have passed.
Plant out 2m – 3m each way (depending on variety)
Position out of strong winds.
Winter squashes (pumpkins and marrows): let the fruit mature on the plant for as long as
possible but cut and remove before the first frost strikes. Place somewhere warm and
sunny for 7-10 days so that the skin ‘cures’ and hardens, to help prevent rotting in store.
When ready, store in a dark, cool, dry but frost-free place. Place fruit in single layers on
cardboard or, better still, wooden slats to allow good air circulation. If space is limited,
stack them no more than 3 fruit high, preferably only 2, but check regularly for rotting.
Yield: 2 or 3 fruit per plant.
£1.50 each (medium sized)
Plant 30 plants = 60 pumpkins = £90.
Space used approx 2sqm each = 60 sqm = 1.50/sqm
Grow in two locations 20sqm in veg beds and 40sqm in field.
Seed £6.93 (3x Cheyenne Bush Pumpkin) http://www.realseeds.co.uk/wintersquash.html

Radish
Prefer an open site. Will tolerate light shade.
Sow outdoors throughout the season starting when the soil is workable.
Sow at 2 week intervals.
Very early and very late sowings can be made under cover using small leaved varieties.
Sow overwintering radishes in summer.
Sow 1cm deep in drills 15cm apart. Thin the seedlings to 3cm apart or sow at the correct
spacing to avoid thinning.
Never allow radishes to dry out.
Pests: Slugs, Flee beetles and root fly
Yield: 2kg to a 3m row. (Guess 1kg to 3m row outdoors for slug damage)
£1.25/kg
Sow 6 rows across 1m (in polytunnel) x 5m long = 30m row = 20kg radishes = 5sqm = £25
Area = 5sqm = £5/sqm
Sow 6 rows (in veg plot) x 10m long = 60m row = 20kg radishes = 10sqm = £25
Area = 10sqm = £2.50/sqm (1/2 yield as slugs will probably eat half outside)
Seed £ 15.80 (10 x 'Red Top' Radish) http://www.realseeds.co.uk/radish.html

Runner Bean
Choose a sheltered position for the cane support. Position strings at about 23cm spacing
and 45cm apart at the base of the canes. Adjacent ‘tripods’ should be 1.5m away.
Plants are deep rooting.
Sow individually in 8cm pots indoors until big enough to transplant and before they get all
twisted together. Plant at the base of each string and train up the string.
Spray the flowers with water in the evening to encourage pods to form.
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HarvestSlugs
when
andstages.
not stringy.
in small
the early
Aphids.
Pests:
Yield: Around 15kg per 3m double row.
£2.50/kg
Set out two ‘tripods’ 10m long = 20m of double rows = 100kg beans = £250
Space used 3.5m x 10m = 35sqm = £7.14/sqm
Seed £8.40 (4 x The Czar ) http://www.realseeds.co.uk/runnerbeans.html

Shallot
Easy to grow.
Prepare a bed in Early February.
In Mid February to Mid March push the bulbs into the soil until the necks are barely visible.
The bulbs should be 15 – 20cm apart in rows 30cm apart.
In June scrape away some of the soil to let light in to assist ripening the lower bulbs.
Harvest when the leaves yellow in June or July. Dry them on wire netting. When dry rub off
any dead foliage and loose skin. Keep some aside for next year’s planting.
Place in netting bags for storage.
Yield: 4kg to a 3m row.
£1.80/kg
Sow 2 rows across 1m x 10m long = 20m row = 26.66kg = £48
Area 10sqm = £4.80/sqm
Seed £1.89 http://www.realseeds.co.uk/onions.html
Spinach
The soil for spinach must be deeply dug in Autumn with plenty of organic matter.
Ideally position in the shade of taller crops (ie between beans).
Sow summer spinach every few weeks from March to mid July in rows 2.5cm deep and
30cm apart. Thin when large enough to handle to 8cm apart and some weeks later to 15cm
apart retaining the thinnings for kitchen use.
Winter spinach should be sown in August or September (in warm areas) for picking between
October and April.
Harvest by cutting away the leaves from around the outside and up to half the leaves at a
time or quarter of them in winter.
Store by freezing.
Yield: 225g per plant.
£2.50/kg
Grow 2 rows across 1m x 10m long = 20m row = approx 133 plants = 30kg = approx £75
Area covered = 10sqm = £7.50/sqm
Seed £0.89 http://www.simplyseed.co.uk/spinach-seeds/perpetual-spinach.html

Swede
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PH around
maybe2cm
lower
butinno
higher.
in situ 6.5
in spring
deep
rows
38cm apart thinning early and in stages until about
Sow
23cm apart.
Pests and disease: Downy and powdery mildew, boron deficiency, violet root rot, slugs,
pigeons.
Harvest in the Autumn or left in the ground until the end of the year. Cover with straw to
protect the Swedes if very cold weather is expected.
Twist off the tops and store Swedes in wooden boxes under cover for up to 4 months.
Yield: around 5kg per 3m row.
£0.60/kg
Grow 8 rows across 4m x 10m long = 80m row = approx 133kg = approx £80
Area used = 40sqm = £2/sqm
Seed £5.67 (3 x ‘Joan’) http://www.realseeds.co.uk/swedes.html

Sweetcorn
Choose a frost free sheltered fairly warm position.
Sow in 8cm pots and transplant once the soil reaches about 13 deg c and all risk of frost has
passed and the plants have 5 or 6 leaves.
Plant in a block to aid pollination with plants 30cm apart.
Earth up the stems to 13cm to help stability if windy.
Pests: Mice, slugs, birds.
Harvest just before use.
Freeze well.
Yield: 1 or 2 cobs per plant. Say 1.
£0.40 each (Estimate from Tesco price at £0.85 each (out of season in January)
Plant 80sqm = approx 800 plants = 800 cobs = £320 = £4/sqm
Seed £36.30 (15 x Special Swiss) http://www.realseeds.co.uk/sweetcorn.html

Tomato
Best between 21 and 24 Deg C and poorly below 16 Deg C or above 27 Deg C and do not
tolerate frost.
Need as much light as possible.
PH 5.5 to 7 and need high phosphorus but low nitrogen.
Soil needs to have plenty of well rotted manure or compost at least 30cm deep.
Sow 2cm deep in seed trays around the end of February / beginning of March. Transplant
into 5cm pots at the 2 or 3 leaf stage. Plant in polytunnel in large pots as not to build up
disease in the polytunnel soil. Tie loosely to stakes and position around 0.5m spacing to
allow air flow and light. Remove side shoots at 3cm long. Water and feed frequently.
Harvest when ripe before any frost or ripen indoors in a warm spot.
Space 2 rows across 1m at 0.5m spacing in polytunnel.
Yield: 2kg to 4kg per plant. (say 3kg per plant)
£1.00/kg
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15sqm
= 60 plants
= 180kg tomatoes = £180
= 15sqm
= £12/sqm
Area
Seed £5.61 (3 x Gigante Liscio) http://www.realseeds.co.uk/tomatoes_vines_big.html
Turnip
Aspect: Open.
Will tolerate a light frost.
Sow Early turnips into a firm seedbed 2cm deep with 30cm between drills from mid April
onwards or when the ground is workable. Maincrop turnips can be sown in late July to mid
August.
Thin early varieties to 10cm apart an thin maincrop varieties to 15cm apart.
Best about the size of a tennis ball.
Harvest before they become woody about 5 weeks after planting for earlies and 6 to 10
weeks for Maincrop. Lift all before any frosts. Can be stored for upto 3 or 4 months in
outdoor clamps covered with straw.
Yield: around 4kg to a 3m row.
£0.65/kg (An estimate from Asda £1.24/kg)
In veg bed grow 2 rows across 1m x 10m long = 20m row = 27kg turnips = £17.5
Area = 10sqm = 1.75/sqm
Seed £11.25 (1kg enough for ½ acre) https://www.cotswoldseeds.com/product/maincropturnip
Stubble Turnips.
(Yield: 38t – 40t/ha http://www.limagrain.co.uk/downloads/StubbleTurnip2011.pdf )
Fodder Turnips..... 500sqm should yield roughly 1900kg
Seed £3.80 (1kg enough for ½ acre) https://www.cotswoldseeds.com/product/stubbleturnip

Soil Preparation
The soil over the vegetable areas and the other three 3/8 acre plots (6600 sqm in total) will
benefit from liming before we plant to bring the soil acidity to a fairly neutral ph6.5. The
soil is currently around PH 5.5 and we will require approximately 8 tonnes of “1inch-down”
limestone over this area (12t/Ha or 4.8t/acre for coarse screened limestone). This equates
to about 1.2kg per square meter. The cost of this will be around £280 (£35/tonne G D
Harris, Narberth. http://www.gdharries.co.uk/index.html )
Veg PH requirement chart.. http://www.kingsseeds.com/assets/ph%20chart2.pdf
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Vegetable value calculations...
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Veg bed
area
Aubergine
Asparagus
Beetroot
Broad Bean
Brocolli/ Calabrese
Brocolli (sprouting)
Brussel Sprouts
Butternut squash
Cabbage
Cabbage Red / savoy
Carrot - Early
Carrot - Maincrop
Cauliflower
Celariac
Celery
Chard
Chicory
Courgette
Cucumber
Endive
French bean
Garlic
Globe Artichoke Main heads
Globe Artichoke Side heads
Jerusalem Artichoke
Kale
Kohl Rabi
Leek
Lettuce
Marrow
Onion
Parsnip
Peas
Peppers (bell peppers)
Pepper (chilli)
Potato
Pumpkin (in Field)
Pumpkin (in Veg plot)
Radish (in polytunnel)
Radish (in veg plot)
Runner bean
Shallot
Spinach
Swede
Sweetcorn
Tomato
Turnip
Turnip (for animal feed)

Area Totals

Field area Polytunnel area Crop Kg
4

70
10
10
12
0
50
70
50
0
20
20
80

0.5
2
0

20

60
20
16.6
200
0
100

4

210
200
0
67
134

2
6
15

200
24
120
67
80

15
10
100

200
12
1.5

160

285
18

212

20

456
40
50

1
1
20

64
45

20
100
20
25
70
20

2
5
15
0.25

10
3
20
40
20

10
35
10
10

0.25
0.25
5

1.5

40
80

8
15

10
500
422
max 500

Crop
each

1325
1500

30
90
200
50
70
200
12.5
30
18
60
40
20
20
20
100
26.66
30
133

800
180
27
1900

Unit price

£/sqm

0.50
4.50
0.35
0.90
1.00
1.00
0.50
0.90
0.50
0.50
0.35
0.35
0.50
0.75
0.50
1.00
0.35
0.80
0.40
0.80
1.70
0.20
0.50
0.25
1.00
2.50
0.50
1.50
0.50
1.00
0.35
0.80
2.20
1.70
4.00
0.28
1.50
1.50
1.25
1.25
2.50
1.80
2.50
0.60
0.40
1.00
0.65
0.00

2.50
3.85
0.70
1.50
16.67
2.00
1.00
2.70
2.00
1.08
1.17
2.34
1.00
3.00
4.00
4.46
2.80
1.60
9.50
9.60
2.25
4.56
20.00
12.50
3.20
5.62
7.50
1.35
6.66
2.50
0.98
2.28
1.38
5.10
24.00
0.84
1.50
1.50
5.00
2.50
7.14
4.80
7.50
2.00
4.00
12.00
1.75

114.25
max 100

Veg bed Area
Polytunnel
Field crops
Field crops (low value but should grow some)
Unusual things to grow some of
For home use only
Don't realy want to grow but need to to make up veg variety

Financial Summary for our vegetables
The income from our vegetable areas will be around £2605.
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Crop
value £
10.00
270.00
7.00
15.00
200.00
0.00
50.00
189.00
100.00
0.00
23.45
46.90
100.00
18.00
60.00
67.00
28.00
160.00
114.00
14.40
360.00
91.20
20.00
12.50
64.00
112.50
15.00
135.00
100.00
50.00
24.50
160.00
27.50
51.00
72.00
16.80
60.00
30.00
25.00
25.00
250.00
48.00
75.00
80.00
320.00
180.00
17.50
0.00

3895.25

Sales £

Seed

10.00
0.00

200.00

0.95
245.00
1.18
1.19
5.00

50.00
189.00
100.00

0.89
0.00
14.90

23.45
46.90
100.00
60.00

160.00
114.00

360.00
91.20
20.00
12.50
64.00
15.00
135.00
100.00

160.00
51.00
72.00
60.00
30.00
25.00
25.00
250.00
48.00

8.34
4.18
0.95
2.85
1.99
1.99
9.50
9.45
1.19
29.85
43.78
0.89
32.85
0.89
0.89
4.04
1.92
8.94
4.92
9.65
10.70
6.95
1.99
6.93
15.80

80.00
320.00
180.00
17.50
0.00

8.40
1.89
0.89
5.67
36.30
5.61
11.25
3.80

3169.55

564.35

Sales : 3169.55
Seed: 564.35
Profit: 2605.20

The first year will have an additional expenditure of £280 for liming the area and the first
few years yields may be lower. Our first years yield would be low. We have estimated 1/8 of
full yield in the first year rising through ¼ yield, ½ yield, ¾ yield and finally full yield.

Expenditure on Liming
Expenditure on seeds
Income from veg
Profit

Bare field
-280
-564.35
396
-448.35

Year 1
-564.35
792
227.65

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

-564.35
1585
1020.65

-564.35
2377
1812.65

-564.35
3169.55
2605.20

-564.35
3169.55
2605.20

Willow for Basketry and Crafts
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We will plant around 500sqm (around 1000 plants) of decorative and craft willow at the
lower end of the North field. This is the wettest area on the land and is the most suited area
to growing the decorative and craft varieties of willow. We will grow around 20 different
coloured and textured varieties for sales as rods for craftwork and as cutting bundles for
people to grow their own. We will use some of the willow to create our own baskets and
useful containers for our own use and sell a small number. The willow bushes and trees will
be positioned in an informal layout with the gateway at the bottom of the field leading into
this area. We will restrict these bushes and trees to a manageable height by pruning,
pollarding or coppicing, depending on the variety and use.
The varieties we are growing are:
Salix purpurea (Dark Dicks)
Salix Purpurea (Brittany Green)
Salix Triandra (Black Maul)
Salix Nigricians (Black Willow)
Caledendra
Salix koriyanagi (Rubikins)
Salix Rubens (Noahs Lake)
Salix Alba Fragilis (Flanders Red)
Salix Tortuosa (Corkscrew/Contorted)
Salix triandra (Whissender)
Salix Alba Chermesina (Scarlet Willow)
Salix Alba Vitellina (Golden Willow)
Salix Candida
Salix Pentandra (Bay Willow)
Salix Purpurea (Cohu Blue)
Salix Cinerea (Grey Willow)
Salix Sachalinensis (Sekka) (Dragon Willow)
Varieties to get:
Salix Fragilis Decipiens (White Welsh)
Salix Purpurea (Dicky Meadows)
Helens Yellow.
We have planted 300 cuttings in the field to propagate from next year to get to our full 1000
plants.
The first year of growth will not have any financial value. The second year of growth will
also have a low financial value while the plants are developing.
We have looked at the selling history of other people selling willow on ebay. It seems there
is a very limited market for willow cuttings and rods and we may only sell around 25 bundles
of cuttings and 25 bundles of rods per year. The third year will be harvested producing
(roughly) 10 rods at 1.2m long (4ft) per plant. Taking 1250 rods and selling them as bundles
of 50 rods at £3 each bundle that would provide an income of £75 per year
In further years the rods would be around 2m long. We would sell 25 bundles of 50 rods at
£5 each bundle providing an income of £125 per year
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(Price from http://hattonwillow.co.uk/willow-bundles/ )
We will also cut willow cuttings to sell. We would sell bundles of 5 of each of our 20
varieties for £20 and hope to sell around 25 of these bundles providing an income of £500.
We will make other seasonal items such as Christmas decorations using the willow.
Financial plan....

Income from basketry rods
Income from Decorative Cuttings
Expenditure on cuttings

Bare Field
0
0
-250
Total
-250

Year 1
0
0
0
0

Jams and Preserves
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Year 2
0
250
0
250

Year 3
75
500
0
575

Year 4
125
500
0
625

Year 5
125
500
0
625

Jams are a produce we will make and then store for sale. The ability to be able to store this
produce makes it a good choice for us as we can sell it steadily through the year or transport
it all in one delivery so transportation is kept to a minimum. We should be able to produce
some jam in the 3rd year, more in the 4th year as the fruit trees and bushes develop. We
have worked on ¼ capacity in year 3 and ½ capacity in year 4 and full capacity in year 5.
Our jams will include Blackberry, Blackberry and Apple, Cherry, Plum, Blackcurrant,
Redcurrant, Gooseberry, Raspberry, Rhubarb and Ginger, Strawberry.
Our list of costs associated with jam production:
Silver Spoon sugar beet sugar: 87p/kg (40p/lb). 1lb of sugar makes roughly 1.66lb of jam.
(24p per 1lb jar) (Tesco)
Assorted Fruits: home grown (around 500lb – 230kg)
250 jars with lids £90.00 Inc vat (36p each) http://www.freemanharding.co.uk
Label (2p per jar)
Total Costs 62p per jar.
The sale prices are around £1.75 retail and £1.25 wholesale.
We will make large batches of around 20 jars and produce 25 batches per year equating to
500 jars per year. Selling these 500 jars wholesale we will make around £315 profit. Selling
them directly we will make a profit of around £565. We may need to use some bottled gas
to provide the high heat required for making jam and have added £65 (inc vat) to cover the
cost of a 47kg propane bottle each year although we may not need to use any and wouldn’t
don’t expect to use a whole bottle each year but have added the cost in. The difference
between wholesale and retail is so great we will sell the jams directly as part of our veg box
scheme. We will be selling around 10 jars per week. These jams and preserves keep and
therefore can be sold whenever the opportunity arises.
We will encourage the buyers of our jam to return the jars which we will reuse with new
lids. The new lids are £9 Inc vat for 100 (9p each). http://www.freemanharding.co.uk
We will also give 10p for each jar returned and 10p for each standard 16oz jar people can
supply us. This makes environmental and financial sense. We currently have enough jars
collected to cover the first productive year and would hope to source around 1/2 of our jars
through reusing.
Finances...

Cost of New Jars
Cost of 250 Reuse Jars
Cost of 250 New Lids
Labels
Sugar
Fruit
Cooking gas
Income from jams and preserves
Total

Bare Field
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Year 1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Year 2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Herbs, Spices and Fragrant plants
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Year 3
0
0
0
-4
-30
0
-17
141
90

Year 4
0
-25
-22.5
-7
-60
0
-33
283
135.5

Year 5
-90
-25
-22.5
-10
-120
0
-65
565
232.5

Year 6
-90
-25
-22.5
-10
-120
0
-65
565
232.5

We will grow Bay, Basil, Dill, Sage, Thyme, Rosemary, Mint, Chives, Parsley, Horseradish,
Lemon Balm and other herbs and spices in beds, patches and containers. We will make small
batches of sauces, dry and chop herbs and spices for cookery use and propagate plants for
sale.
We will dry and chop herbs as 30 gram packets of dried herbs for £1.
We will sell plants in pots for £1.50
Our expected income would be around £250 each year starting at around our 4th year.
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Cut flowers, bedding plants, shrubs and trees
Many flowers will be grown in the ground around the house and buildings. The market for
cut flowers may be very small so will just sell a small quantity of cut flowers locally and on a
walk in basis. This may only be a bunch per week for around 15 weeks of the year. We will
sell these on a very informal friendly basis and sell a bunch for £2. This would provide a
small yearly income of around £30. We shall also grow a small quantity of bedding plants,
shrubs and trees. This will be a very minor activity and may provide a further yearly income
of around £50.
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Courses and Education
We will run our low impact smallholding using permaculture principals and integrated
systems with the aim of creating a highly efficient and near waste free way of living whilst
supporting us as a family and the local area. We believe in mainstream life there is a terrible
amount of unnecessary waste, excessive consumption of goods and energy and little
knowledge of any alternatives. There is a growing awareness of the unsustainability of the
ever more consumerist way of life.

The courses will most likely involve people coming by car so will only run a few courses each
year. We will need to continue our daily activities so the courses will be held during school
holiday periods when we will not need to fit around school activities and our two boys will
be at home and can play with the children of visitors. We shall hold our courses during May
/ June to have better weather and a time of year when we will be less busy and can fit the
courses in with our daily routine. Our work on the land will be very time consuming and
running courses will also be very time consuming. Our available time will be biased towards
working the land before running courses. We will also limit the number of courses to around
4 per year.
We shall provide meals and provide a camping spot or stay in the house with us for around
7 day’s duration. We will ‘ramp up’ our courses as our plot develops and we become more
able to cater for people on site. We will build up our courses in stages starting in around our
third year...
Year 3. Hold a couple of week long courses for £250/wk = £500
Year 4. Hold a couple of week long courses for £400/wk = £800
Year 5. Hold four weeks of courses for £400/wk = £1600
There are two main groups of people we wish to provide courses...
1) Individuals and families with some land available and a desire to make good use of it.
2) Individuals and families in mainstream / urban situations who wish to reduce their
consumption and environmental impact.
It would be impossible for many people in a mainstream situation to implement some of our
ideas but many are very useful steps anybody can take.
In our courses we will show and demonstrate...
•
•
•

what can be achieved on a small land area.
how to build low carbon buildings
how to make and use simple tools, simple woodwork etc
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

how to integrate systems and apply permaculture principals.
how to design, create and efficiently run off grid systems (water, heating and waste)
how we generate electricity from sustainable biomass willow.
practical examples to quantify energy and demonstrate how that compares to the
everyday unsustainable consumption of energy.
how to minimise energy use in the home and in transport.
what embodied energy is and show methods of avoiding it and alternatives.
the values of using ‘in season’ and local crops and produce and out of season
alternatives.
grow and keep our different crops and animals
beekeeping and honey production
apple juicing, pasteurising and bottling.
basic willow work to make simple hurdles and storage baskets
our machines in use ploughing, grain rolling, flour grinding, wood sawing, and straw
chopping. (at a time when the work is actually needed to be done)
the humane slaughter and preparation of poultry, game, lamb and mutton.

The form the courses will take will be a ‘hands on’ course where people will be assisting us
in our daily activities and learning about those aspects of Low Impact living and we will
finish our daily work to teach, show and demonstrate our course material for the remainder
of the day.

Volunteers
We will welcome volunteers especially at the busiest times of the year. We will provide a
camping spot, hot baths and food. We would only be set up to cater for single people,
couples and individual families at most. Around August / September / October we shall be
exceptionally busy and some volunteer labour would be welcomed to harvest our crops.

Finances...
Income from courses

Bare Field
0

Year 1
0

Year 2
0
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Year 3
500

Year 4
800

Year 5
1600

Year 6
1600

4.3. Income from Our Land Based Activities
Compiling the figures from each of our individual incomes we have come up with the
following table...
Bare Field

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

Year 6

Apples

-£1,100

£0

£0

£0

£0

£2,266

£3,219

Bees and Honey
Blueberries

-£1,005
-£2,082

-£342
£0

-£296
£672

-£42
£1,354

-£74
£2,092

£580
£2,365

£372
£3,405

Eggs

-£130

£135

£235

£235

£235

£235

£235

Cristmas Trees

-£480

-£150

-£150

-£150

-£150

-£150

£1,876

Grazing ley and Arables

-£140

-£125

-£125

-£125

-£125

-£125

-£125

Nuts

-£1,100

£0

£0

£125

£460

£945

£945

Vegetables

-£448

£228

£1,021

£1,813

£2,605

£2,605

£2,605

Basketry and Decorative Willow
Soft Fruit and Rhubarb

-£250
-£1,352

£0
£0

£250
£0

£575
£0

£625
£658

£625
£658

£625
£658

Jams and Preserves
Courses and Education

£0
£0

£0
£0

£0
£0

£90
£500

£136
£800

£233
£1,600

£233
£1,600

Herbs and Spices

£0

£0

£0

£250

£250

£250

£250

Cut flowers and plants

£0

£0

£0

£0

£80

£80

£80

Odd small scale incomes

£0

£0

£0

£0

£0

£250

£250

Land Based Income

-£8,087

-£254

£1,607

£4,625

£7,592

£12,417

£16,227

Percentage of Household needs
(Household needs = £11200)

-72%

-2%

14%

41%

68%

111%

145%

The red areas are expenditure and the green areas are an income. The bottom row shows
the percentage of our household needs we should be aiming to achieve or exceed.
The Apples should provide us with their first worthwhile yield in year 5 producing a large
jump in income. Keeping our bees will bring in an income during the first 4 years but due to
the expenditure on new hive parts and equipment the first 4 years are a net loss. In the 5th
year we will not be purchasing hive parts and equipment and the result is our first real
income from the bees.
The Christmas trees will not provide any income until after year 5 so although a large part of
our income they will not play a role in our planning application which gives us only 5 years
to get to 100%
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5: Land Management
We aim to manage the land in such a way as to conserve and encourage the existing wildlife
and habitats and to create further habitats, wildlife corridors, nesting and breeding grounds
and food and forage for all the life from the tiniest bugs to the biggest animals. We have
commissioned Leander Wholstenholme to produce a baseline ecological assessment (see
Appendix 1, Page 205). This is our starting point which we shall be working from. It indicates
there is little biodiversity within the field areas and the main habitats and biodiverse areas
are within the hedges. This is quite apparent when standing in the field, especially after it
had been mown for silage.
Our plan and land must provide physically and financially for us as a family. We shall follow
our plan very closely using permacultural principles wherever possible. Our use of
permaculture will evolve over time to become subtle but complex web of interactions.
During the first years we will be transforming a bare field into numerous zones of different
activities, crops and habitats. These different areas will provide inputs, outputs, wind
breaks, shelter, shade, wildlife corridors and nesting sites and all manner of interactions. We
will be using common sense and basic permacutural principles to start with but will grow
but our ideas, thoughts and knowledge will evolve over the years as the plants and habitats
grow.
The existing hedges will be managed, traditionally laid and gaps filled with new hedging
trees and bushes. Two new sections of mixed species hedge will be planted across the south
field in roughly the same position to one which has been previously removed. This will
provide screening for our buildings and also further stretches of hedging for wildlife.
We shall keep the the boundaries adjoining other fields stock proof by reusing the existing
wire fencing and adding where needed. We will ask the neighbouring farmer/s how best to
manage the hedges between us. We shall remove the old rusty wire stock fencing
completely from along the existing central hedgerow allowing us to access and manage the
hedgerow in a natural way. Any re-useable existing wire fencing and posts will be re-used
around the plot. We intend fencing around areas to manage where our sheep, and possibly
geese, graze.
We know there is a badger run across the two fields and there is evidence of some rabbit
activity. Below is an image showing where we could erect new post and wire fencing
although we don’t want to do this if possible.
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The green curves are fencing for the sheep, blue for chickens and keeping rabbits out, red are
possible gate locations and the pink curves are several positions we may move an electric
fence into...

The type and level of fencing we will need will become apparent as we start to grow our
crops and discover whether there is a problem with stock or pest we need to control. We
have estimated the fencing lengths, numbers of posts, number of gates etc and priced these
to give us a figure to consider in our finances...
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This came to £4678.61 (Inc vat) although Paul and Hoppi Wimbush have fenced a similar
area for around a 3rd of this price. We are hoping to only use the bare minimum amount of
fixed fencing and use the electric fence for moving the sheep around. We are only keeping
two, three or a few sheep primarily as mower-manure animals so do not want to spend
£1000’s keeping them in.
The pond we will create below the house will provide another habitat for amphibians, birds
and insects. The insects will play an important role in our plan pollinating our plants and
providing predatory animals and insects to feed on the less desirable insects and creatures.
Having a diverse mixture of habitats will ensure no one species becomes dominant or a
problem.
The track will be positioned to the north of the middle hedge. This location was chosen as it
is situated on the shaded side of the large trees in the central hedge where plants and crops
will grow less well and the central hedge obscures the track from sight. The track will be
mostly hidden from sight by the tall existing hedgerows, our fuel willow growing along side
the track and the existing hedges. We shall be producing a track with minimal impact,
minimal cost and most natural looking. We shall dig away the soft top soil and make good
use of the top soil where the soil is thin elsewhere on the plot. We shall then build up the
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track back up to ground level with the stone, the stony sub soil from digging the holes for
the main house and barn and possibly some quarried stone mixed in. Our intention is to
have a firm enough track for vehicles to use but one that has just enough soil to allow grass
to grow in between the wheel tracks rather than a wide expanse of track.
The sort of track we will create...

The soil across the site will be constantly improved and fed with all the organic material,
manure and compost we have available. We shall not waste anything that could be used to
good effect on the land. We will be buying in some straw in for our animals and urine soak
material. These will be composted and returned to the land providing organic matter and
nutrients for earthworms and other creatures to drag into the soil.
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6: Energy and Water
6.1: Willow for fuel
We will grow 1.5 acres of Short Rotation Coppice (SRC) Willow in the North field. This will be
grown on a three year rotation harvesting 1/2 an acre each year. We chose the upper
section of the North field to minimise the visual impact of the willow and the growing
conditions in that area are the most suitable on the site. The willow can grow to 4m tall or
taller and the North field is in a hollow in the landscape so the willow will present little
visual impact. The willow will also obscure the view of the track.
SRC Willow...

Following advice from Kevin Lindegaard at Crops for Energy Ltd, Bristol we will be growing
five varieties of willow to help guard the willow crop against damaging outbreaks of disease
and pests. The varieties we have chosen are ‘Olof’ or ‘Resolution’, ‘Tora’, ‘Endeavour’,
‘Beagle’ and ‘Endurance’. In conventional farming of SRC willow the willow is grown 0.6m
between plants in pairs of rows 0.75m apart with 1.5m between each pair of rows. This
spacing is to allow harvesting by a mechanised harvester. We shall be harvesting by hand
and as such we will adjust our spacing to 1m between all the rows. The usual planting
density is around 12000 to 15000 cuttings per hectare (4850 to 6070 per acre). We shall be
planting around 1800 cuttings of each variety (6000 per acre). The cuttings will cost around
£700. As we will plant the willow by hand there will be no machinery costs.
It will be beneficial to provide a weed suppressing layer around the cuttings during the first
few years. We will do this with silage clamp sheets, cardboard, wood chips and anything else
we can find that will provide a mulch layer with minimal cost. We have already purchased
three 12.8m x 25m silage clamp sheets for £14.33 each (ebay).
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From our 1.5 acres we shall cut ½ an acre each year on a 3 year cycle yielding around 5
tonnes of wood fuel once dried (working on a lower yield of 3.3 tonnes per acre per year).
The willow rods will be up to around 50mm (2 inches) diameter at the base of the stems
going down to a thin twig at the small end. The largest sized portion down to around 32mm
(1” ¼) will be chopped as small logs. The portion from around 32mm (1” ¼) down to around
13mm (1/2”) will be ‘chunked’ into lumps of wood about 25mm (1”) long. The remaining
sticks will be chopped into 0.6m (2ft) lengths. The small logs and long thin sticks will be used
in the house to heat the hob, oven, hot water and space heating. The small wood chunks
will be used in our wood-gas generator to produce winter electricity.
SRC willow is a sustainable source of energy as the willow is used as part of a fuel and
growing cycle...
The carbon cycle...

Other wood fuel sources
Approximately 1.3km of hedgerow around the fields will provide roughly 1 tonne of sticks
and woody vegetation from hedge maintenance each year. We also currently manage to
acquire or are given around ¼ tonne of scrap timber per year. This will also be added to our
wood fuel.
We will have around 6.25 tonnes of wood fuel to use per year. We will be entirely self
sufficient in wood fuel and if we find we are short of wood fuel we may choose to buy a
small parcel of woodland nearby to manage as a sustainable fuel source. It appears we are
on the low limit for wood fuel. If we are efficient enough we should be fine on the land area
we have. There is plenty of energy available in our wood we just need to extract that in an
efficient manner. This will be something we will need to experiment and develop to find
out.
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During the first few years our fuel wood supply will be supplemented by timber waste from
building work.
The cost to set up the SRC willow coppice will be around £1000

Financial Plan....

Expenditure on SRC

Bare Field Year 1
1000
0
Total
-1000
0

Year 2
0
0

Year 3
0
0

Year 4
0
0

Year 5
0
0

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------Notes on willow yield:
Willow Yield approximately 7-12 dried tonnes per hectare per year. (2.8 – 4.8 dried tonnes per acre per year)
Source:
http://www.biomassenergycentre.org.uk/portal/page?_pageid=75,18112&_dad=portal&_schema=PORTAL
http://www.crops4energy.co.uk/energy-crop-supplies
The yield is stated in “dried tonnes per hectare per year” and is a rather confusing unit. This had Rob puzzled
for some time. If we have 1.5 acres planted up with willow. The yield is stated as 2.8 to 4.8 dried tonnes per
acre per year. This means we harvest between 4.2 (2.8 x 1.5) and 7.2 (4.8 x 1.5) tonnes, once dried, from a
plantation of 1.5 acres even though we only cut one third of the entire area each year.
As a check to whether this was correct: The area to be cut each year is half an acre (2023.5 sqm). The yield
expected from that half acre cut is 5 tonnes. That equates to 2.47kg per square metre which seems about
right from three years growth.
This also ties up with this information:
An SRC willow plantation is ready for harvest when the woody biomass reaches approximately 25 oven dried
tonnes per hectare or when the diameter of the trunk at the base of the thickest shoots exceeds 6 cm. This
usually happens when the shoots are 3-4 years old.
http://www.agroenergi.se/PageFiles/135/ENG_Odlarmanual%20Salix%20(Revidering).pdf?epslanguage=sv
This works out to be when the crop reaches 10 oven dried tonnes per acre or 5 tonnes for half an acre.

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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6.2. Electricity
Ideally we would have a hydro electric plant generating our electricity as this is the simplest
and most suitable for small scale electricity production. Our land does not have a stream or
river sufficiently large enough for constant hydro-electric production. We had the choice of
getting land with hydro potential or land with other aspects such as being near to schools
and other people. The education of our two small boys and social interaction with other
people is of great importance so influenced our decision when buying land without hydroelectric potential. We will be producing our own electricity via other renewable means.
We may experiment with “very-micro-hydro” electricity at some point as the winter water
flow down the north field ditch and the available head of around 5m could provide around
200w. This power over 24 hours gives 4.8kwh which is an extremely useful amount of
energy to have available. During a rain downpour this ditch very rapidly changes from a
gentle stream of clear water to a torrent of brown water, rocks and stones making a verymicro-hydro setup not so simple.
Our current electricity use is around 6.5kWh per day, including oven cooking using
electricity. This is lower than the average of 9kwh per day for a household in the UK.
Sources...
http://www.ofgem.gov.uk/Media/FactSheets/Documents1/domestic%20energy%20consum
p%20fig%20FS.pdf
http://www.carbonindependent.org/sources_home_energy.htm
We will have more scope for using things more efficiently in a home designed to be more
efficient from the outset. We anticipate reducing our electricity consumption to around
5kwh per day or less. Our water treatment and pumping will use around 0.3kwh per day.
We have performed our calculations based on 5kwh per including the water treatment and
pumping.

Solar Panels
Our main source of electricity will be an array of solar panels with an output of around
2.8kwp (Kilowatt at Peak performance). This will be sited in the centre of the sounth field,
hidden behind the house and screened by our apple trees, existing hedge and evergreens
such as laurel planted for the sole purpose of visually screening the panels. Rob has created
a cad model representing the summer and winter sun paths. These were used to determine
a good position for the solar panels and polytunnels. The east facing land results in the loss
of some evening light in whatever location we choose for the solar panels. Positioning was
made to get a good compromise between the available light and visual impact. The apple
orchard is shaped and the solar panels positioned such that the solar panels will receive a
good quantity of the available sunlight whilst still being visually screened. The panels will be
positioned within the vegetable plot, just off the ground, to allow vegetables to grow
beneath them. The panels will be mounted on a moving pivot to track the sun. Doing this
creates the greatest amount of electricity but importantly for visual impact does not reflect
the sun anywhere except straight back at the sun
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Rob’s cad model of the winter and summer sun paths...

A similar 2.8kwp setup, although ours will be less than 16 panels....

Picture from... http://texas.pureenergysolar.com/gallery_of_solar_panels.html
Searching for real solar panel performance I came across the Jenkins Family web site..
http://www.mitrajenkins.org.uk/solar-panels/solar-panel-output/
They have installed a 2.8kwp solar array on their home roof. We will lose some evening sun
due to our east facing land but we will be tracking the sun. Conversely the Jenkins solar
panels are set in a fixed position so they will also be losing some electricity production.
Overall the figures for both should be very similar.
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Their web site provided a very useful graph of monthly electricity production...

The blue bars are the electricity generated each month by the solar panels. We have added
the Red lines and green areas to this graph. The red lines represent 5 kwh per day (155 kwh
per 31 day month, 150kwh per 30 day month and 140kwh February) and represent our basic
electrical requirement. Eight months of the year the electrical requirement is entirely
covered by the solar panels. The Green areas represent the electricity we will need to
produce using our wood-gas charging set. These shortfalls are listed in the following table:

January
February
November
December

Energy Req'd (kWh)
65.5
21.3
61.7
84.1

Wood Use (kg)
252
82
237
323

Totals

232.6

893

In February we will require only a further 21.3 kwh during the month. We will run the wood
gas charging set once every three days during this time to make up the shortfall and use the
battery storage in between. In January, November and December when more power is
needed to be generated the wood gas generator will need to be run every second day. The
by-product heat from the wood gas generator will also be used to heat the house and hot
water so when the weather is gloomy and cold the house will be heated. In this way the
wood-gas system and solar system complement each other.

Wood-gas powered Charging system
Our secondary source of electricity will be our wood-gas charging set.
This will be housed in the workshop or in its own sound proof box next to the workshop.
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The wood-gas charging set consists of the wood gassifier, a small car engine and large dc
dynamo. Our system will also include heat exchangers for the intake piping, coolant
plumbing and exhaust to recover heat to heat the house and hot water and possibly
polytunnels in winter. After development it will also include Lambda control and a catalytic
converter to control emissions. These controls and heat recovery systems will make our
gassifier setup considerably more efficient and cleaner than is typical of other simple
systems.
Schematic view of a stratified, downdraft gassifier, showing the internals...
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and one fitted to a tractor...

Pictures taken from the publication “Construction of a Simplified Wood Gas Generator for
Fuelling Internal Combustion Engines in a Petroleum Emergency” by the Federal Emergency
Management Agency (USA) 1989.

A more modern version with some emission control has been built by a few Swedish men and
installed in a road car...

Picture taken from www.vedbil.se
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This wood gas powered car can be seen here www.vedbil.se although we will not have the
constraints of being a mobile setup and we will have a far greater level of heat and noise
insulation and heat recovery. From the picture you can see the equipment is best suited to a
static application rather than in a car.
We will use the middle portion of the willow stems, between about 30mm and 20mm
diameter for producing electricity. These will be sliced into small blocks using a purpose
made cutter. We have looked into the available machines for doing this and have found
them to produce chips of the wrong shape or size for a small gassifier. These small blocks
will be manually fed into the gassifier hopper a bucket full at a time. We will use the thinner
upper portion of the willow stems and the thicker base of the stems for cooking, space
heating and water heating in the house.
In the gassifier the wood is ‘smouldered’ with insufficient oxygen producing flammable
gasses. These are then drawn tangentially into a ‘cyclone’ filter making the worst of the ash
drop out of the gas, it is then cooled to condense out the water vapour in the gas and then
drawn through a saw dust filter to remove the fine ash dust and tar. A final conventional
filter will be used to capture any remaining ash and fine sawdust. At this point it will be a
good clean burning gas (similar to historic town gas) which the small engine will run on.
Our choice of engine was firstly limited to a liquid cooled engine to make recovering the
heat far easier. This ruled out many of the smaller ‘industrial’ engines. Another possibility
was using a vintage stationary engine but spare parts supply may have been difficult and to
get the required power output would have required a very large, heavy engine. We opted
for a small Fiat engine due to our thoughts about its quiet running, the easy availability of
second hand parts and the engine is physically quite light. The engine will be electronically
limited to running at a maximum of 1500 revs per minute and at that speed will be quite
quiet. The speed is limited to preserve the dynamo as that may be damaged if run at too
higher speed. We have adapted a Reliant Robin gearbox to fit the small engine. This
provides a clutch and variable speed flat belt drive for driving our old farm equipment (Chaff
cutter, Oat roller, Saw bench).
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The gassifier body at a part built stage. Missing flanges and outlet and not yet welded...
(thick burn tube, outer shroud, ash pan and grate)...
(loosely assembled)...

The beginnings of our engine and drive layout...

The flat belt pulley on the left is to drive our old farm machinery via a long flat belt.
The dc dynamo will provide winter charging electricity for our battery bank when the solar
panels are producing insufficient power.
We will need to run the charging set on approximately 120 days during the winter.
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Below are the spreadsheets calculating the approximate wood use and power generated...
January
31
12.5
0.0034722
3.47
252
873.3
0.1
87.3
0.75
65.5
2.11
786.0
25.4
8.11

October

Days duration
Mj / kg (SCR Willow)
Mwh / kg
kWh / kg
kg of dry willow
kWh available
Gassifier and Engine efficiency
kWh Engine output over duration
Charging and conversion losses
kWh electricity into house over duration
kwh into batteries per day
kwh rejected heat over duration
kwh rejected heat daily
kg wood chips used per day

November
30
12.5
0.0034722
3.47
237
822.7
0.1
82.3
0.75
61.7
2.06
740.4
24.7
7.90

28
12.5
0.0034722
3.47
82
284.0
0.1
28.4
0.75
21.3
0.76
255.6
9.1
2.92

Days duration
Mj / kg (SCR Willow)
Mwh / kg
kWh / kg
kg of dry willow
kWh available
Gassifier and Engine efficiency
kWh Engine output over duration
Charging and conversion losses
kWh electricity into house over duration
kwh into batteries per day
kwh rejected heat over duration
kwh rejected heat daily
kg wood chips used per day

December

Days duration
Mj / kg (SCR Willow)
Mwh / kg
kWh / kg
kg of dry willow
kWh available
Gassifier and Engine efficiency
kWh Engine output over duration
Charging and conversion losses
kWh electricity into house over duration
kwh into batteries per day
kwh rejected heat over duration
kwh rejected heat daily
kg wood chips used per day

31
12.5
0.0034722
3.47
323
1121.3
0.1
112.1
0.75
84.1
2.71
1009.2
32.6
10.42

Days duration
Mj / kg (SCR Willow)
Mwh / kg
kWh / kg
kg of dry willow
kWh available
Gassifier and Engine efficiency
kWh Engine output over duration
Charging and conversion losses
kWh electricity into house over duration
kwh into batteries per day
kwh rejected heat over duration
kwh rejected heat daily
kg wood chips used per day

To estimate the Gassifier and engine efficiency I took the ‘wood use’ data provided by the
Swedish website www.vedbil.se and estimated a comparison between their wood fuelled
car and the fuel use of an equivalent petrol car loaded similarly. I found it to be using
approximately 3 times as much energy. The efficiency of a normal petrol engine is around
30% so concluded the gassifier and engine in combination to be around 10% efficient.
This is an inefficient conversion of wood energy to electrical energy but the inefficiency is
mostly the loss of heat. Heat is something we can use and as such the efficiency of our
system will be considerably more efficient. We will be using a system of simple heat
exchangers to recover this heat and thick insulation to ensure we do not lose it. The heat
will be piped into the house to heat our hot water and the house for around 120 days of the
year.
Scrap storage heater blocks will be used to provide a thermal store within the house
providing warmed areas of floor and a large cob bench. Water was considered as the
storage medium as it has a better thermal storage capacity. Water causes corrosion issues
and warm water also requires chemical treatment or temperatures above 55 deg C to kill off
the Legionnaires disease bacteria so the storage heater blocks are a better store of warmth.
Our 1.5 acres Short Rotation Coppice (SRC) Willow will provide around 5 tonnes of dry
willow per year, harvesting 1/2 of an acre per year, plus a further 1 tonne from hedgerow
maintenance and prunings and 250kg of timber waste. A total of 6.25 tonnes. Our
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calculations show we will use around 1 tonne of this in the charging set. We will allow an
extra half tonne of dry willow for use in the woodgas charging set as it will have a start-up
period which will use some wood fuel before useful power is produced. The total wood use
of the wood gas charging set will be around 1.5 tonnes. The remaining roughly 4.75 tonnes
will be used in our water heater and hot plate hob.

Electricity storage and conversion
Power from our solar panels will need converting and controlling to charge our storage
batteries. We will use a Victron Energy MPPT 150/70 charge controller to perform this
task. MPPT stands for Maximum Power Point Tracking and to do this the unit finds the
optimum combination of Voltage and Current from the solar panels to give the greatest
charge it can into the batteries and automatically changes to suit the sun going in and out
behind clouds and sunny or gloomy weather.
A Victron MPPT 150/70 charge controller...

It might look large in the picture but is about the size of a shoe box. Cost to buy £677.26 (Inc VAT)

http://www.barden-ukshop.com/victron-mppt-15070-controller-2894-p.asp

We will store the electricity the solar panels and willow powered charging set creates in our
large battery bank.
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Our battery bank. (12 used Golf cart batteries configured as a 48 volt 450ah pack)...

The life of lead acid batteries is governed by how deeply they are discharged each time they
are discharged and recharged. Each discharge and charge is a cycle. A battery which is run
completely flat (100% discharged) and then charged will do that relatively few times before
the battery is ruined. Our battery pack is intentionally fairly large to keep our level of
discharging very low and thus the life of the batteries very long.
The battery bank voltage is 48v. Power conversion to 240v AC will be achieved by using two
Victron inverters. Our continual 24 hours a day supply will be created using a Victron
Phoenix 48/1200 inverter.

A Victron Phoenix 48/1200 inverter...

This will provide power for the UV water treatment and all our other normal household
uses. Cost to buy £563.86 (inc VAT) http://www.es-store.co.uk/victron-48vinverters/PH48-1200-230V.html
The washing machine, even with the water heating element disconnected, would use more
power than is obtainable from this unit so we would need more power capacity. We will
use our 1.7kw uninterruptible power supply. This can be seen mounted horizontally in the
top of one of our battery shelves.
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Wear and Tear
A road car engine like the one we will have as part of our wood gas system would require
an overhaul or replacement at around 200 000 miles. Our engine has already done around
70000 miles in its previous life pushing a car around leaving the equivalent of around
130000 miles left before it may need an overhaul. If we take the average speed of the car
throughout its life to be about 45mph it has already been driven around for about 1555
hours. The equivalent of driving the car for a further 130000 miles would be about 2889
hours. If it ran for 3 hours per day each day used that equates to 963 days running. We will
be running the engine very gently and around 75 days per year so it should last around 13
years before an overhaul or replacement. There are many thousands of these little engines
available in scrap yards where the car around them has become uneconomical to repair but
the engine is still fine. In that respect we are just making use of a piece of precision
machinery and complexity but due to be prematurely scrapped.
The oil will require changing once a year, roughly the equivalent of oil changes at 10000
miles. An oil change and other odd parts will bring the yearly maintenance cost to around
£75.
Finances....
Bare Field

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

Solar Panels -£1,400.00

£0.00

£0.00

£0.00

£0.00

£0.00

Year 6
£0.00

Home made Tracking mount -£400.00

£0.00

£0.00

£0.00

£0.00

£0.00

£0.00
£0.00

Main external cables -£200.00

£0.00

£0.00

£0.00

£0.00

£0.00

Material / parts for making the generator system -£200.00

£0.00

£0.00

£0.00

£0.00

£0.00

£0.00

Cost of componets and parts for Control circuitry. -£300.00

£0.00

£0.00

£0.00

£0.00

£0.00

£0.00

Victron MPPT charge controller -£677.26
Victron Phoenix 48/1200 Inverter £563.86 -£563.86
Wiring -£300.00

£0.00

£0.00

£0.00

£0.00

£0.00

£0.00

£0.00

£0.00

£0.00

£0.00

£0.00

£0.00

£0.00

£0.00

£0.00

£0.00

£0.00

£0.00

-£75.00

-£75.00

-£75.00

-£75.00

-£75.00

-£75.00

-£75.00

-£75.00

-£75.00

-£75.00

-£75.00

-£75.00

Service parts

£0.00

Total -£4,041.12
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6.3. Water
Water for washing and irrigation use
In the bottom of the dip in the north field is a ‘water feature’. We were told this is a well or
a spring. We have partially excavated the hole by hand spade and found it to be a large hole
filled with loose stone. Around 1 foot down is a clay drainage pipe taking excess water down
to the ditch by the small gateway to the east and works as an overflow. Around 4 feet down
a polyethylene pipe takes water down to near the small gateway. We do not know how
much further down into the ground this pipe goes. This pipe flows clear water and we will
investigate this further, with better equipment, to determine if this is a spring or just where
groundwater near the surface and surface water collects. From what we have found it
appears to be just a method of getting reasonably clean drinking water for an animal trough.
We have now received the water test results (3rd June 2013). The results showed it to be
acceptable for human consumption. (See Appendix 10. Page 265).
The partially excavated hole....

and the other end of the current polyethylene
and clay pipe...

The water flow is fairly quickly affected by rainfall so it seems to be a point where
groundwater relatively close to the surface appears. As such it may contain traces of
chemicals from the surrounding fields and we shall not use this for drinking and cooking.
During a summer period we will excavate this hole as deep as we can sensibly dig with a JCB
and install a vertical pipe with numerous holes drilled in the bottom metre. We will back fill
this by hand with the gravel and stone we have dug out, removing the bigger stones and
rocks. The bigger stones and rocks will go in last to provide a very permeable layer to let
water come through and up to the surface. This is what it currently does and we shall not
be able to or attempt to stop it but we shall direct the water along a new larger pipe laid
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along the same line as the old small one. This new pipe will be a half perforated 160mm
bore high density polyethylene pipe. The half perforated pipe will be installed with the
perforations uppermost. This will carry water from one end to the other without it leaching
out into the surrounding ground. The perforations in the top will allow groundwater into the
pipe. See below for details about surface water.
The cost of this pipe and two branch fittings will be around £300.
We will build a dry stone wall ring about 2m diameter around the top, looking much like a
conventional well top. This will serve to stop the surrounding soil and grass being washed in
and will also contain the water pump. We will use our small Lister domestic water pump to
steadily pump water to a tank in the highest corner of the south field. This will provide
satisfactory water pressure for irrigation and home use. The pump will run for around 30
minutes per day when electrically driven using around 0.2kwh of electricity. Our future aim
will be to drive the pump with a small water wheel driven by a larger volume of water from
the nearby ditch. The pump would then be run at a much slower speed but run
continuously. This will save using electricity during the majority of the year. Should we have
times when there is insufficient water in the ditch to drive the water wheel we will use the
small electric motor to drive the pump. That is likely to occur in the height of summer at the
same time as we have the most solar power available. The cost of the polyethylene pipe to
go from the pump up to the house is £155.56 (Plastic Pipe Supplies. Ltd) and assorted
fittings and bits and pieces a further £100
Our Lister domestic water pump and the motor we may use...

Water for Drinking and Cooking
We shall harvest rainwater from the polytunnels for drinking and cooking water. The rain
water should have minimal pollution and chemical contamination due to the sea being fairly
close and the direction of the prevailing wind. The harvested water may contain harmful
bugs and bacteria from bird droppings from the polytunnel. These will be filtered and
treated with Ultra Violet light to kill off the bugs and bacteria leaving water free from bugs,
bacteria, chemicals and other pollution. One problem we can see from harvesting rainwater
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from the polytunnels is if a nearby farmer sprays and this drifts over the polytunnels. The
plastic skin of a polytunnel is usually buried in a trench to hold the plastic taught over the
steel framework. We planned to wrap the plastic in a ‘U’ shape full of sand along the sides
of the polytunnels to provide a path for the harvested rain water to travel along to be
collected. Drifting farm spray chemicals could pollute this sand bed. Our solution to this
possible problem is to bury the main polytunnel plastic sheet in the ground as is the usual
method but we will create a gutter system to carry the rain water. This will be made of an
additional strip of the polytunnel plastic taped to the polytunnel with the special polytunnel
repair tape and formed into a gutter channel. Without the sand bed we can allow the whole
collection area to be rain washed down and the water diverted away from our drinking
water supply. This may not be a problem and can be retro-fitted to the polytunnels. We
have costed £150 to create these gutters.

Drinking Water Treatment
The water we use in the house for drinking and cooking will require treatment to kill off
harmful bugs and bacteria. We will use a series of filters from a course mesh to filter out
leaves and twigs, a finer mesh to filter out smaller bits of wildlife and muck and then this will
be fed into large cartridge filters with 20 micron and 5 micron filters. The final stage will be
an 8w Ultra Violet water sterilising unit to sterilise the bugs and bacteria still within the
water. This 8w UV unit will use around 0.2kwh of electricity per day to run.
A system similar to the one we would use...

Picture from http://www4.agr.gc.ca/AAFC-AAC/display-afficher.do?id=1241475412160
The cost of this system will be around £375 inc VAT. http://www.silverlineuk.co.uk/ to buy
brand new. The UV lamp bulb will require changing yearly at around £15 and the filter
cartridges replacing every couple of years at around £7 each. We will have a yearly servicing
cost of about £25 including the odd seal etc.

6.4. Water Heating, space Heating and Cooking
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Around 100 litres of our daily water use will be hot water made up of around 40 litres of
washing up water for three meal times and around 60 litres in a hot bath. To heat this 100
litres of water from roughly 5 Deg C to 61 Deg C requires approximately 6.5 kwh of heat
daily.
Our spreadsheet to calculate the approximate energy needed to heat our hot water...
Water

4200

j/kg C

Time

3.25

hours

Water Quantity

100

kg

Heat into to water

2000

watts

Energy transfered to water 23400000
Energy transfered to 1kg

joules

234000

joules per kg

Temperature rise

56

Deg C

Energy Needed

6.5

kwh

Water heating is by far our biggest yearly consumption of energy and supply of hot water is
needed for building regulations and for general cleanliness and health. The biggest issue is
getting the water over 60 Degrees C to kill of Legionella bacteria. Solar water heating may
only warm the water insufficiently and we will not have chlorine in the water. In these
conditions harmful bacteria could multiply and we will not have sufficient electrical energy
to power an emersion heater for much of the year. Instead we will be having a small
efficient burner burning most days to heat water. As we will have this burner in the house it
will be most efficient if it also provides cooking and space heat too.
We will have around 4.75 tonnes of dry willow sticks and small logs to burn to heat our
water and to use for cooking. The available willow will have an ample energy content to
heat our water and cook for the entire year but there are physical difficulties in achieving
this at such a small scale with a fuel source of small sticks such. We will have issues such as
keeping such a small fire going. Due to the size of the fuel will have a fire that burns quite
quickly. We will capture this heat in thermal mass and hot water for use at a steadier rate.
We will build a burner loosly based on a ‘rocket mass heater’. These have been around for
many years and work well. A rocket mass heater is the most suitable for burning the long
thin sticks we will have as a fuel source. Rocket mass heaters are often used to provide
space heat, provide a hot plate for cooking and to heat up a large mass of stone or cob
retaining the heat to be slowly released into the building. They are most often used with a
long large diameter flue pipe running back and forth within and warming a cob or stone
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bench making good use of the available heat. They are extremely clean burning and produce
a very clean and very cool exhaust.

The normal layout for a ‘rocket mass heater’...

and a couple of ones already built (This one has a lid over the fire chamber)...
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...(and one with an open fire chamber)...

We will make a modified design that will also provide oven cooking and water heating.
Building regulations state flues should be as vertical as possible and at an angle no less than
45 degrees and those horizontal sections should be kept to a minimum. This rules out using
a ‘conventional’ rocket mass heater. We shall have a sealed system with the flue gasses and
air inlet ducted to outside the building. A vertical main chimney and small electric blower
fan on the exit of the flue will be used to draw the hot flue gasses through the heating
pipework. Should the electricity supply or fan fail the fire will naturally convect out of the
main chimney or just go out.
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The main parts of our modified ‘rocket’ mass heater setup...

Key
1) Wood fuel hopper.
2) Ash removal door.
3) Hot plate.
4) Oven.
5) Diverter flap box.
6) Water tank (not shown vented but will be).
7) Chimney.
8) Thermal mass bench.
9) One of four clean out bungs.
10) Flue pipe.

The main ‘rocket’ burner will be constructed of lime mortared old bricks and fire bricks. This
will hold an armful of sticks and small logs to feed the fire. It will also contain much of the
fires heat and direct it into the hottest part of the system inside the round barrel of
concentric tubes. The very inner tube is made from a scrap carbon dioxide bottle and the
second made from a scrap oxygen bottle. In between these two will be sand and capped
with fire cement. The very thick steel these are made from will hopefully provide sufficient
protection from the very high temperatures in the top of the barrel assembly. Some people
use fire bricks or refractory tube for the inner riser which is something we may need to
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experiment with too. The heat is concentrated at the top of the barrel and in the swirling
hot gasses the combustion is completed producing a clean burn and lots of heat. The hob
plate is sealed to the top of the barrel and will prove a hob for cooking. The next tube
separates the hot combustion gasses (shown in red below) from the oven hot air (shown in
white below). The hot air for the oven is sandwiched in a gap between two cylinders forcing
it against the extremely hot inner cylinder and insulating it from the outside (insulation
shown in light blue). The convecting hot air will be ducted in the top and out of the bottom
of a modified electric fan oven. A simple flap in one duct will be used to regulate the oven
temperature. Using a second hand ‘not working’ electric oven will provide us with a well
insulated oven ‘box’, shelves and a door we shall just remove the electric element and fan
from the rear of the oven and build in the hot air feed and return ducts.
The fire arrangement and concentric cylinders ‘barrel’...

The hot gasses leave the barrel to one side at the bottom of the barrel. From here it will go
into the diverter flap to set the heating function.
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The flap set to provide maximum water heating under natural convection...

The flap set to provide half hot water heating under natural convection...
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The flap set to provide water heating and using the fan to draw the hot gasses through and
heating the thermal mass bench...

The flap set to just heating the thermal mass bench under fan power and isolating the water
heating...
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Not shown in these sketches are the clean out plugs, condensate drains, oven temperature
control flap, water boil over vent etc. These features and safety features will be included
but are just not show yet.
The water heating system will be a vented indirect system. It will use natural convection to
circulate the water around the water heater and the water storage cylinder coil. The hot
water storage cylinder will be located between the bathroom and kitchen to have short
piping runs to both kitchen and bathroom.
The water heater will be made from a large scrap propane bottle and a large scrap oxygen
bottle. The water storage cylinder will be a Gledhill ‘indirect’ stainless steel insulated tank.
The pipework through the thermal mass bench will be second hand piping.
The flap assembly has been designed by and will be made by Rob using pieces of scrap steel.
This will be made from 5mm or 6mm steel plate to allow many years of use before needing
repair. This assembly will be insulated to contain the heat. This insulation is not shown in
the sketches.
We have allowed about 13kg of wood fuel to use each day which, from speaking to relatives
and friends is about the quantity we would expect to be using. We have also worked on
using the willow 365 days a year which will not be the case but is a ‘worst case’ for working
out if we have sufficient wood fuel.
4.75 tonnes of dry willow and an efficiency of 15% would cover our water heating
requirement of 7kwh (Assuming zero losses) ....
365
12.5
0.0034722
3.47
4750
16493.1
0.15
2555.0
7.0
13.0

Days duration
Mj / kg (SCR Willow)
Mwh / kg
kWh / kg
kg of dry willow
kWh available
Heating efficiency
kWh into water, cooking, heating over duration
kwh into water, cooking, heating per day
kg wood used per day

Our burner will be far more efficient than 15%.
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At 75% efficient we would have far more than enough hot water, cooking capacity and
heating for the home.
At 75% efficient...
365
12.5
0.0034722
3.47
4750
16493.1
0.75
12369.8
33.9
13.0

Days duration
Mj / kg (SCR Willow)
Mwh / kg
kWh / kg
kg of dry willow
kWh available
Heating efficiency
kWh into water, cooking, heating over duration
kwh into water, cooking, heating per day
kg wood used per day

We would aim and develop things to have an efficiency even higher than this.
We have allowed £1000 in our costs to make the parts of the heating system. That excludes
the plumbing and water cylinder which we have included separately.
We will also have the by-product heat from the generation of our winter electricity. We do
not know what quantity of each heat source we will be using but are confident we will have
sufficient to avoid using any gas or external energy sources and be totally energy self reliant.
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6.5. Surface Water
Currently there is an existing ditch running around the north east corner of the north field.
This exits the land down two large pipes, one around 12” diameter and one around 8”
diameter with a 6” diameter interconnecting pipe across the two near their inlets.
The 12” diameter pipe at an early stage of clearing the grate...

and further through clearing the grate and discovering the trough feed pipe...
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The grate cleared and the water flowing fast during the winter causing the problem with
erosion...

The 8” pipe next to the small gateway (This is hidden below the ground). This picture was
taken by holding the camera at arms length down the hole in the ground during the
summer)...

These large pipes are the ‘exit’ for water from the fields. There is currently a very wet area
leading from the ‘water feature’ hole in the north field running down towards the Gwalia
house. Rob has uncovered the small clay pipe mentioned earlier and has unblocked this
which should help drain away some of this water. Our plan is to replace that clay pipe with
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a larger diameter pipe as the clay pipe was unable to cope with all the water when we
uncovered the pipe in February 2013. We will also dig three or so small ditches across the
north field to trickle away surface water running down the land. From surveying the land
and producing a cad model we have laid out the 3 ditch routes at a slope of 3 in 100 taking
water northwards to the drainage pipe.
Currently the natural water wants to flow straight towards the Gwalia property where the
water makes their garden very wet. Our plan is to ‘steer’ the water slightly northwards
around the Gwalia Property garden. Unlike an open field the small ditches will not be a
problem in amongst our Christmas trees and willow area.
The main ditch running down from the north east corner flows down a ditch that is too
steep. Rob has twice cleared the screen covering the entrance to the 12” pipe only to have
the water excavate more stone and fill up behind the screen again within a few days.
It appears an additional pipe taking surface water from the roads has been added in to the
north east corner fairly recently. This brings a very large quantity of water into the ditch in
heavy rain. This combined with the slope and the loose stone sub soil means the base of
the ditch is constantly being eroded and finds a resting place backed up behind the drain
screen. Our plan is to use a digger to widen the ditch a little along its entire length to spread
the flow out into a wider stream rather than a very narrow ditch. We will also move it out
from the hedge a little too as the water is currently undermining the stone and soil banked
hedge. We plan to prevent the erosion by digging out much of the north to south section of
the ditch base and replacing it with large rocks in a roughly ‘V’ shaped ditch bottom. These
rocks will most likely come from Glogue quarry. The effect this will have is to allow the
water to tumble down over the big rocks whilst the big rocks prevent the sub soil and small
rocks from above being washed down. We will then be able to keep the screen across the
pipe clear without it blocking up again shortly after. Rob will make a new grate for the large
pipes in his current workshop to prevent sheep, our small children and other objects
disappearing off down the pipes. We have told our children not to play near these pipes but
they are dangerously interesting and tempting to 5 and 8 year old boys. We have costed
£300 for the steel, galvanising, fittings and a little brickwork.
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A plan showing the existing ditch, the area where water appears, pipe run and water flows...
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Finances...
Bare Field
Half Perforated drainage pipe and branches -£300.00

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

£0.00

£0.00

£0.00

£0.00

£0.00

-£155.56

£0.00

£0.00

£0.00

£0.00

£0.00

Pump Installation -£100.00

£0.00

£0.00

£0.00

£0.00

£0.00

Polyethylene Pipe (25mm x 200m)

Polytunnel guttering -£150.00
Water filtration and UV system -£375.00

Rocket stove build -£1,000.00
Pipe grate -£300.00
Total -£2,380.56

£0.00

£0.00

£0.00

£0.00

£0.00

-£25.00

-£25.00

-£25.00

-£25.00

-£25.00

£0.00

£0.00

£0.00

£0.00

£0.00

£0.00

£0.00

£0.00

£0.00

£0.00

-£25.00

-£25.00

-£25.00

-£25.00

-£25.00
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7: Waste
7.1 Compost Toilet
We will have two toilets. One will be in the house bathroom and the other outside between
the barn and house. The indoor toilet will be used much like any conventional house toilet
although will not be a flushing toilet. The outdoor compost toilet allows us, especially Rob,
to be able to use the toilet when dressed in wet and muddy clothing.
The house toilet will be a permanently installed cabinet with a toilet seat and closing lid
much like a conventional toilet. Beneath this bench will be two large plastic buckets on a
small trolley. The trolley will allow the buckets to be switched around and emptied when
required. The toilet will be ‘flushed’ each time with a scoop of chopped straw. The location
of the compost toilet is such that the buckets trolley can be pulled out from under the toilet
through a small door in the dividing wall and taken straight out through the external door
and not through the house. A small hand washing basin will be installed in this area for use
during this procedure and for general hand washing. A full size basin is within the bathroom
but is just out of view on this image...

The cabinet will be sealed apart from the toilet seat and lid. A small electric fan will draw air
from the bathroom down past the toilet seat and then out through a vent pipe in the roof. A
wind directional vent on the roof would still extract air should the fan fail.
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A similar Indoor toilet...

The outdoor compost toilet will be our main toilet and will be the one we will use the most.
We will have a separate processing of faeces and urine using a front / back splitter beneath
the toilet seat. The toilet will consist of a small wooden building above a compost chamber.
A friend’s outdoor compost toilet...

The ‘dry’ chamber will be constructed by digging a large hole in the ground, laying a
limecrete base and creating the sides with a single concrete manhole ring. The base will
have a sump for collecting any liquid but there should be no liquid at all collected in this
sump if the toilet is used correctly as sufficient chopped straw will be used as a moisture
soak. A small land drain pipe will be laid beneath the base of the chamber and piped away
to prevent ground water seeping in and flooding the chamber. Approximately once a year
the small wooden building will be tipped up to remove the compost bag with the tractor
loader and taken to our composting area to be left for another year or two to completely
compost. A fresh builder’s bag will be installed and the toilet building tipped back into place.
The toilet will be a close fit to the concrete manhole ring and made rodent proof. We
consider this to be a valid use of a little concrete.
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The urine will be separately treated by trickling it onto straw. This straw will be replaced at
regular intervals and moved to the composting area allow it to decompose. The chemical
combination of urine (high in Nitrogen) and straw (high in Carbon) will produce a beneficial
compost which we will use around our fruit and nut trees. We expect this to need changing
every two weeks so will need to buy in around 30 cheap straw bales per year. Much of this
straw will first be used as bedding for our sheep and chickens but will remain clean enough
to still be used for using as a urine soak. This activity will provide a good heap of compost
to be used around the SRC willow to help replace nutrients taken up by the willow. The
yearly cost of 30 cheap straw bales will be around £60.
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7.2. Grey water
Grey water, water from dishwashing and bathing, will be treated by running it through a
reed bed system. The entry of the reed bed will have a grease, food, fluff and fat trap. This
will be occasionally emptied and burnt. The exit of the reed beds will have a point for
accessing the water purity. The reed bed will be located below the barn near the central
hedgerow. The reed bed will be laid out in a zig-zag of three individual reed beds to extend
the distance and time the grey water spends within the reeds allowing the reeds and
bacteria time to more efficiently clean the water.
The first bed will be a ‘Vertical Flow’ reedbed using its larger surface area to act as a buffer
when high flow rates occur, such as emptying the bath.

(Images from The Centre For Alternative Technology web site)

The two further reed beds in the zig-zag will be of the ‘Horizontal Flow’ type to more
thoroughly clean the water at a steady rate.
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The cleaned water exiting the reedbed will then flow under the track and then zig zag across
the SRC willow area to irrigate the willow and to expose the water to more oxygen and
finally soak in around the willow roots. The SRC willow will take up the grey water in its
roots and into the plant stems. The SRC willow, being a fuel crop, will be burnt. We
consider this to be the most complete grey water system we could create.
Image from CAD showing the grey water route...
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7.3. Recycling
At our current house the local council have supplied us with a recycling bin for cardboard,
paper, tins, plastic bottles, glass and aluminium foil. Another bin is provided for garden and
kitchen waste. We use the garden waste bin for all garden waste, veg peelings, teabags,
shredded paper and other kitchen waste.
Our ‘rubbish’ that currently goes into our grey bin and then onto landfill or incineration
amounts to about 1/3rd a wheelie bin full every two weeks. This is mainly made up of
unrecyclable plastic packaging which is near unavoidable in our current lifestyle. This will be
reduced to the bare minimum once we start being self sufficient.
We also currently voluntarily recycle:
Wood - which is used in Rob’s father’s woodburner.
Aluminium - is taken to a local scrap yard as payment for storing some of the larger lowimpact build items in a corner of the scrap yard.
Steel - same as aluminium above.
Copper / brass - We generate small quantities of copper and brass in the form of wire,
plumbing fittings etc. This is taken to the councils recycling centre where they have a
collection point for wire and copper.
Oil - We service our own cars and other things that create waste oil. This is taken to our
local garage to be used in their workshop heater in friendly exchange for minor garage
services such as car tyre puncture repairs etc.
Batteries - contain many nasty chemicals and materials. Our small household batteries are
mostly rechargeable Nickel Metal Hydride batteries. These are cycled and charged using
simple system of green (charged) and red (needs charging) boxes. When batteries appear in
the red box they are charged and placed in the green box ready for use. We do, however,
gain a number of non rechargeable batteries that come in second hand toys for Toby and
Luke. These small household batteries are taken to the local recycling centre where they
have a large container for any kind of battery from car battery to hearing aid batteries.
Clothes and textiles – The clothes that are too small for Toby and Luke are given to a friend
who has a son a year or two younger. Clothes and textiles that are beyond use get chopped
into pieces and shoved into the rag box in Rob’s workshop to use when working on things.
Wood Recycling - We currently use Cambridge Wood Works
www.cambridgewoodworks.org.uk/ as a source of timber for our wood for making and
building work. One of the directors of this company is one of Rob’s ex work colleagues.
They rescue timber from being sent to landfill, de-nail it, grade it and sell it at less than fresh
new timber price. They also produce wooden products to sell so have a good busy business
going.
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7.4 Freecycling
We are active freecyclers and have ‘Offered’ and ‘Received’ a great number of items from
the Huntingdon freegle and Cambridge freecycle groups.
By far the biggest freecycled item we have received is the Nissen hut we now have
dismantled and stored away. We will rebuild this as a much lower smaller building as part of
our workshop build (see buildings section).

We have also received many other free items for our plans.... Bath, Windows, Doors, Sink,
Rug, Demijons, 400 hessian sacks for lime plastering, taps, water tanks, garden tools, garden
shed (became a chicken hut) to name just a few.

The kitchen in our current house was also received from a Cambridge freecycler and then
adapted and modified to suit our kitchen.
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7.5 Charity shops
We purchase items from charity shops. Shrewsbury, where Ruth’s parents live is great for
charity shop shopping. Rob buys T-shirts, jumpers and trousers from charity shops to use
and is not particularly fashion conscious. Ruth tends to buy items for Toby and Luke who are
continually growing and will either fit an item now or in the near future. One item we do
take to charity shops are the boy’s shoes. They are bought new shoes which are soon too
small long before they are worn out.
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8: Low Carbon Buildings
All our buildings have large scale dimensioned drawings. These are separate from this
document but are included on the CD this document came from or will be emailed with this
document. Paper copies are also available.

8.1: Design and Access Statement
The following excerpts are taken from Planning Policy Wales (Section 4 – Planning for
Sustainability):

“The Welsh Government remains one of the few administrations in the world to have a
distinctive statutory duty in relation to sustainable development.”
“Sustainable Development will be the central organising principle of the Welsh
Government”.
“In Wales, this means enhancing the economic, social and environmental well-being of
people and communities, achieving a better quality of life for our own generations in ways
which:
•
•

promote social justice and equality of opportunity; and
enhance the natural and cultural environment and respect its limits – using only our
fair share of the earth’s resources and sustaining our cultural legacy”

Sustainability in construction
The development consists of a single compact round-house. Materials have been chosen to
minimise the environmental impact of the project both during construction and for the
lifetime of the building.

Cement production is responsible for 8% of global CO2 emissions1 and global cement
production is still climbing (3.3 billion tonnes of cement produced in 2010, a 10% increase
from 2009)2. Building houses using concrete footings, cement mortar and concrete blocks is
not a sustainable approach and results in literally tonnes of CO2 emissions from each
building shell alone. Just to get out of the ground with straightforward strip footings for a
small house it normally takes at least 12 cubic metres of concrete and perhaps a thousand
blocks; and that’s just up to the ground floor level.

1
2

PBL Netherlands Environmental Assessment Agency “Trends in global CO2 emissions” (2012)
United States Geological Survey. "USGS Mineral Program Cement Report”. (Jan 2011)
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This building’s frame will be constructed using round-wood structural poles. Externally these
will be reclaimed telegraph poles while internal timbers will be locally-sourced Douglas fir.
Leaving the poles in the round minimises wastage and emissions from transport and
processing. The walls are to be in-filled using dense straw bales. Both timber and straw are
carbon sequestering (as growing plants trees and cereal crops absorb carbon dioxide and
produce oxygen, storing the CO2 in the wood or straw for the lifetime of the building. This
locking away of CO2 offsets what little emissions there are from transport and processing
resulting in a building shell that is largely carbon-neutral or even carbon-negative). In
addition, whereas a blockwork house has an inner load-bearing leaf only 100mm thick, onto
which is concentrated the whole weight of the house, these walls are wide – 450mm or so,
and spread the load of the house over more ground. Because the weight is spread wider,
the requirement for foundations is much reduced – in this case, a simple stone plinth wall is
sufficient.

The straw will be plastered with a mix of traditional non-hydraulic lime putty and sand (lime
is burnt at a much lower temperature to make putty than to make cement, resulting in lower
CO2 emissions; in addition, because of the chemical process undergone by lime putty as it
carbonates, it reabsorbs most of the CO2 that was given off by the limestone during the
burning process. Internally, the walls are to be plastered with a clay plaster, which has a
minimal environmental impact; especially if clay from site is used. Typically this would be in
two or three coats; a clay slip base coat worked into the straw and a thicker “body coat”
(clay/sand/chopped fibre) to give shape and thermal mass. Optionally, a thin “finish coat”
can be added. Clay plaster has the additional benefit of being an excellent humidity
regulator and can reduce or remove the need for mechanical extract ventilation.

The roof is to be a living roof using the round-wood timber frame for support. Insulation is
to be provided by more straw bales, with an EPDM pond liner for waterproofing and turf
from site as the external finish. Again, aside from the rubber membrane, there will be little
or no embodied energy in the roof. The roof will not only absorb rainwater (rather than
channelling it rapidly into drains and potentially causing / exacerbating flooding problems as
slated and tiled roofs can), but also providing habitat for a variety of native creatures and
insects.

Many of the high-wastage areas of site construction (plasterboard, insulation, multi-finish
plaster etc) will be avoided completely or drastically reduced as the straw bales will act as
not only the external skin but also the insulation layer and substrate for render and plaster
finishes. Wherever possible, waste materials will be reused.

Windows are surplus to requirements from another build, having been ordered the wrong
size. Internally, the majority of the furniture and fittings are to be reclaimed.
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Sustainability in use
The house has been designed to minimise energy use. The more surface area a building
has, the higher the heat losses will be and the more demand for space heating energy. By
using a round plan form the amount of living space is maximised relative to surface area3.
The straw bales in the walls and roof will provide excellent thermal insulation and limit
draughts (a typical straw bale wall has a U-value of between 0.13 and 0.17 W/m²K –
significantly better than the current requirement under Part L (2010) of the Building
Regulations of 0.30 W/m²K). The house has been kept modest in scale, meaning that it will
take very little energy to keep warm and maintain.

Space and water heating are to be via a rocket stove (a very “low-tech” but highly efficient
wood-burner). As electricity will be generated on-site using a 2.8 kW photovoltaic array and
a wood-gas generator there will be no reliance on fossil fuels4.

A large proportion of the family’s food will be grown on site, thus minimising vehicle
movements and transport emissions.

The house will effectively be carbon neutral in use; generating as much energy on site as is
used. A comparably sized new house built to the Code for Sustainable Homes, Building
Regulations et al. would typically emit perhaps 2,500 kilos of CO2 per annum. This in itself is
an improvement over most of our existing housing stock as a typical house might emit twice
that.

In addition to the use of permeable finishes such as the green roof to limit rainwater run-off,
rainwater will be harvested from the roof of the poly-tunnels for use in the house. Water use
will be further limited by the use of a compost toilet. Water consumption for the house as a
whole will thus be unusually low.

Sustainability after use
The majority of the materials in the building are bio-degradable and could simply be raked
into the ground and composted at the end of the building’s usable life.

3

A circle is the geometric shape with the lowest ratio of perimeter/area.
Wood is an excellent renewable and sustainable fuel, releasing only the CO2 that it had recently
absorbed when growing as a tree. Burning oil, coal or gas releases carbon that has been locked away
under ground for millions of years. Electricity generated at power stations is no better, typically being
generated by burning gas. Note also that by generating energy on site, the significant distribution
losses involved in moving energy between power station and end user can be minimised.
4
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8.2: Our Proposed buildings.
Our buildings have been designed with several features in mind...
Function: Our buildings are designed to be useful and fit for purpose. Our existing house
does not fit our lifestyle very well. For example it doesn’t have anywhere to store overalls,
rough clothes, coats and wellies which is a little thing but adds 10 minutes to every outdoor
job. The house layout wastes space in a corridor area and landing that serve no other
purpose than joining up other rooms.
Low Environmental Impact: We have designed or made best use of materials to be as
environmentally responsible as we can. This includes the material itself and energy used in
processing and transportation. We will use materials from the plot itself or as close to site as
possible and used materials with little or no processing. Our aim is to be ‘zero carbon’ but
this may not be totally achievable. We have chosen the ‘least carbon’ option when we have
been confronted with a choice to make.
Sustainability: The timber we shall use will come from woodland close to the site that is
managed in a sustainable manner and replanted in a sustainable cycle. We will hopefully be
buying larch from the sustainably managed Ffynone woodland near Tegryn.
http://www.growingheart.co.uk/ffynone-woodland/
Timber is a sustainable material as carbon dioxide is absorbed into the timber as it grows.
The carbon is then locked in the timber during the life of the building. At the end of its life
as a building material the timber can be usefully burnt or composted both releasing carbon
dioxide back to the atmosphere completing the cycle.
Lime also has a complete cycle where much of the CO2 released in manufacture is steadily
reabsorbed in use. This results in it being a more environmentally sensible option than
using cement which releases large quantities of CO2 during production and absorbs little
CO2 in use. Slaking is the process of mixing quicklime with water. We shall be slaking our
own lime to produce the lime putty we shall use in our renders and plasters.
The lime cycle...
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Visual Impact: We have made every effort to position and design buildings with a low visual
impact. The house position is chosen as to be fairly central to the plot as it is a fair walk
from top to bottom of the plot so the main activity is centred near the centre of the plot but
located on the south side of the central hedge to use it as visual screening. The barn is
positioned nearest the hedge as any vehicular activity would be going to the barn not the
house. This shortens the track needed.
The house has some view over the land as we want to be able to see the activities of our
animals, wild animals, our children, people and crops from the house. We will plant many
bushes, shrubs, trees and climbing plants (including many evergreens) all around the
buildings to obscure them from view. We will plant fast growing plants as temporary
screening which will be dug up when the permanent planting has grown to a sufficient size.
A compromise must be made with the polytunnels as they require sunlight to get to them
but we have tried to minimise the visual impact of these by locating them at the top of the
field where the brow of the hill helps to partially obscures them when we plant our orchard
and trees over that area.
We will be using natural materials as much as we can and pigments and colours to minimise
the visual impact of our buildings. We have also taken into account the visual impact of
vehicles and equipment and these are housed within low visual impact buildings or
screened with bushes and trees. Our aim is to largely hide the buildings in amongst our
orchard trees, existing trees and hedges, new plant hedges and lots of screening bushes and
trees.
During the building phase and before plants grow there will be a period when the plot will
appear to be fairly bare...

The planting of all the trees, bushes, shrubs and new hedgerows will be performed at the
first seasonal opportunity to get the trees, and our land based produce growing as soon as
possible.
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A view from cad looking up the field showing what we wish to achieve with planting...

Affordability: We have a limited budget and have made the best use of available materials
and will source reclaimed or second hand items that would be expensive items to buy new.
We have already gathered all the double glazed windows and doors, sinks, bath, taps
plumbing fittings and numerous other items from free sources.
Energy Efficient building (In build): We have avoided materials with a high embodied energy
wherever possible. Where materials have required processing and involved a high energy
input we have tried to source those as reclaimed items rather than draw on more energy for
new items.
Energy Efficient building (In use): The house is designed to be highly insulated. The
insulation values achieved will match the building regulation specifications although the
materials used may not be the mainstream materials conventionally used. The systems for
space heating, water heating, electricity production and cooking will also be bought, made
or modified to be as efficient as possible.
Healthy buildings: The house is designed to use very little man made materials or chemicals
reducing the possibility of chemically caused health issues. A large thermal mass in the floor,
natural lighting and ventilation will ensure a healthy place to live.
Repairability: The natural materials used in the construction of the buildings, especially the
house, will need maintenance over time. The house has been designed in such a way as the
structural parts are accessible for inspection purposes and the non structural parts can be
easily repaired or entirely removed if necessary without needing to support or dismantle
any of the structural elements. For example the straw bale insulation of the roof can be
removed without disturbing the roof top layers.

8.3. The Main Dwelling
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An image from Rob’s cad system of what the house will look like...

All the images from cad are quite unnatural looking. The cad system Rob uses is great for
mechanical design but does a poor job of making natural materials look natural. Please
imagine it more like the picture below.
This is the more natural state we are intending on creating but we cannot create natural
looking images in our cad computer program ...

The main dwelling is based on room sizes of our current semi detached house and then
designed into a single storey layout with attention to solving problems we have with our
current house. These problems include removing wasted space and poorly shaped and
sized rooms. An additional room is added to allow our two boys to have separate bedrooms
as they grow up. A utility area for wet wellies, coats, rough clothes, boiler suits etc is located
in the back of the house as a necessary room to have that we currently do not have. The
kitchen is a little bigger as this is where a great deal of work will take place and some of this
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space will be taken up by the ‘rocket’ mass heater and water heater. The kitchen will be
built to the requirements of the food standards agency to allow us to process food products.
The useable floor area is 100 square metres. We have read quite a few other low impact
planning proposals, including approved ones, with floor areas around 130 square metres.
Personally we would like it to be larger but on a practical level we have had to compromise
between what will function, visual impact and what we can afford to build.
The room sizes...

Room

Our current house
room size (m2)

What we decided as an adjustment

New house
room size
(m2)

The boys room

10.1

The need for separate rooms

10.6

Small bedroom

5.6

The need for separate rooms

10.6

Our bedroom

11.5

Add 4m2 for storage chests, blanket box/s and Robs clothes.

15.5

Bathroom

3.5

Need additional room for compost toilet and freestanding bath to keep
water away from the natural walls.

5.2

Utility Room
Wellies /Coats etc

0

A useful area for wellies and wet clothing does not exist in our current
house but it will be necessary to have an area to dry wet clothing, store
wellies, bring in firewood etc. We will not have any useable loft space
so we will store some items in the store / utility area. Our main utility
area will be 10.7 sqm and a further 3.5 sqm will be in the 'warm room'
next to the bathroom.

14.2

Loft

15

Airing Cupboard

1

We shall have a hot water tank and will build a cupbourd around this in
a similar manner to our current airing cupboard.

1

Lounge

13.3

Reshape so we can fold out the sofa-bed and enough space for visiting
friends and family

14.3

Office

6

This is currently an area under the stairs and in the hallway of approx
3m2 and another 3m2 of space taken up in the garage and elsewhere
for books, a stationary cupboard and filing cabinet. These would be
best all in one place.

8.3

Kitchen

8.1

This will be a place of work for our honey extraction, soap making,
apple juicing, nut processing etc so a bigger and more suitable kitchen is
needed

11.1

Downstairs toilet

2

Not required.

0

Dining room

7.5

Keep about the same

8.4

Wasted areas

11

Current house has a landing and areas that we walk through but serve
no purpose. The small areas in doorways in between rooms add up to
0.8

0

Totals

94.6

99.2

The layout inside the roundhouse (timberwork removed for clarity) ...
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Key:
1)
2)
3)
4)

Boy’s rooms.
Our room.
Bathroom.
Utility areas. Small entrance area by bathroom for getting changed, clean and dried
and a larger ‘utility’ and store area for working clothes, possibly a dog, beekeeping
equipment, bedding and blankets, camping equipment etc.
5) Area to be boxed in as an airing cupboard containing the hot water tank.
6) Living area and guest sleeping.
7) Office area
8) Kitchen
9) Dining area and additional kitchen working space.
10) Thermal mass bench.

The timber frame of the building is based on an octagonal layout and the outside wall is
circular. The lounge area in the centre has been designed to give 1m clearances between
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the wooden framework, walls and furniture for disabled access (A building regulations
requirement). The other rooms are fitted within the octagonal framework to give rooms of
approximately the size required. The inside diameter is 11.5m and the straw bale walls are
0.5m thick so the outside diameter will be 12.5m. This is approximately the same floor area
as a two storey house with a 7.5m x 7.5m footprint. The roof will have a 1.25m overhang to
keep most of the rain from getting to the straw bale walls and allow sufficient periods of
dryness if the walls do get wet.

The house from below the ground upwards
The design of the house is preliminary. We will discuss the design in detail with the building
regulations officers and make changes where needed. We intend to adhere to building
regulations and will perform the necessary structural calculations and agree on the final
design before we build anything. The building should not change externally if we make any
internal or structural changes.
Ground preparation will involve excavating and levelling an area where the house will be
sited. We considered excavating a smaller area and using the spoil from that to build up the
downhill side. This would save digging but for visual impact we decided to excavate this
whole area level lowering the roofline of the house by a further metre or so. The stone
removed will be used in building the track. The soil from the track area will first be dug
down to stone and the soil removed will be taken to the vegetable bed area to increase the
available soil depth.
The excavated area will have a bank about 2m high at the deepest point at the rear of the
dwelling. A simple bank will be left behind the house if the ground is stable enough or a dry
stone retaining wall if necessary. This will be built from stone excavated from the hole.
The plan area of the house plus 0.5m beyond the roof boundary will be excavated 0.6m
below the normal ground level for a drainage layer. Drainage channels will be dug within the
area the house will sit and sloped to drain any water from beneath the house. The channels
under the house will have reclaimed clay drainage pipes installed and encased in sifted free
draining grit from the spoil dug from the hole. We have around 195 of these 1 foot long clay
pipes in the bottom end of the North field which will be dug up when we replace them for a
larger pipe. (See: Surface water section, Page 124 ). A 160mm perforated plastic pipe will be
installed around the outside perimeter to carry away surface water and water running off
the house roof.

The groundworks towards the downhill side of the drainage pipework...
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Key:
1 Compacted sub soil.
2 Perforated perimeter drainage pipe.
3 Clay pipe under house drainage.
4 Normal ground level.

The areas where the main external walls will sit will have a shallow channel dug, loose rocks
and stones removed and then compacted to form a solid platform for the stone stem walls.
The stem walls will start with large flat rocks bedded on lime mortar and then built from the
best stone from the site and the remainder from the nearby Glogue quarry using an NHL5
lime mortar mix. The stem wall will be 1.05m tall from the foundations and the top will be
0.45m above ground level.
We considered several options for the design of the stem wall but settled on a design that is
a mix of stone, thermal block, polystyrene insulation and timber. It is thermally efficient and
also efficient in the use of embodied energy in the different materials. Producing a cavity
wall with the inner skin made from timber reduces the quantity of lime mortar needed by
not having a stone inner skin. The inner skin is replaced with timber. This looks good, adds
to the insulative properties of the wall and the wood does not have the wasted energy
associated with the ‘burning’ of limestone to produce lime. The wood does have an
embodied energy but this is being ‘stored’ within the wood to be released at the end of its
life as a building material. The insulation in the wall is 125mm “Jablite Classic 100”expanded
polystyrene. The 125mm will be made up of two standard thicknesses 50mm and 75mm
allowing the boards more flexibility to bend to the curve of the roundhouse. The joints at
the ends of the boards will be staggered so there are no uninsulated gaps exposed between
boards. The 125mm thickness of expanded polystyrene provides a ‘U’ value of 0.29 W/m2.K
within the building regulation requirements ignoring any small additional insulation the
stonework and wood work adds. Beneath the timbers is a row of 140mm Plasmor Fibolite
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3.6N blocks. These are a fired expanded clay block with reasonable insulation properties
whilst being able to support the weight of the wall above. These are included in the design
to add more insulation around the corner between floor and wall and to help prevent a cold
spot at the base of the timber pieces. The radon barrier / damp proof course is sandwiched
between the base of the fibolite blocks and stonework beneath, runs up the outside of the
polystyrene and through the stone work 150mm from the top of the stone stem wall.
We also considered numerous options for the floor construction. We decided on a ‘solid’
floor from the outset as we will want to use underfloor heating and the thermal mass of a
solid floor. The insulation layer/s regardless of type would need to have a thermal ‘U’ value
of 0.25 W/m2.K resulting in the less thermally efficient materials being used in very thick
layers.
The first layer above the drainage pipes will be a 0.2m thick layer of roughly 2” -3” (50mm –
75mm) sized drainage stone manually graded from the stone previously excavated from the
hole. The top of this layer will be finished off with smaller and smaller stone to provide a
smooth layer for the radon gas barrier to sit on without puncturing it.
The next layer will be a thick plastic radon barrier to conform to building regulations.
The next layer will provide the bulk of the thermal insulation for the floor. We had
numerous thoughts from the highest tech foil skinned foam polyisocyanurate boards to
straw bales or thousands of jamjars stood on end. We were looking for an environmentally
responsible solution which was also a sensible cost.
The four most sensible options:
1) Leca (Lightweight Expanded Clay Aggregate)
Is a nice material to use and packs down to a good solid surface. It is made from clay
but uses a great amount of heat in its production. A thickness of 300mm gives an
insulation value of 0.22 W/m2K slightly better than the minimum building regulations
requirement.
http://www.netweber.co.uk/fileadmin/user_upload/home%20activities/FloorSystems/Literature_downloads/Weber_flooring_brochure.pdf The cost of this
would come out around £3900 and the energy involved in its production and
transporting to site made it a less attractive material to use.
2) Celotex insulation.
This is a foil skinned polyisocyanurate board. It would be a good product to use as it
has a U value of 0.21 W/m2K for 100mm board. An earth floor requires a solid
support as to not break under load. Celotex is a fairly rigid board and could possibly
support an earth floor but may be best with a limecrete floor. The chemicals
involved in its production are a little worrying especially as we are attempting to
build a house as free from chemicals as possible. We also need to provide a solution
for the disposal of this material if the building is to be removed. Celotex is not a
recyclable material and as such would cause disposal problems. It would cost
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around £1700 for the floor area. These factors place Celotex lower on our list of
possible insulations.
3) Jabfloor 100 Expanded polystyrene sheet.
This is a simple and cost effective solution. It has a fairly low thermal conductivity of
0.036W/m.K giving a ‘U’ value of 0.24 W/m2K for 150mm board.
http://www.jablite.co.uk/site/technicaldata/26/26.pdf
It is the cheapest option we found at around £650. It also has the advantage of being
a recyclable plastic so can be disposed of easily if the building is to be removed.
Unfortunately it is a slightly elastic, springy material so would not be rigid enough to
support an earth floor. We could overcome this with a 100mm layer of limecrete laid
on top of the expanded polystyrene. This Limecrete layer adds a significant financial
and more environmental cost to the total floor cost.
4) Cockle Shells.
This is a very simple solution and on first sight a seemingly very environmentally
good idea and after a lot of thought we have decided they are our best option. We
have searched for thermal performance data of cockle shells but have been unable
to find it. However we have found thermal performance data for mussel shells in the
technical document “Halmhuse. Udformning og materialeegenskaber”. Jørgen
Munch-Andersen, Birte Møller Andersen. Statens Byggeforskningsinstitut 2004.
(Straw Houses. Design and material properties. Jørgen Munch-Andersen, Birte
Møller Andersen. Danish Building and Urban Research 2004) . The thermal
conductivity of 0.12 W/m.K giving a ‘U’ value of 0.24 W/m2K for a 0.5m thick layer.
To create a 0.5m thick layer over a floor area of 100 square metres we will require 50
cubic metres of cockle shells. This is a very large quantity and gave us a
transportation factor to think about. We have two sources of Cockle shells. Selwyns
Seafoods, Swansea and Penclawdd Shellfish Processing, Gower can supply the shells
in large quantities at £18 (inc vat) per cubic metre, around £900 in total. The shells
are a good rigid support for an earth floor. The shells are a completely natural
material and are a by-product of the shellfish industry. The shells also have the
easiest solution for disposal. They can simply be spread out across the field and
ploughed in or removed and re-used.
After considering the different options we had two clear winners, expanded polystyrene or
cockle shells.
The cockle shells pose a transport problem of moving around 50 cubic metres (around 20
tonnes) of shells from 48 miles from site. This 96 mile round trip three times, 288 miles,
would use up around 90 litres of diesel in a 7 tonne lorry (at 15mpg). Whereas the
polystyrene option uses 15 cubic metres of polystyrene of which 99% is air so is 150 litres of
plastic without the air, plus whatever transport costs it had incurred. We considered the
environmental cost of 90 litres of diesel and the production of 150 litres of plastic material
and some transport cost and decided they have roughly equal problems.
The financial cost of the polystyrene option becomes expensive when we considered we
would then need the additional limecrete layer due to the polystyrene being too elastic and
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springy for an earth floor. To create a 100mm layer over 100 square metres would require
around 150 x 25kg bags of NHL5 lime and aggregate. This would add approximately £900 to
the cost of the floor bringing the option of using expanded polystyrene close the cost of
using Celotex and is nearly double the cost of using cockle shells and an earth floor finish.
Based on the above we have decided to opt for using the cockle shells for insulation.
The design of the house allows the floor to be removed and replaced if necessary so we
would have future options if we found there to be unforeseen problems with using cockle
shells.
Within the layer of cockle shells there will be 10 pillars of Plasmor Fibolite 3.6N/mm2 fired
clay blocks to support the bottom of the timber frame and where the water cylinder and
Rayburn sit. The Fibolite blocks are chosen as they have a very similar thermal performance
to the cockle shells and the 0.5m tall pillar of these blocks provides the required thermal
performance of the floor whilst supporting the timber framework. The bottoms of the
timber frame will be bedded on lime mortar to transfer the load into the blocks. We were
worried about the lightweight blocks under the timber so had a quick calculation...
A 180mm diameter timber has a footprint of 25447mm2. Multiplying this by 3.6 newtons
gives a load of 91608 Newtons or around 9 tonnes. Using a safety factor of 4 gives an
allowable load of around 2.3 tonnes on each pad or 18.7 tonnes over the eight pads. This
sounds more than adequate but will consult the building regulations officer on loading and
safety factors.
The final layer above the cockle shell insulation layer will be the flooring layer.
The flooring layer will be different surfaces in different areas. In the kitchen we will have to
have a rough limecrete floor finished with simple clay tiles. This will be a washable surface
to comply with the food standards agency requirements for a kitchen used for producing
goods for sale. The bathroom will also be tiled in the same manner. These tiles will be
simple quarry tiles from Ruabon http://www.ruabonsales.co.uk/quarry-tiles.htm or locally
obtained slate. We have now obtained a large stack of thick slate pieces which we may use.
The bedrooms, central room, utility area and office area will be an earth floor made with
sifted sub soil from the plot and an addition of locally obtained clay to bind it. The top layer
will be coated with linseed oil to give it a tile like surface. The small room we will use for
wellies and wet coats will have a floor made from flat stones laid with lime mortar to make a
durable surface capable of withstanding water drips from coats and wellies.
The excavated hole around the outside of the building will be filled to ground level with free
draining stone. This will be crushed and graded stone from the site. This will provide a path
for rain water from the house roof down to the drainage pipes underground as the roof will
not have guttering.
The design of the house allows us to separately build the timber frame and roof before we
build the straw bale outer walls, the internal dividing walls and allows us to install the roof
straw bale insulation from below in the dry. This is to aid us building the house in the rain,
which it does much of the time.
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The wooden frame is also designed so that the outer ring of vertical posts are completely
outside of the ‘living area’ allowing us to use used treated telegraph poles for these timbers
that will receive the worst weather conditions. Telegraph poles are routinely replaced
although it is only the section in the ground that has rotted.
The structure is designed as an 1/8th ‘pizza slice’ which is duplicated around the further
7/8ths. Doing this simplifies our structural calculations to just 1/8th of the building as the
other 7/8ths are exactly the same.
An image from Rob’s cad system of the 1/8th of the timber frame...

Each joint is designed on cad and each component part shall be made to drawing. Some ‘on
the job’ adjustment will be needed to suit timber that is not straight but working to drawing
will save us a great deal of time during building. The sections are designed such that we can
cut and pre-fit much of the timberwork in sections inside one of our polytunnels. A little
metalwork is used in the house construction. The biggest and most obvious part is the steel
joint piece at the top of the structure. This is a scrap wheel with eight short pieces of tube
welded to it. Rob came up with this to solve the problem of joining eight pieces of timber at
one intersection. The alternative would be a reciprocal frame where one pole rests on the
next one around the roof but this makes structural calculations considerably more difficult.
Rob spotted a suitably thick wheel in a local scrap yard and is now keeping an eye open for a
source of the tube pieces. Accident damaged lamp posts and road signs look to be the most
promising free source. Rob will construct this to drawing in his current workshop.

The steel ‘Octopus’...
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A 10mm or 12mm steel wire rope encircles the inner ring of timbers to pull all the joints
tightly together and contains the reacted load from the central part of the roof. St Pauls
Cathedral in London is held together in a similar way. This steel wire rope is often discarded
as part of routine maintenance on cranes and lifting equipment. A few other diagonal
braces and bent brackets will also be fabricated by Rob in his current workshop.

The complete frame (missing some diagonals in the outer ring of posts)...

The outer upper joint ‘exploded’...
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Most of the joints will be bolted together with cheap M20 threaded studding and a few of
the joints will have oak pegs. The large M20 threaded studding was chosen to allow a
considerable amount of corrosion to occur before the structure is compromised and to have
large fasteners to undo should the building need removing. This corrosion may not happen
but we have allowed for it in the design. The idea of using the studding is to allow the frame
to be unbolted and re-assembled in a new location like a large frame tent if needed.
Our roof design is unusual compared with other roundhouses and low impact buildings. It
seems the ‘usual’ way to create roof for a low impact building is to have one ‘thick
sandwich’ of timbers supporting the straw bale insulation and then a small ventilation gap
constructed of wood and then wooden boards covering the total area beneath an EPDM
liner and finally grass roof.
Our layout has two distinct separated ‘layers’ for weatherproofing and insulation. The outer
waterproofing layer, a large ventilation gap and then a layer of straw bale insulation. Our
construction is similar to a conventional house where the roof space has waterproofing
layers above and insulation above a ceiling. We thought about using a thick sandwich but
decided it may cause problems locating roof leaks and concealing damp and repair is more
difficult. We opted for a slightly more conventional layout as it allows us to see the
underside of the wood roof boarding to spot leaks and we can pull out straw bales from
inside without disturbing the weatherproofing external layers. After much thought we
decided the quantity of timber used is very similar between the two methods. The timber is
just distributed differently.

A section through the house showing the weatherproofing layers, the ventilation space and
the straw bale insulation...
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The roof will be constructed using 50mm sawn timber supports at 0.6m centres across the
main timbers supporting 18mm sawn planks and recycled timber from pallets and other
similar timbers or second hand 18mm plywood sheets. The depth of the supports will vary
from about 100mm towards the peak of the roof where the span is small to around 200mm
towards the bottom where the span is greatest. These timbers are not shown in the picture
above due to time constraints on getting this plan completed. The sawn timber will be sawn
nearby or on site using a mobile saw mill and cut from locally sourced timber. If we use
some plywood we may be able to get some of these boards from ebay as they are used
around the perimeter of building sites as hoarding boards and then often discarded or
collected and sold on ebay for around £10 per sheet. We will ensure we get the correct
grade of plywood and the condition is good. To cover the entire roof with plywood would
require around sixty five 1.2m x 2.4m sheets. The price of using the saw mill on site is
around £300 per day. Using sawn timber will be the cheaper and more environmentally
sensible option.
On top of the wood layer will be used carpet. This is to protect the EPDM lining material
from any sharp projections we may have missed on the wood layer and to cushion the
EPDM sheet. The next layer will be EPDM liner. EPDM, Ethylene Propylene Diene monomer
(M-class) rubber) is a rubber material used as a roofing membrane and also as pond liners.
EPDM has a relatively low embodied energy compared with other roofing materials and is
very resistant to UV light and general degradation. Covered from UV light exposure should
last 40 years or more. It is a good material to choose for a low impact building. We shall not
be bonding the EPDM to the roof. This allows the liner to be re-used if needed. Bonding it to
the roof creates a mess that cannot be reused. Slate may be a more natural and local
material but using slate would dictate a far steeper pitch to the roof and a much greater
visual impact so EPDM is our best compromise. The next layer will be more old carpet to
protect the top surface of the EPDM liner. The final layer will be a roughly 75mm (3 inch)
layer of sifted soil and grass.
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The straw bales and ceiling will be supported by 25mm thick timbers at 0.5m pitch, the
same as the bale width. The interior faces of the straw bales will have a lime plaster finish as
a fire resistant surface. We have a few different ideas for the support and finishing of the
interior surfaces and we will need to discuss these with the building control officer and the
fire service.
Our preferred method, also the simplest, cheapest and the method using least resources is
to use straw bales pinned into the wood supports using hazel or chestnut pins. Before
installation the straw bales would have lime plaster rubbed into the surface and up the sides
of the bale around 10cm (4 inches) to add some additional fire protection. Performing lime
plastering on the bales down on the floor will make it easy to rub in a good first coat and key
for the lime plaster on the bales. It also means we will not be performing this task upside
down on the ceiling. Once lime plastered on the lower face the bales will be lifted into place
and pinned through to lock them in place. This will take some wriggling and poking around
to get the pins in place and shoved through the bales. The lime will be touched up where it
will have been disturbed during wiggling and bumping the bales into place. A further coat/s
of lime plaster will be applied once the first has cured building up a layer roughly 12mm
(1/2”) thick and blending the joints between bales and woodwork.
A sketch of the ceiling construction...

Exterior Walls
The top of the stone stem wall will be capped with a ‘plate’ of wood planking or plywood.
Bark stripped hazel or chestnut rods around 35mm (1.5 inch) diameter will be driven down
through the bales and into holes drilled into the wall plate providing anchoring of the
bottom of the straw bales and pinning the bales together. The wood wall plate also provides
an edge to plaster and render down to. The exterior will be lime rendered and lime plaster
will be used on the internal surfaces. The outside will have a limewashed finished
pigmented with a natural green/brown pigment to camouflage the building with its
surroundings to some extent.

A diagram of the wall structure...
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Interior dividing Walls
These walls will be made from wattle and daub. The wall areas will be divided into vertical
‘bays’ about 0.6m wide using branches and pieces of wood very roughly 100mm x 50mm (4”
x 2”). The inside of each ‘bay’ will be lined with three roughly sawn or stick batons with
finger sized gaps between. The wattle will roughly ‘woven’ up in two layers into these gaps
leaving a gap between the two layers of wattle. The gap will have a clay, sand, straw, horse
hair mix squidged into and over the wattle to give a solid panel around 100mm (4”) thick.
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This is the same walling method we have come across on the 300 year old house belonging
to a friend of Rob’s. That has lasted 300 years so far.

Windows and doors
Windows are reclaimed double glazed units with opening windows in all rooms without
doors to use as exits in the event of a fire. These are timber framed double glazed units
having a lower thermal performance than currently defined in building regulations. These
came from the home of one of Toby’s school teachers. They had an extension built and
replaced all the windows in the existing house to have matching windows throughout. They
require a little work and are covered in building dust but are perfectly serviceable.
Three of the opening windows...

The non opening windows are brand new units we obtained from freecycle. These came
from Huntingdon College where they had ordered the wrong sizes, the wrong quantity etc.
These are all 28mm glazed units with 6mm toughened glass on both sides and argon filled
and meets current specifications.
One of the glazing labels and the stack of glass...
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The glass in the roof light will be new and made for this building. Rob’s friend, Trevor, at
Village Glass in Sawtry will supply these. These will be 28mm units with 6mm laminated
glass on the lower surface and 6mm toughened glass on the upper surface. These will cost
around £800 but are a big feature of the house allowing light into the centre of the building.

Heat management
The heavily insulated design of the main building will allow the building to require little
space heating. The building regulation requirement for hot water and our wish to have hot
water and cooked food will result in their being a heat source in the house throughout the
year which we will also switch over to additional space heating during cold periods.
An undesirable outcome is a house which is uncomfortably hot. With this in mind passive
solar collection has been limited to mainly the east and south facing windows collecting
morning sunshine and the low winter sunshine and also the roof light in the top of the
house although this is primarily for allowing light in. The roof overhang shades the windows
during the summer preventing too much solar gain. At the top of the roof will be a lifting
cap on the centre of the roof light allowing stale air to escape.
We will ensure that the heavily insulated building will have a sufficiently high average
thermal rating to out perform the minimum building regulation requirements for the entire
building even with some of the opening windows being below specification.

Occupant Safety
The dwelling will be fitted with smoke alarms in each room to alert us to a fire. The barn will
also have smoke alarms wired back to a sounder in the house to alert us to a fire in either
building. The roundhouse will have three exit doors facing West, North and East and every
room has opening windows large enough to escape through should they be needed. We
have a Godiva fire pump, hoses and fittings which were bought some years ago as a fun
hobby item but we will now keep it for its intended purpose. Rob will give this a good
service and maintain it ready to extract water from the pond in the event of a fire. The size
of the pond is purposefully large to allow a good quantity of water for quenching a fire. The
position of the pond also allows water squirted onto the house and running back out to run
back to the pond so hopefully giving us more fire extinguishing capacity from the same
quantity of water.
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8.4. The Main Dwelling ... Code for Sustainable Homes.
Our home will be built to conform with building regulations even though we will be using
unconventional materials. The Code for Sustainable Homes (CSH) gives ratings for the
environmental performance of the building. The CSH is largely set up for buildings
constructed of ‘conventional’ and manufactured materials and does not suit low-impact
buildings using natural raw materials. Although we are not bound by the Code for
Sustainable Homes (CSH) we have commissioned Michael Howlett of Sureline Design
Services Ltd to study our plan and provide a Code For Sustainable Homes materials report.
This report is included in Appendix 11 (Page 266).
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8.5 Wood / sheep shelter
We received an old wartime Nissen hut free from freecycle which was due to be demolished
and scrapped so a bungalow could be built on the same site. Rob took his grinder and trailer
and dismantled it. It is currently stacked up on a friend’s farm. We plan to modify and use
this to make a much smaller simple semi-circular shed to provide a dry area for willow wood
fuel, provide a bit of sheltered work area and to shelter the sheep in winter.
Complete...

and dismantled...

Not shown in the pictures is externally the Nissen hut is painted dark green.
In its original form the Nissen hut stood on brick walls about 3 feet high and the steel
sections curved in at the bottom so was more than a semi-circle and very tall. The Nissen
hut is the 16ft design having main ribs with an inside diameter of 16 ft. It was also around
11m long.
The corrugated sheets are not in great condition and it had a window cut in one side so we
shall reduce the length of the building to 6m long and take around 4ft (1.2m) off its height
reducing it to about 8ft6” (2.6m) high to the very top. This will enable us to trim off the
bottom edges of the corrugated sheets and have enough sheets to cover the building. We
will also chop the ribs down to suit. We will use all seven ribs on a much tighter spacing than
the original 6 foot spacing to make the structure more durable and wind resistant.
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An image from cad of how the wood / sheep shelter will look although a bit more dented and
less shiny. (screening trees removed for clarity)...

We shall build this building in a very simple manner. The area where it will sit will be levelled
off, large rocks removed and roughly compacted to a rough stone floor. Along each side
holes will be dug and very large rocks will be set vertically in the ground to give platforms
about 150mm (6 inches) off the ground. Two Larch or Douglas Fir poles will be laid along
these pads to create two parallel rails to attach the base of the Nissen hut ribs to. The side
rails will be strapped or rawl bolted to the very large rocks to provide a great weight of rock
to anchor the building against strong winds. 75mm x 50mm (3”x2”) sawn wood supports will
run along the ribs and the corrugated sheets nailed on. The south facing end will be sealed
off and the north facing end left open.
The resultant shed will be reasonably dry inside. We anticipate there to be a few leaks and
drips to avoid but it will provide a dry enough shelter to stack up our very bulky willow rods
and provide a shelter for our sheep in winter. In summer it should get pretty warm inside
helping to dry out the fuel willow. The willow will also be chopped and stored in here as a
loose heap or in pallet size boxes. Moisture control of the willow will be very important so
we will need to develop a system for how to deal with the willow.
Maintenance of this building may be possible on a completely free basis. These Nissen huts
are often being dismantled on farms in Cambridgeshire as the machines on these farms are
now far too large to fit inside them. The situation may be similar in Pembrokeshire. We
should be able to source the odd second hand sheet now and then to repair the structure.
This building has a neutral environmental impact. It does have a high embodied energy
being steel but saving it from being scrapped and extending its useful life just diverts that
embodied energy into a useful building. We shall be just ‘holding’ that embodied energy
until it ultimately comes to the same end and is scrapped. We have just extended the life of
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that useful material. We shall not be drawing on additional energy and natural resources by
buying new corrugated sheets for the building.
At the end of its life the disposal of this building would be very simple. Only two materials
will be used, wood and steel. The wood can be usefully re-used or burnt as fire wood and
the steel can be taken as scrap to be recycled.
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8.6 The Barn.
This will house our Workshop, Food store, small tractor, fruit cage poles and netting,
bicycles, Landrover, saw bench, oat roller, chaff cutter, thresher/winnower, trailer,
wheelbarrows, tools, straw, hay, materials and many other items that would otherwise
deteriorate if left out in the elements. The modern disposable attitude towards equipment
and useful materials is at odds with our attitude towards living sustainably. We wish to
preserve and get a long service from our equipment so it will be kept under cover and out of
the elements. The ‘barn’ will also serve as an area to store useful materials such as timber,
metal, pipes, sacks, ropes, tarpaulins, tools, pots and many other items that would look
untidy if not stored away in one place.
The building is divided up into four quarters and used as....
1) An enclosed workshop of 5m x 5m on the south corner providing a workshop to
make and repair things and will also house our wood gas electricity generator,
battery banks and inverter. Rob is good at designing, making, maintaining, modifying
and fixing just about anything and has amassed a very useful and well equipped
workshop.
2) A dry barn area to stack straw and hay bales, chopped compost toilet straw and
trailer and Landrover.
3) An enclosed rodent proof food room of 5m x 5m on the north corner providing
storage and working area for our vegetables and apples, freezer/s, apple juicing
equipment, grain storage and bee keeping equipment.
4) A covered area to store our tractor, plough, chaff cutter, saw bench, box baler, allen
scythe and other equipment where it will be out of the weather and where it can be
reasonably secured from theft.
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Rob’s sketch of the contents of the barn...

The barn is designed to follow the slope of the field and will have a grass covered roof. The
downhill side to the east has no doors or openings and along this side and extending out
either end we will completely shield the barn with a large bank of blackberry bushes grown
amongst other trees and shrubs with the intention of making the field below the building
and the grass on the roof of the barn look like a continuous piece of field with a blackberry
bush across it. To the north is the existing hedge. This will be maintained and replanted to
grow up as a visual shield from the north. The curve of the hill screens the barn from the
south and our orchard area will screen the barn from the west. Our intention is to present
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very little visual impact. The building is only 2m high, to the top of the roof, at the lowest
end and 3m at the highest point allowing just enough height to get the tractor in. The roof
follows the slope of the land so looking across the field the barn appears to only protrude
from the surrounding field a roughly parallel 2m
An image showing how the barn roof lies parallel with its surroundings...

We have designed this as a partially open sided ‘barn’ of to be use simple larch, Douglas Fir
or used telegraph poles for the main posts. These posts are positioned on a grid at 2.5m
square spacings.
The roof will be supported on locally sourced wood, sawn on site or nearby and recycled
timber and will use an EPDM waterproof membrane beneath a sieved soil and grass roof.
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8.7. Polytunnels
Looking at where our income will come from it becomes clear that polytunnels provide a
greater financial return on the ground they stand on than just having open ground. They are
extremely useful in providing winter food, out of season crops, higher value crops and
starting plants off to be set outside. Our land based income will rely heavily on growing
within the polytunnels and as such realised two would be needed.
Our layout inside each polytunnel to give growing space for tall and short plants whilst
making best use of the floor area. The numbers are in square metres...
1

2

3

4

5

16

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

Tunnel 1

30

40

6

41

17

18.5

20

21.5

23

24.5

26

27.5

29

31

32

33

34

35

36

37

38

42

43

45

46

48

49

51

52

44

15

47

50

39

53

54

We have positioned the polytunnels at the upper west end of the south field to use the
brow of the hill to help obscure the visual impact of the polytunnels. The two polytunnels
are positioned parallel to each other to present just the side of one polytunnel looking from
the east. We will be planting the orchard and other evergreen trees and shrubs to the east
to screen the polytunnels. Rob created a cad model of the sun paths for winter and summer
and used it to define the shape of the orchard and screening trees. We shall plant the
orchard and screening trees to this shape to minimise the visual impact of the polytunnels
whilst maximising the available sunlight.
We bought two second hand polytunnel frames for polytunnels of 17.5m long x 5.6m wide.
There are 8 hoops in each polytunnel so a total of 16
These are quite an old design of polytunnel with semi-circular hoops and a wide 2m spacing
between hoops. The new polytunnels have hoops shaped to give more space at shoulder
height.
We shall use 12 of our 16 hoops to create one 16.5m x 5.6m polytunnel. Decreasing the
hoop spacing to 1.5m to provide a stronger structure to stand up to the wind.
It will cost £330 (inc vat) to recover this polytunnel. http://www.firsttunnels.co.uk/ plus
another £100 of odds and ends.
We shall buy another new polytunnel from First Tunnels http://www.firsttunnels.co.uk/
This will be their 20ft x 54ft (16.5m x 6.1m) design matching the length of the other
polytunnel and a just a touch wider.
The cost of this will be £1555
http://www.firsttunnels.co.uk/polytunnel.asp?cbowidth=20&length=54&door=22&Addition
s=A2&cover=type2
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One of our second hand polytunnel frames before disassembly...

Removal of the polytunnels from site would be easy. The polyethylene sheeting would be
sold if in good condition or simply recycled. The steel frames would also be sold or recycled.
The timber pieces in the doors and frames would be broken up for firewood or allowed to
rot down. Rob removed the two second-hand polytunnel frames we have from their
previous location using just a few hand tools.

Financial Considerations
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We have created a spreadsheet to work out an approximate cost of the buildings...
Item
Main Dwelling
JCB Fuel use digging the hole (litres)
Drainage pipe (160mm x 50m)
Lime in stem wall and foundations (25kg bags) NHL5
Sand in stem wall and foundations (tonnes)
Stone for stem walls bought(tonnes)
Stone for stem walls dug up (tonnes)
Wall DPC (225mm x 30m)
Floor DPC (15m x 4m x 1200guage)
Clay for floor and interior walls (tonnes) need 10ish
Fibolite Blocks 100mm (pack of 96) need 171
Fibolite Blocks 140mm (pack of 64) need 117
Wall Polystyrene insulation (75mm board)
Wall Polystyrene insulation (50mm board)
Cockle shell insulation
Wall straw bales
Quicklime for render and plaster. (tonnes)
Quicklime for floor and other odd areas (tonnes)
Powder blast furnace slag to make lime set 25kg bag
Delivery for Ty Mawr lime
Sand for render and plaster (tonnes)
Main timber frame (tonnes plus 50% extra)
Ceiling and roof supports (tonnes plus 50% extra)
Sarkin boards (tonnes plus 50%)
EPDM liner(sq m plus 15% for laps)
Skirting and wall plate timber (plus 50% extra)
Interior walls wood
Saw mill hire (days)
Steel wire rope and turnbuckle
Windows
Exterior Doors
Interior doors
Ceiling bales
Roof light glass
Roof light glazing clamp bars 4m (inc delivery)
Fuel cost of collecting things
Assorted nails, screws, bolts etc
Bath and fittings
Bathroom sink
Compost Toilet Seat and fittings
Water cylinder (Gledhill IND300-STC)
Plumbing fittings
Kitchen tiles (sqm)
Wiring (wire and assorted odds and ends)
Consumer unit
Armoured cable and glands barn/house (6mm x 15m)
Water pipe up field 25mm 2 x 100m
Sockets
GU 10 Light fittings
Wide angle LED lights
Compact flourecent lamps
Rocket Stove build
Shelter
Main poles and rails (tonnes)
End Timbers (tonnes)
Rawl Bolts, Screws, Nails etc

Quantity

100
2
40
3
30
10
2
2
10
2
2
8
11
50
180
3
1
4
1
3
5.736
2.832
2.292
231
2.19
1
2
1
9
3
5
300
8
4
1
1
1
1
1
1

Item price
(inc vat)

£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£

1.40
177.42
10.56
35.00
15.00
7.89
37.99
35.00
74.88
53.76
12.42
8.28
18.00
3.00
234.00
234.00
10.20
63.60
35.00
65.00
65.00
65.00
7.56
65.00
65.00
300.00
30.00
3.00
100.00
43.65
400.00
300.00
0
0
20
864.34

11.1
1
1
1
2

5
200
79.99
45
77.78

20
20
5
1

2
8.86
0
1000

0.3
0.15
1

65
65
50
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Total £

£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£

140.00
354.84
422.40
105.00
450.00
15.78
75.98
350.00
149.76
107.52
99.36
91.08
900.00
540.00
702.00
234.00
40.80
63.60
105.00
372.84
184.08
148.98
1,746.36
142.35
65.00
600.00
30.00
900.00
800.00
174.60
400.00
300.00
20.00
864.34
55.50
200.00
79.99
45.00
155.56
40.00
177.20
1,000.00
19.50
9.75
50.00
-

Notes

CCF Crymych 01239 831203
LBS Cardigan 01239 613 413
G D Harries Narberth 01834 860 464
Glogue Quarry (Freeman 01239 831631)
On site
Screwfix
Screwfix
GD Harries Mark. 07741271790
Keyline Builders Merchants 01733 563 161
Keyline Builders Merchants 01733 563 161
LBS Cardigan 01239 613 413
LBS Cardigan 01239 613 413

Penclawdd Shellfish Processing
Ty Mawr (1:3 lime/sand mix)
Ty Mawr
Ty Mawr
Ty Mawr
G D Harries Narberth 01834 860 464
Ffynone wood
Ffynone wood
Ffynone wood
White Cross Rubber Products 01524 585 200
Ffynone wood
Ffynone wood

Ebay
Freecycle (Already have these)
Freecycle (Already have these)
Freecycle (Already have these)
Village glass
http://www.theglazingshop.co.uk/

Freecycle (Already have these)
Freecycle (Already have these)

www.plumbnation.co.uk
Have these already
Reclaimed tiles and our own cut slate
Screwfix
Eyre and Ellison 01480 433 580
Plastic Pipe Supplies 01480 433888
Have these already
Ebay
www.ledhut.co.uk
Have these already
Home build

Ffynone wood
Ffynone wood

Barn
Main poles (tonnes)
Lime for stem walls
Damp proof membrane for workshop and store floor
Stone for stem wall
Roof joists (tonnes plus 50%)
Roof boarding (tonnes plus 50%)
Saw mill hire (days)
EPDM liner (sq m plus 15% for laps)
Assorted screws, bolts etc
Polytunnels
New cover for old tunnel
Door timber (Tonnes plus 50%)
New Polytunnel
Compost Toilet
Wood (Tonnes)
Manhole ring
Screws, Nails, Hinges etc

0.9
2
1.125
1.65
1
166
1

1
1
1
0.3
1
1
TOTAL

£
£
£
£
37.99 £
£
65
£
65
£
300
£
7.56
£
200
£
£
£
330
£
100
£
1555
£
£
65
£
50
£
20
£
£

65

58.50
75.98
73.13
107.25
300.00
1,254.96
200.00
330.00
100.00
1,555.00
19.50
50.00
20.00
17,672.49

Ffynone wood
Screwfix
On site
Ffynone wood
Ffynone wood
White Cross Rubber Products 01524 585 200

First Tunnels
Ffynone wood
First Tunnels
Ffynone wood
Ebay / Farm sale etc
Already have these

We have added 50% to some of the wood as we will lose some wood when it is sawn
creating odd slices. These will not be wasted but are not so useful for building. We shall
round the cost of the buildings up to £20k to allow for things we will have forgotten. Our
spreadsheet shows the new prices of some of the items although we will keep searching for
these items as second hand or at a better price.
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9: Community Impact Assessment
We will involve the local community to formulate and evolve this plan. This plan can be
altered. We can email copies of this document to local people and are happy to answer any
questions. Our email address is r.smith764@btinternet.com and our phone number is 01487
831982. Rob’s mobile number is 07792 238433.
Our management plan and land based livelihood will require positive and close interaction
with the local community. It is our wish to become an active and useful part of the
community. We will join some of the local clubs and groups once we have settled a little.
We hope to support the Glandwr village shop with manning the shop and providing the
shop and other local shops with produce to sell. Being involved with the shop would be a
great way to meet people from the community and discuss our smallholding, new ideas and
suggestions, any other thoughts and practice some Welsh. We shall also be locally buying
food we cannot produce ourselves, services and other items. We shall be supporting other
local businesses by doing this. This local trading will also reduce our ecological footprint by
minimising transport.
Our two boys will attend Ysgol Clydau in Tegryn adding two to the school attendance. We
shall support the school in their activities as we do with Sawtry School which Toby and Luke
currently attend. Toby and Luke will be learning Welsh at school and we will also be learning
basic Welsh to be able to talk and discuss things in Welsh.
We will make use of our ‘school – run’ trips to deliver our vegetable boxes and produce. This
will keep our transport to the minimum and provide a ‘circular’ delivery route . We intend
selling our produce at around supermarket prices to provide good produce, at a good price
to local people, especially those who may find it difficult to get out.
Local people will be welcome to visit us, for a chat, to buy produce, to get involved, ask
questions or to call in if they are out for a walk. There is a public footpath running alongside
the south boundary which we will leave open for the public.
There are several areas of the central hedge in poor condition where there are few hedge
plants and only a few strands of wire. We shall clear a footpath through one of these areas
to allow locals to walk up to see us without walking the long route up the main track.
The site will have a low visual impact once our plants, trees and shrubs have grown. We
shall plant some temporary faster growing trees and plants to be removed once the
permanent slower growing plants and trees are sufficiently large. We have chosen positions
for our buildings which minimise their visual impact by screening them from sight by using
the existing hedgerows, the landscape shape and new planting. We shall aim to evolve an
even lower visual impact over time.
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Pembrokeshire County Council’s pre planning application response letter asked us to
identify how the visual impact of our proposal impacts on the Pembrokeshire Coast National
Park. The Pembrokeshire Coast National Park boundary is around 1 mile north - west of our
site. The landscape contours result in there being no visual impact of our proposed plans on
the Pembrokeshire Coast National Park.
We have taken a series of photographs from the surrounding area and have marked on our
fields in yellow. These pictures were taken in January this year while the trees are in their
dormant, leafless state so our land is much more visible than much of any other time in the
year.

A map showing the locations from which our land can be seen from public roads and near
peoples houses...
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A view from the house at ‘A’. I stood on the roof of my car to get a similar view as the upper
windows of the house.

The same picture with our fieds marked...
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A view from ‘B’ in the gateway opposite the track to Villa Farm...

The same picture with our fields marked...
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A view from ‘C’ next to the Pencnwc house. This picture was taken standing on top of our
car to give a similar view to the upper windows of the house...

The same picture with our fields marked...
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A view from ‘D’. The crossroads on the north east corner of our fields (not a safe place to be
standing for long taking photographs)...
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A view from ‘E’...

The same picture with our fields marked...
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A view from ‘F’ looking over the gateway at the T junction to the east of Rhydowen...

The same picture with our fields marked...
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A view from ‘G’ on the road south of Rhydowen and outside a house on the road...

The same picture with our fields marked...
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A view from ‘H’ on the road above our fields. The trees and tall hedgebanks completely
obscure our land from this side...

A view from ‘I’ along the road towards Hebron. The contours of the land completely obscure
our fields looking from the south...
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10. Transport and Machinery
10.1: Transport
We will keep travelling by car to a minimum and will cycle when possible. Our business
plans exclude produce and products requiring excessive transportation. We are taking a two
vehicle approach allowing us to use a small economical car to do the majority of our driving
and have a bigger vehicle to transport big or heavy items when we need to. An option
would be to just have one vehicle but that would compromise fuel efficiency and our
capacity to transport things. Both vehicles have attributes making them suitable for
different purposes. We can be more environmentally friendly by sensibly using our two
vehicles.

Ruth’s Peugeot 206
Rob chose this car around 10 years ago as it was, then, a fairly modern car but has a simpler
diesel injector pump with few electronics. This allows Ruth’s car to run on vegetable oil
whereas the model built a year later has electronic fuel injection and cannot run on such
fuels. It has a simple 1.9 litre normally aspirated diesel engine returning around 40 miles
per gallon on short trips and around 55 or 60 miles per gallon on long motorway runs. We
will use this for general short range use and for the long drives to relatives for the annual
family gatherings. Our Cambridgeshire family members will not move house so we can only
try to reduce the fuel we burn getting to see them.

Rob’s Landrover
This is a 1972 ex military long wheelbase Landrover with a modern 2.5 litre turbo diesel
engine. This will be used occasionally to move heavy items, carrying up to 9 people, getting
about in snowy conditions and pulling things around off road. On first glance this may not
appear to be an environmentally friendly vehicle to use. It was built nearly 40 years ago and
with Rob’s work should last another 40 years. This spreads the embodied energy over a
greatly longer term than most vehicles which might only last around 14 years. The
Landrover also uses very little plastic in its construction which is a major environmental
problem with most modern vehicles which use an enormous amount of plastic materials.
Rob replaced the engine for a modern 2.5 litre direct injection diesel which should return
reasonable fuel economy (around 28-34 miles per gallon according to a friend who did the
same conversion). Being a military Landrover it has two fuel tanks fitted for long range
driving. Although we will not be doing any long range driving we will use one tank for pump
diesel or home produced biodiesel. The other tank will be used for straight vegetable oil or
reclaimed bio-diesel / veg oil. Being classed as a historic vehicle it is tax exempt and historic
vehicle insurance is cheap.
Rob services our own cars and keeps them in good condition negating the need for
expensive servicing.
The Peugeot will not last forever as the build quality is not very good and rust has started to
appear. Eventually this car will end up being re-cycled at a car breakers. At this point we will
just be left with the Landrover and may find we need to re-assess our transport plans.
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10.2: Machinery
Our plans will be as environmentally friendly as possible but we will require some
machinery. We have been researching different permaculture and self sufficient set ups.
They seem to be based on larger land areas than ours and are often only part of the income
of the people involved and thus can be less intensive on the land. To match our household
needs we need to be somewhat intensive ‘farmers’ but not in the conventional sense of
using lots of machinery and chemicals. We will keep our machinery ownership and use to a
minimum. Machinery is also expensive to buy. The machinery we do have will be typical of
the machinery found in small farms from the 1900’s to the 1950’s before the major
industrialisation of the land. Our machinery is also of historical interest and would appeal to
our volunteers who would like to see and use these old machines.

Tractor
We have a 1960 Fordson Dexta tractor. Very old vintage tractors do not have some of the
desired features we would require and much newer tractors are too expensive. The Fordson
Dexta has the necessary features we require. These being: hydraulic operated three point
linkage, power take off, economical diesel engine, light on the land and has a front loader
for a little soil moving and moving heavy items. It will be used to plough and cultivate our
3/8 acre plots of land, move heavy objects and other tasks which would be extremely time
consuming without it . Its cost to purchase was £1300 and with the new parts bought for it,
has now cost around £1800.
Our Fordson Dexta currently hidden behind our house away from thieves...

Plough
We will be growing a herbal ley and oats on a rotating 3/4 acre of land each year. We will
not be using any chemicals on our land and to prepare land for a following crop the herbal
ley needs to be effectively incorporated in the soil effectively killing off the herbal ley and
returning that goodness to the soil. Shallow ploughing seems to be the best way to do this.
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The ideal plough for this would be a Ransomes TS51 single furrow reversible plough. Cost to
purchase around £250.
A Ransomes TS51 single furrow reversible plough...

Furrow press
The furrow press is used to break up the rough clods left by the plough and to form a finer
seed bed. We will experiment with alternatives to a proper furrow press. We will try towing
two or three tractor tyres, or a few large logs behind the plough. We already have these.

Harrow
We will require a harrow to cover the seeds after sowing. This may be a simple chain harrow
or we may simply tie together a collection of pieces of wood or metal together to bury the
seed in amongst the soil surface.

Roller
We may use a roller after sowing seed to press the soil in contact with the seed for good
germination and to prevent excess water evaporating from a loose surface. There may not
be the problem of water evaporation and the ground drying out in Glandwr so we will
evaluate if we need to roll. We would rather keep the tractor off the soil if we can. Cost
around £150.

Trailer
We will have a small 4 wheeled trailer for moving sheep and small cattle. This will be second
hand or home built for a cost of around £200.
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Allen Scythe
We have been given a Model TS Allen scythe from around 1965 – 1970. We will use a hand
scythe and sickle as much as possible but may use the Allen scythe to cut our oat crop and
top different crops.
Our Allen Scythe (still being stored in an Uncles wood shed)

Drum thresher
This is a simple machine used to beat the grain from the stalks. We have obtained an
Almaco small batch thresher and winnower. This machine is designed for trials and
laboratory work threshing small batches of grain but is built well enough to thresh larger
quantities. Our machine came from Cambridge University. This machine will be used to
separate the grain or crops from the stalks and winnow out the husks and debris.
Our Almaco SBT Thresher...

Drum opened showing threshing ‘teeth’...
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Oat Roller / Mill
This is a dual use machine for rolling and milling. It will be used to roll oats, wheat and peas
to make animal feeds. It will also be used to roll oats into porridge oats for our own
consumption. The mill part will be used to grind chick feed and a coarse wholemeal oat and
wheat flour for our own use. We will strip the machine down and rebuild it leaving it
hygienic for food use and will make it a new wooden hopper. It will be stored in the store
room section of the barn to keep it away from rodents.
Our roughly 100yr old Bamford C2 ‘Rapid’ Mill...

Chaff Cutter
This 100 year old machine Rob has owned since he was about 16. Its correct use is to chop
straw into small pieces for horse feed. We will use it to chop straw into small pieces for
chick bedding and for compost toilet material.
Our 1912 Thomas Corbett Chaff Cutter (many removable parts are stored separately to
prevent them being stolen)...
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Saw bench
We will use our saw bench to chop firewood, cut long boards and rough woodwork.
Our Saw bench waiting in Rhydowen (blade separate and wanting some TLC)..

Box Baler
We will have 3/8 acre of oat straw to bale and may have some other areas of hay to bale.
We will make a simple wooden box baler to produce miniature bales Ruth and the small
boys can lift. The strings used will be the strings we cut from the full size bales we buy.

The baler will be built from scrap timber and will have a minimal cost to build.
Cost to build approx £10
Finances...
We have many of our machinery items but will need to get hold of a plough, trailer, Saw
Bench and Roller. These items will come to around £750.
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11: Ecological Footprint Analysis
1. Number of people in household – Four
2. Household Annual Income - £24600. (After tax into our bank account)

Energy use
3. On Grid electricity –
Existing house: 2402kwh from our last bill.
Estimated On-Grid requirement in first year: 0kwh
4. Solar –
Existing house: 0kwh.
Estimated requirement in first year: 1592.4kwh.
We have reduced our solar electricity requirement on first habitation of the land by
232.6kwh as this amount of our winter electricity is supplied by using biomass willow. The
biomass willow has a box of its own to fill in on the spreadsheet (Item 7) but there is not a
biomass electricity generating box to use.
5. Wind –
Existing house: 0kwh
Estimated requirement in first year: 0kwh.
6. Gas –
Existing house: 12578kwh
Estimated requirement in first year: 6000kwh. We have estimated we will be using some
bottled gas, roughly half what we do now, while our wood fuel is still growing and we are
setting up.
Estimated requirement in year 5: 0kwh
7. Wood –
Existing house: 0kwh
Estimated requirement in first year: 15688. This is our year 5 figure but taking 6000kwh
away for the amount we will be using from bottled gas.
Estimated requirement in year 5: 21688kwh.
We have used the figure we have in our plan for our future use of wood. Our first year of
habitation will be different as our willow biomass crop will not have grown but we will use a
similar quantity of wood from building offcuts and saw mill slab wood. We will have 6250kg
tonnes of wood at around 3.47kwh per kg = 21688kwh
8. Coal –
Existing house: 0kwh
Estimated requirement in first year: 0kwh
9. Oil –
Existing house: 0kwh
Estimated requirement in first year: 0kwh
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Housing and infrastructure
10. Annual rent or mortgage expenditure.
Existing house: £485.95 / month = £5831.40
Estimated requirement in first year: £0
11. Capital invested in renewable energy plant / water plant.
Existing house: £0
Estimated cost in first year: £339.41
Our one off purchase of renewable energy plant and equipment will be around £4041.12.
Plus yearly servicing cost of £75
We have used £4041.12 + (£75 x 14 years) divided by 15 = £339.41
We have included our water plant, water heating, household heating and cooking
equipment all under Item 15.
12. Capital invested in building home.
Existing house: £5000
Estimated cost in first year: £666.67
We have taken the value of our existing house and divided this by the required 30 years to
give £5000. We have asked for advice on what figure to place here.
We have taken our expected build cost of around £20,000 for our new build and divided this
by the required 30 year period to give £666.67
13. Maintenance and repair of the building.
Existing house: £1000
Estimated cost in first year: £200
We have estimated a yearly maintenance cost of £1667 for our existing house. We have
lived in the house around 12 years and will have spent roughly £20000 on it when we come
to sell it. We have estimated we shall spend around £200 per year on repair bits and pieces
on the new house.
14. Goods and Services for Household Maintenance.
Existing house: £25
Estimated cost in first year: £25
The guidance describes this as ‘Cleaning equipment or services’. We have put in a nominal
£25 for a few cleaners, vacuum cleaner bags etc. We do all our own house maintenance so
we do not pay for any services.

15. Water supply and miscellaneous dwelling services.
Existing House: £404.02 (from a phone call to Anglian water to find out a complete years
cost)
Estimated requirement in first year: £182.04
We have used this entry for all our water pumping, piping, filtration and purification
equipment. It also includes the water heating ‘rocket’ heater, thermal mass heater and
cooking heating equipment. (See page 109). This came out as a one off spend of £2380.56
and a yearly service of £25. We have used £2380.56 + (£25 x 14 years) divided by 15 =
£182.04
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Travel and transportation
16. Purchase of vehicles.
Existing Household figure: £281.53
Estimated figure in first year of habitation of land: £281.53
The guidance says “New and 2nd hand vehicles. You can divide the cost of the vehicle by its
anticipated life and enter as an annual sum.”
Ruth’s Peugeot - £5000 / 18 years = £277.78
Rob’s Landrover – This was built in 1972 the same year Rob was born and will last longer
than its owner. If Rob lives until he is 80 then the £300 we paid for it divided by 80 years =
£3.75. The two combined gives £281.53
17. Costs of maintaining and servicing your vehicle(s).
Existing Household figure: £480
Estimated figure in first year of habitation of land: £480
Rob services our vehicles. About £100 per year is spent on each vehicle each year on MOT
and routine service parts. A further roughly £140 is spent on each vehicle each year
replacing broken or worn out parts.

18. Cost of rail travel.
Existing Household figure: £6746.
Estimated figure in first year of habitation of land: £0
Ruth currently travels to London for her work. A yearly train travel ticket comes to £5896
and the parking ticket comes to £850 a total of £6746

19. Cost of buses and taxis
20. Cost of air travel
21. Costs of ferries etc.
We don’t use any of these.
22. Distance travelled by your private car.
Existing Household figure: 16377km
Estimated figure in first year of habitation of land:
Ruth’s car does around 7072 miles per year according to the latest MOT certificate. Around
4600 miles of this is for commuting to work. This leaves 2472 miles or 3977km.
Rob’s current car does around 7707 miles per year according to the latest MOT certificate
equalling 12400km
Both cars do a total of 16377km
Our expected figure on the first habitation of the land will drop to around 5260 miles or
8463km (see chart on page 21)

23. Domestic private vehicle petrol use.
Existing Household figure: 1255 litres
Estimated figure in first year of habitation of land: 50 litres
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Rob’s Existing car is a petrol car which does around 28 miles per gallon and 7707 miles per
year. This equates to around 275 gallons or 1251 litres of petrol. Our mower uses a little too
per year so around 1260 litres. We shall use a small amount of petrol in the future and have
added a nominal 50 litres for the mower, allen scythe, disc cutter and chainsaw.
24. Domestic private vehicle diesel use.
Existing Household figure: 250 litres
Estimated figure in first year of habitation of land: 0 litres
Ruth’s car does around 2472 miles per year on domestic journeys (Not including her work
journeys). At 45 miles per gallon that equates to around 55 gallons or 250 litres of diesel.

25. Domestic private vehicle bio diesel use.
Existing Household figure: 0 litres
Estimated figure in first year of habitation of land: 452 litres
Ruth’s car will become our main transport and will be doing around 3980 miles per year. At
a lower 40mpg, because of the hills, that equates to around 100 gallons or 452litres of
biodiesel.
26. Domestic private vehicle reclaimed vegetable oil use.
Existing Household figure: 0 litres
Estimated figure in first year of habitation of land: 279 litres.
Our Landrover will be used to do bigger jobs the Peugeot is unable to do. This will cover
around 1280 miles. At 25mpg that equates to 51 gallons or 233 litres of veg oil. Our tractor
will also use some fuel and a guess of 10 gallons or 46 litres is added. A total of 279 litres

Food purchased
For this section we used our household needs spreadsheet and added columns for the items
27 to 39 and copied the value of each item into the corresponding column. At the bottom of
each column we totalled up the values to give a figure for each box on the Ecological
Footprint Calculator. For the Dairy section (Item 32) in our first year of habitation we have
set this figure to zero as we will get our milk and cheese from Paul and Hoppi on the
Lammas site, our eggs will be our own. We may also venture into goat ownership since
seeing the effect on Ecological Footprint dairy produce has.
27. Meat & meat products purchased.
28. Poultry meat and poultry meat products including eggs.
29. Fish and fish products from catch including farmed fish.
30. Fruit and vegetables.
31. Vegetable and animal oils and fats. Lard, margarine, veg oils etc..
32. Dairy products, butter, cheese, milk.
33. Grain mill products; starches and starch products, Wheat, corn, rice, cous
cous etc..
34. Bread; rusks and biscuits; pastry goods and cakes.
35. Cocoa; chocolate and sugar confectionery.
36. All other food products (including sugar) processed ready meals etc..
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37. Fizzy drinks, squashes, juices.
38. Alcoholic beverages.
39. Eating out, restaurants, cafes, take aways, fish n chips.

Food produced on site for home use
40. Compost purchased.
We shall be producing our own.
41. Inorganic fertilizer/ pesticides etc. purchased.
Zero
42. Gardening / horticultural / farming equipment purchased for your domestic
production.
In our first year/s will need to purchase around £750 of equipment for our business and
household needs. We have estimated our home consumption to be roughly 1/10th of our
total production so taken a figure of 1/10th of the equipment cost. £75.
43. Seeds purchased for your domestic production.
We have worked out the seed cost for our business and home needs (£564) and then
estimated we shall consume around 1/10th of what we produce so took our seed figure to
be 1/10th of our total seed cost. £56
44. The area of land that your home sits on and land that is used to produce veg,
fruit and animals for your home use only. Don’t count land that is used for
business production.
Our house, barn and shelter sit on around 250 square metres of land
Our sheep could theoretically live on roughly 1/2 acre of land but will wander around the
plot. We have added a figure of 2000 square metres for the sheep and animals.
We have estimated our domestic fruit and veg production to use approximately 1/10th the
area we have in production overall. This is difficult to quantify as we shall have some apples
from the orchard, some fruit from the hedgerows and nuts and other edibles from all
around the plot. 1/10th of our veg producing areas is around 210 square metres rounded to
250 square metres for other fruit and produce from around the plot.
A total of 2000+250+ 250 = 2500sqm.
45. Any feeds and concentrates used to feed animals (including poultry) for
domestic consumption.
We shall be making our own feeds but we may buy in some wheat to make our own chicken
feed (200kg at £200/tonne) = £40

Consumable goods
Within the consumable goods section there are items which are linked to the length of time
we have had them. We got married, and bought our first and current house at around the
same time. It is since living in our current house we have obtained the vast majority of these
consumable goods and the 12 years we have lived here is the time we have used to divide
the cost of all the consumable goods into a yearly figure.
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46. Tobacco.
We do not smoke

47. Clothing.
We do not buy clothing for ourselves on a regular basis but generally have a one off clothing
shop maybe once a year when we may spend £100.
The clothing Toby and Luke wear outside of school is mostly second hand given to us from
friends who have slightly older children. We do buy new pants, socks and school uniforms
for Toby and Luke. We have estimated this to be around £100 per year. Total £200
48. 2nd hand Clothing.
We buy some second hand clothing from charity shops and car boot sales. We have
estimated a figure of £50.
49. Footwear.
Toby and Luke require new shoes a year as their small feet grow so fast.
Their shoes are around £30 per pair so two pairs a year comes to around £120 per year.
They are also required to have non-marking trainers for their PE lessons and football
training in the sports hall. These are also around £30 and a further £120 per year.
Rob or Ruth may buy a new pair of shoes per year or so adding a further £40. Yearly total
around £280
This figure will reduce as the boys will not require separate trainers for activities in the
sports hall. This will bring the figure down to around £160.
50. 2nd hand Footwear.
All Toby’s and Luke’s wellies and some sandals have been ones from car boot sales and Rob
has a second hand pair of yard boots. We have estimated a yearly figure of £10.
51. Furniture, furnishings, carpets etc..
We have spent around £1000 on furniture and carpets in our current house. We have not
changed our bedroom and downstairs carpets since we moved in and these are in a terrible
state and will need replacing to sell the house. We will need to spend around £750 on
carpet bringing our total to £1750. This spread over the 12 years we have lived there
provides a figure of £146.
52. 2nd hand Furniture, furnishings, carpets etc..
We have bought around £360 of second hand furniture since living in our current house. We
have lived there around 12 years giving a figure of £30 per year.
53. Household textiles, sheets, curtains etc..
We have made some curtains and have bought some bedding. We do not regularly buy
these items so have estimated a total and divided this by the 12 years we have lived here to
give around £25 per year. We will continue a similar pattern.
54. Household appliances, cooker, fridge, kettle etc..
Nearly all our home appliances are second hand or given to us.
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To estimate this value we have taken the items since we moved into our house 12 years
ago.
Bosch washing machine (bought new. Eventually broke)£300
Meile washing machine (Not needed competition win) £500
Dishwasher (ebay) £150
Oven (ebay) £250
Fridge (number 1. From Air base sale) £25
Fridge (number 2. Given by Rob’s brother) £0
Toaster (Garage sale. Alconbury) £1
Microwave (wedding present) £0
Chest freezer (number 1. Given to us) £0
Chest freezer (number 2. Ebay) £150
Kettle. (Wedding present) £0
Hob (new. On line) Approx £250
This gives a total of £1626 for our existing house. Divided by the 12 years we have lived here
gives £136.
Our appliance list of things we will be using in the future will be reduced so reduced the list
to suit to give a figure for the first year of habitation.
Meile washing machine (Not needed competition win) £500
Fridge (number 2. Given by Rob’s brother) £0
Toaster (Garage sale. Alconbury) £1
Chest freezer (number 2. Ebay) £150
This comes to £651. We bought an extremely expensive Meile washing machine as they are
meant to have a very long lifespan. We hope this and our other appliances in the list will
last at least another 12 years so have divided the £651 figure by 12 to give a yearly figure of
£54.

55. Glassware; tableware & household utensils.
We don’t regularly buy these items. We bought a new set of saucepans (about £150) and a
set of cutlery (about £90) when we were married but all our other items came from car boot
sales, second hand shops and charity shops. We have used an approximate figure of £240
divided by the 12 years we have lived here to give a figure of around £20 per year.
We do not have any need to buy any more of these items so have set the value for first
habitation to be £0
56. 2nd hand Glassware; tableware & household utensils.
We have spent roughly £60 on these second hand items. Most have come from car boot
sales and charity shops. Over the 12 years we have lived here gives a figure of £5 per year.
We now have these items and may only need to replace the odd item every now and then
so have used a figure of £2 per year for the first year of habitation figure.
57. Tools and equipment for house & garden.
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When we first moved into our house we bought a new garden spade and fork each and
trowel at a cost of around £120. We have also purchased a 50m hose pipe for the allotment,
a wheelbarrow and a few buckets, saws, paintbrushes for around £120. A total of around
£240. A yearly cost of £20. We are sure there is probably more to add to this list so have
brought this figure up to £30 per year.
We now have these items and will hopefully not be buying them new again.
58. 2nd hand Tools and equipment for house & garden.
We have purchased these items from car boot sales, garage sales etc.
We estimate this to be roughly £25 per year and will continue being around £25 per year.
59. Medical products; appliances & equipment. Glasses, hearing aids etc..
We buy very few medical products. We buy plasters, the odd prescription. We estimate
these to be around £20 per year.
Ruth’s glasses are the expensive item. These are around £210 every three or so years.
These items give us a figure of around £90 per year. This will continue at a similar level.

60. Telephone & telefax equipment - not telephone contracts; see item 68.
Our land line house phone is very old and has been repaired several times by Rob. The cost
of this and a new wall socket and cable were around £24.
This gives a yearly figure of around £2 per year
Rob’s ‘Pay as you go’ mobile phones have all been £1 ebay ones except his new one which
was £20. Ruth’s ‘Pay as you go’ mobile was around £50.
We have had mobile phones for about 5 years. The £70 cost divided by 5 years gives £14 per
year.
Total £16 per year. This will continue at a similar level.

61. Audio-visual; photo & IT equipment, computers, TV etc..
We have listed this equipment we have bought over the last 12 years and before we were
considering the environment.
• Telly (Sony. Garage Sale. Alconbury) about £15
• Music system (ebay) £200
• Olympus OM film camera and lenses £400
• Olympus digital camera around £200
• Panasonic Camera around £250
• The boys digital camera (2nd hand. ebay) £30
• Ruth’s laptop around £300
• The boys laptop £40
• Rob’s old computer, plus upgrade parts around £400
• Printer around £150
• Monitor (2nd hand) £50
• Digital TV receiver box £150
• DVD player (given to us) £0
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This gives a figure of £2435 over 12 years equalling around £203 per year
To estimate our use on first habitation and beyond we will retain some of what we have and
may purchase some items. We have estimated these to be..
• A new camera every 5 years. Equating to about £50 per year.
• We are happy to continue using the endless supply of other peoples old TV’s so will
get another second hand one as they pack up for about £15 every three years.
Equating to £3 per year.
• Our laptop is ok but the software companies will probably make it effectively
obsolete every 10 years. We estimate needing a new laptop every 10 years. This
equates to around £30 per year
• Rob’s old computer will be retained as it runs the cad software for designing things
but will not have any further upgrades and will eventually die and not be replaced.
• Rob bought our printer when he set up a small company. This will be the last new
printer we ever buy and we shall buy second hand ones as needed. We estimate we
will buy another 2nd hand printer every 5 years for around £40. Equating to £8 per
year.
• Our digital TV receiver box purchase was dictated by the analogue signal being
switched off. We shall not buy another digital receiver unless the current one packs
in. We may need to buy a replacement in the future and estimate we may need to
buy a second hand one for about £20 every 10 years equating to around £2 per year.
These items give a figure of £93 per year.
We have used this as the figure at first habitation.
62. Other major durables for recreation & culture, games, sports kit etc..
We are not very ‘sporty’ people. Over the last 12 years we have bought the odd football,
fishing tackle items, boy’s trampoline, Air rifles.
We estimate we have spent around £480 on these items over the last 12 years and now
have lots of this equipment. Equating to around £40 per year.
We now have these items and will not be replacing them but will purchase the odd football
and odd items. From our first year of habitation and beyond this figure will drop to an
estimated £5 per year
63. Other equipment for recreation, bikes, boats etc..
Over the last 12 years and before we considered the environment, and before we had Toby
and Luke, we have bought an expensive tandem bicycle (£450), Rob’s racing bicycle, bike
computer, lights, clothing and shoes (£400), Ruth’s new bicycle (£200), bicycle trailer (£100)
and some other bicycle clothing (£50). This equates to around £100 per year.
Our situation has now changed with less money and two small boys. We have found we can
now obtain bikes for next to nothing here in Cambridgeshire. They are discarded once they
are a little worn, have punctures or have minor damage. Toby and Luke have had bikes from
freecycle and ebay and we now spend roughly £50 per year on second hand bicycles and
repair parts as they grow out of them and damage them.
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64. Newspapers; books & stationery.
We have a free newspaper delivered but rarely have time to read it.
We purchase the odd magazine. Around £20 per year.
We have been buying books related to off grid living, permaculture, the environment, bio
fuels etc for the last few years from Amazon and ebay.
We are currently buying books related to the education of Toby and Luke. We get a lot of
these books at car boot sales as the books are age related so there is a constant supply of
children’s books. We spend around £50 per year on the children’s books.
Our book spend in recent years we estimate to be around £80 per year plus £20 for
magazines equalling £100 per year.
We expect to reduce this as we will have less time to read books and more time physically
doing the things we have been reading about. We will still be buying educational books for
around £50 per year.
65. Personal care – soaps, shampoos, razors, sanitary products, perfumes etc..
We have taken this figure from summing up all the ‘personal care’ items in our household
needs spreadsheet. These came to around £135 per year.
66. Personal effects – Anything else not included above.
Nil

Services
67. Postal services, stamps etc..
Estimated to be around £50 per year. £10 for stamps and very roughly £40 for items from
ebay or amazon.
68. Telephone & telefax services – phone contracts etc..
Our last BT phone and internet bills from 17th May 2012 to 17th may 2013 came to £276.98.
We expect this to continue as we will probably get the same BT phone package we have
now.
We estimate we also spend around £240 per year on our pay as you go mobile phones so a
total of £516.98
69. Education – private education and courses..
Toby and Luke are state school educated and do not attend public schools.
70. Accommodation services – hotels, camping, B&Bs etc but not business use.
Nil
71. Insurance – car, household but not business.
Rob’s and Ruth’s Car insurance (£276.92) .
Tractor insurance (£36.06).
Buildings and contents insurance, Mortgage protection insurance, Life insurance (£815.16)
Total: £1128.14
72. Financial services – bank charges, investment costs.
Nil
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73. Other services - planning costs, engineers, architects, IT etc..
None... Rob does these at the moment.
74. UK resident’s abroad (UK holiday makers) – spend when on holiday abroad..
None

All other transactions
75. Savings in year.
We set up a bank account to save £50 per month to try to save some money for the future.
We have ended up using this money each year for the last few years so we have not actually
been saving any money.
76. Spending on all fuels in year, electricity, gas, vehicle fuel, etc.
Petrol on domestic use 1255litres@£1.42/litre = £1782
Diesel on domestic use 250 litres @ £1.40/litre = £350
Gas (1st Mar 2012 to 28th Feb 2013) £648.83
Electricity (1st Mar 2012 to 28th Feb 2013) £367.56
Total: £3148.39

Verification
After eventually entering all the information we found we had an error of 4.9% which is just
inside the +/- 5% allowance.
Over the last couple of years we have been eating into our savings. Expenditure has been
more than our income so this ‘error’ may not be an error at all but represents the steady
draining of our bank account.

Result
The results from the ecological footprint analysis spreadsheet shows we currently have an
ecological footprint of 2.32 Global Hectares per person. This drops conciderably to around
0.5 global hectares per person when we are settled on the land. We would have around a
quarter or less of our current environmental impact whilst providing produce, products and
services to the local community.
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12: Phasing, Monitoring and Exit Strategy
Much of this plan was researched and priced to check we could financially achieve our goals.
We made a decision to buy the land not knowing if we would get planning permission or not
because if we waited another year or so we may have been in a position where land is too
expensive for us to purchase. To buy the land we have borrowed £38,000 off relatives and
borrowed a further £10,000 by adding this to our house mortgage.
We shall sell our current house for around £150,000.
£38,000 will be returned to relatives and £52,000 will pay off our mortgage leaving £60,000.
Our first year or two on the land will use up around £43,000 on the items shown in this
spreadsheet...
Bare Field

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

Year 6

-£75
-£25

-£75
-£25

-£75
-£25

-£75
-£25

-£75
-£25

-£75
-£25

Biomass Willow

-£1,000

Electrical System
Water / Hot Water

-£4,041
-£1,681

Buildings

-£20,000

Track

-£2,000

Fencing cost (worst
case)

-£4,000

Machinery

-£750

Land Based Income

-£9,621

-£104

£1,582

£4,600

£6,909

£12,833

£16,966

Total
Percentage of
Household needs
(Household needs =

-£43,093

-£204

£1,482

£4,500

£6,809

£12,733

£16,866

-385%

-2%

13%

40%

61%

114%

151%

This leaves £17,000. We shall use this money over the first few years to help support
ourselves. Rob’s Mum has offered to house us until we get established. This will save us a
considerable expense. We will probably need to take on small part time jobs, or Rob to do a
few high paying ‘rush job’ race car design contracts, to keep ourselves financially supported
during the start up period.
Rob’s mum currently lives directly across the road from us. She would like to continue to live
fairly close to us and her grand children, Toby and Luke, and is considering buying a house in
Pembrokeshire. It will be quite an undertaking moving onto the land without buildings,
tracks or infrastructure. Rob’s mum has offered to buy a house nearby in Pembrokeshire for
herself and would let us store things and live with her until we get sufficiently established
on the land. This would allow us to get on with laying the track, tree planting, barn and
compost toilet building, and other things to provide some shelter and basic facilities.
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Our phasing would be dependent on the seasons and when we got planning approval.
Over the winter the fields will get very wet and prevent us doing much ground work but
over the winter and into spring 2014 would be the time to plant many of our trees and
plants. We would like to be granted planning permission in time to allow us to catch this
planting period or we shall miss out on a year of growth on the plants and trees.
We will have a few temporary items such as two 6ft x 8ft garden greenhouses and our
storage caravan. The storage caravan is an old, somewhat dilapidated, twin axle 4 berth
touring caravan which had much of its interior removed. Rob removed the rest of the
interior and it now provides storage for our polytunnel frames, plant pots, hose pipes,
garden tools, netting and numerous other items. The caravan is protecting these from the
elements but is costing us a storage fee so we would like it to be moved onto our own land
as soon as we are allowed. These items will eventually go in the barn and the polytunnel
frames erected. The caravan top will then be removed and the chassis cut down to make a
twin axle trailer. The greenhouses are ones we were given. We shall quickly assemble these
to start off our first crops in pots before we have the polytunnels erected. Once the
polytunnels are erected the greenhouses will be dismantled again and given away locally.
Our schedule will be doing whatever we can within the weather conditions and seasons to
get our crops going and we shall build things as the weather will allow. We will be doing
nearly all of the work ourselves so when one job becomes impossible there will be many
other jobs to carry on with to keep us busy.

Our schedule would be roughly as follows...
Winter 2013/2014
•
•
•

Clear grate in ditch to prevent flooding. - Done
Dig away top soil from east gateway and make a stone hard standing to enable us to
get onto the land without trailing mud all down the road - Completed
Clear old wire from the hedgerows while the trees have few leaves.

Spring 2014
•

•

Tow our small touring caravan up to the top south west corner of the south field as a
dry place to stay in while starting work on the land or stay with Rob’s mum if she has
bought a house in the area.
Tow our temporary store caravan to the top south west corner of the south field to
provide a tool and materials store and another place to shelter from the rain.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Decorate and put our house on the market.
Dig top soil away from north gateway and make a firm stone entrance and the start
of the track.
Build temporary compost toilet.
Clear ditch grate again and make grate safe until summer when water flow would be
less.
Buy a couple of large bundles of saw mill waste slab wood and cover over to dry out
for wood-gas generator in a year’s time.
Mark out areas and plant the majority of our trees and new hedge areas.
Mark out around the 3/8 acre veg plots and dig small spade spit size ditch / swale
runs while rain water lets us check the levels and observe water flows and record
what happens.
Measure up and make new ditch debris grate.

Summer /Autumn 2014
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Mark out ‘Number 2’ 3/8 acre plot, prepare the ground for sowing oats.
Lime ‘Number 1’ 3/8 acre plot and shallow plough in.
Top dress with lime over orchard, polytunnel areas and small veg plot areas to start
to adjust soil PH.
Mark out the position of the buildings.
Dig the level areas for the Barn, Wood shelter and main dwelling.
Build the Barn and take delivery of building timber for all the buildings.
Make a new concrete entrance into drainage pipe and install new debris grate over
ditch pipes.

Winter 2014
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Finish building the barn.
Move our small touring caravan next to the barn to have a big dry area adjacent to
the caravan.
Assemble the two temporary greenhouses.
Enlarge the spade spit size ditch runs if needed.
Assemble some solar panels for some power.
Start to build the wood / sheep shelter.
Modify shed to become a chicken hut.
Get some chickens.
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Early Spring 2015
•
•
•
•

Start veg off in pots in greenhouses.
Sow any seed that needs to go directly in ‘Number 1’ 3/8 acre plot
Plant more trees.
Continue building the wood / sheep shelter.

Later Spring 2015
•
•
•
•

Lay the track up field.
Finish building the wood / sheep shelter.
Sow veg seed directly in beds and in 3/8 acre bed ‘Number 1’.
Build the final compost toilet.

Summer 2015
•
•
•
•
•
•

Dig out and widen main north east corner ditch and add the large rocks.
Replace the overflow pipe of the ‘water feature’ in the north field for a half
perforated 6 inch pipe.
Dig out the ‘water feature’ and build the dry stone ring wall around it.
Continue with growing veg and fruit and keeping grass around new trees down.
Lime and shallow plough ‘Number 3’ 3/8 acre plot.
Build one polytunnel.

Late Summer / Autumn 2015
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Harvest our veg from ‘Number 1’ 3/8 acre plot and sow herbal ley mix as the veg
comes out.
Harvest our oats from ‘Number 2’ 3/8 acre plot if we found a chance to sow them
the previous autumn.
Prepare ‘Number 3’ 3/8 acre bed and sow oats.
Lime ‘Number 2’ 3/8 acre plot and shallow plough in.
Mark out and dig out the footings for the main dwelling.
Lay drainage pipes (left partially uncovered) around and under main dwelling area
and observe water flows over winter.
Build stem walls of house and cover for winter to protect from frost.
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Winter 2015
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Continue to observe water flows.
Assemble the wood-gas generator and connect up the inverters and batteries and
produce some electricity and charge batteries as required.
‘Shape’ and prune the orchard trees.
Trim and start working on hedges.
Mark out and cut joints on house frame timbers.
Sell or swap turnips.
Install fencing.

Early Spring 2016
•
•
•

Set seeds off in pots in greenhouses.
Prepare ‘Number 2’ 3/8 acre plot for vegetables and direct sow veg.
Continue cutting house frame joints and timbers.

Later Spring 2016
•
•
•

Sow and plant up ‘Number 1’ 3/8 acre plot with veg.
Mark out areas for second polytunnel and veg beds.
Erect second polytunnel

Summer 2016
•
•
•
•
•

Work on polytunnel beds and planting.
Assemble house timber frame.
Roof over the house.
Collect cockle shells and earth floor clay.
Lime ‘Number 4’ 3/8 acre plot and shallow plough in.

Late Summer / Autumn 2016
•
•
•
•
•

Harvest Oats from ‘Number 3’ 3/8 acre plot.
Sow oats in ‘Number 4’ 3/8 acre plot
Build stem wall inner skin and add floor cockle shells and build up first earth floor
layers.
Buy in straw bales and stack up as a temporary wall.
Sow herbal ley in ‘Number 2’ veg bed as vegetables come out.
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All the 3/8 acre plots are now in the rotation pattern described on page 50 and this pattern
will continue whilst doing other things.
Winter 2016
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Build up straw bale walls and ceilings in main dwelling.
Fit doors, windows and internal wall woodwork.
Plumb and wire main dwelling.
Build ‘rocket’ stove and thermal bench.
Build kitchen
Shape and prune fruit trees.
Maintain hedges and ditches.
Dismantle temporary greenhouses.
Dismantle storage caravan and make into 1 tonne tractor trailer.

Spring 2017
•
•
•
•
•

Continue with growing crops
Buy a couple of sheep.
Lime render and plaster main dwelling once frosts have passed.
Install and wire in remainder of solar panels.
Lay pipe and dig and build the reed bed filtration beds.

Summer 2017
•
•
•

Continue lime rendering and plastering and building cob internal walls.
Finish earth floor in house.
Move in!

At this point all of the structures will be largely complete and we shall then continue with
our fruit and veg pattern and developing our business plans.

Monitoring
Our plan has been created in line with what we wish to achieve, believe we can achieve and
we can afford to do. We shall not be building anything larger or of more expensive material
than we describe as we need to keep to what we have budgeted and do not wish to go over
budget at all. Conversely we shall not be building anything less than we have described as
we have worked out what we need to live and make our business plan work. We will build
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exactly or as close to what we have designed as possible and will plant up and grow our
crops as we have described although that may evolve in a minor way over time.
We have designed much of our plans and buildings on cad. We will be happy to provide this
data and drawings as part of or monitoring. We will be monitoring our own performance
against our own plans for our own interest and business analysis so this information will be
shared for monitoring purposes too.
We shall create annual monitoring reports, to be available around March each year, as
described in the planning guidance document. These will be available for anyone interested
in email form. If we can find some free or very cheap web hosting we may produce our own
web site where these documents will be available to download.
We will update our management plan as we learn more and things evolve. This updated
document will be available every 5 years as part of the management plan review.

Exit Strategy
We very much hope our plan will be successful and will make every effort to make it
successful. If we found ourselves in a position where we should need to leave the land it
would be a simple process to deconstruct some areas of the plan.
The Polytunnels and wood/sheep shelter would be removed. The main dwelling could be
completely dismantled or the straw bale walls and internal walls removed to leave a
building which could be used as an agricultural building. The barn could also be removed or
left as a useful agricultural building.
The Christmas trees would be harvested and sold at Christmas time.
The blueberry bushes, gooseberries, blackcurrant bushes and other ‘non natural’ planting
could be dug up and burnt or composted.
The biomass willow would be dug up and ploughed through and returned to grazing land.
The remaining orchard trees would be left as a landscape feature and a haven for wildlife.
The track would be left to provide better access. The tracks and level building areas would
be dug back to a smooth contour again and returned to grassland.
Our buildings are designed to be easily removed and recycled or disposed of.
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13: Appendix
13.1 Appendix 1

Land at Glandwr
Glandwr
Whitland
Pembrokeshire

ECOLOGICAL ASSESSMENT

For

Rob and Ruth Smith

April 2013
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1.0

Introduction

1.1

Leander Wolstenholme was commissioned in December 2012 by Rob and Ruth
Smith, the owners of land at Glandwr, Pembrokeshire, Wales to carry out baseline
ecological surveys at their land in Glandwr to provide the required information for a
One Planet Development application.

1.2

Leander Wolstenholme is an experienced ecologist. He has a degree and PhD in
botany and plant genetics from the University of Aberystwyth and formerly worked as
an ecological consultant with TEP the environment partnership based in Warrington.
Following this he spent some 10 years working as the Head of Botany at the World
Museum Liverpool and the Curator of Botany at Manchester Museum during which
time he conducted surveys as a freelance ecologist for TEP. He now works as an
occasional freelance ecologist specialising in One Planet Development applications.

1.3

This current planning application will be submitted under the Welsh Assembly
Government's One Planet Development Policy which states the following in terms of
the ecological requirements of such an application:

One Planet Development Policy
(extracted from Technical Advice Note 6 - Welsh Assembly Government)

“4.20 Biodiversity and landscape assessment

4.20.1 A baseline assessment of biodiversity and landscape character should be
undertaken and a management plan to enhance features of importance prepared.”

1.4

The purpose of this report is to supply the required biodiversity and landscape
character assessment and to assist the client in the following:

•
•
•
1.5

Assessment and description of Valuable Ecological Components of the site
and the area.
Assessment of the ecological impact of the development proposals
Recommendations for enhancing the biodiversity of the site.

The boundaries of the field survey are shown in Drawing D1. Information was
gathered for the wider area by means of a desktop study.
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1.6

To identify potential ecological impacts of development proposals, the ecological
planning and legislative context affecting the site must be assessed in terms of the
following:

•
•

Protected Sites (statutory and non-statutory)
Species of conservation concern including
Statutorily Protected Species
UK Biodiversity Action Plan 'Priority' species
Species and habitats of local concern
Locally adopted Wildlife Strategies and Natural Area targets

1.7

A description of the planning and legislative context for ecology is found in Appendix
2.

1.8

The following surveys were carried out and are described in this report:
•
•

Desktop survey
Phase 1 Habitat Survey

2.0

The Proposed Development

2.1

The proposed development is the construction of a single zero carbon home made
from locally sourced, natural materials. The dwelling will be off-grid with all energy,
water and food sourced on-site and all waste dealt with on-site. As such, a reed bed
system will be established, polytunnels constructed, land devoted to horticulture and
an access track put in place. As such it is intended to be a One Planet Development.
One Planet Development is described in the Welsh Assembly Government's
Technical Advice Note 6 (TAN 6) as follows:

“4.15 One Planet Development
4.15.1 The Sustainable Development Scheme, "One Wales: One Planet" includes an
objective that within the lifetime of a generation, Wales should use only its fair share
of the earth's resources, and our ecological footprint be reduced to the global
average availability of resources - 1.88 global hectares per person in 2003. One
Planet Developments take forward Low Impact Development (LID) principles in the
Welsh context. One Planet Development is development that through its low impact
either enhances or does not significantly diminish environmental quality. One Planet
Development is potentially an exemplar type of sustainable development. One
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Planet Developments should initially achieve an ecological footprint of 2.4 global
hectares per person or less in terms of consumption and demonstrate clear potential
to move towards 1.88 global hectare target over time. They should also be zero
carbon in both construction and use.

4.15.2 One Planet Developments may take a number of forms. They can either be
single homes, co-operative communities or large settlements. They may be located
within or adjacent to existing settlements, or be situated in the open countryside.
Where One Planet Developments involve members of more than one family, the
proposal should be managed and controlled by a trust, co-operative or other similar
mechanism in which the occupiers have an interest. Land based One Planet
Developments located in the open countryside should, over a reasonable length of
time (no more than 5 years), provide for minimum needs of the inhabitants' in terms
of income, food, energy and waste assimilation. Where this cannot be
demonstrated, they should be considered against policies which seek to control
development in the open countryside.”

3.0

Site Description

3.1

The land is located alongside the Pembrokeshire village of Glandwr. The nearest
postcode to the land is SA34 0YE. The land is located to the west of Glandwr, up the
hill from the Chapel and up the road from the Glandwr village shop.

3.2

The two fields are bounded by the Gwalia property along two of the shorter east
hedges and bound by roads in the north-east corner and along the north side. The
land adjoins the settlement limit of Glandwr village in the south-east corner where the
land shares a boundary with the cemetery. The remaining boundaries are shared
with agricultural fields.

3.3

The soil type is described as naturally wet very acid sandy and loamy soils, very low
in fertility (information from (www.landis.org/soilscapes/) run by the National Soil
Resources Institute).

4.0

4.1

Desktop Survey

Desktop information was sourced on-line from the National Biodiversity Network and
from the writer of the report who has lived in Glandwr area for three years and made
notes of species present. Information was also taken from surveys undertaken for
the Lammas development at Tir y Gafel in 2006 by Annie Haycock (bat and otter
survey) and Leander Wolstenholme (phase 1 habitat survey).
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Protected Sites and Species
4.2

Policy GN.37of the Pembrokeshire Local Development Plan seeks to protect
biodiversity, species and their habitats and states:

“Protection and Enhancement of Biodiversity
All development should demonstrate a positive approach to maintaining and,
wherever possible, enhancing biodiversity. Development that would disturb or
otherwise harm protected species or their habitats, or the integrity of other habitats,
sites or features of importance to wildlife and individual species, will only be
permitted in exceptional circumstances where the effects are minimised or mitigated
through careful design, work scheduling or other appropriate measures.”

4.3

In addition Policy GN1 General Development Policy, which sets the scene for the
whole planning process in the county, includes the clause that development will be
permitted where the following criteria are met…at point 4:
“It respects and protects the natural environment including protected habitats and
species. “

4.4

The desk-based survey revealed that the nearest statutorily protected sites to the
proposed development site are Blaencleddau Pastures SSSI located at SN156316,
approximately 6km to the west of the site and Mynydd Preseli SSSI (centre point
SN110330) the easternmost boundary of which is approximately 2km to the west of
the site.

:
4.5

No non-statutorily protected sites were identified forming part of the proposed
development site.

4.6

The presence of statutorily protected species is a material consideration when a local
planning authority is considering a development proposal which, if carried out, would
be likely to result in disturbance or harm to the species or its habitat (Planning Policy
(Wales) 5th edition 2012).

4.7

From the desk-based survey (see Appendix 1 for full details) the following Statutorily
Protected Species are known to occur in the Glandwr area. It is worth noting that the
species listed here as having European protection also have UK protection. Full
details of the various rafts of legislation affecting these species is given in Appendix
2.
European Protected Species
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4.8

4.9

Bats (Bern, Bonn, EPS, HDir, S42, UKBAP,WCA5)

Welsh (including UK) Protected Species
European Hedgehog (S42)
Badger (BA)
Otter (Bern, CITES, EPS, HDir, S42, UKBAP, WCA5)
Palmate Newt (WCA5)
Polecat (S42)
Linnet (S42)
Bullfinch (S42)
Starling (S42, BDir)
Spotted Flycatcher (S42)

4.10

On a general note, virtually all breeding birds are protected at the nest. Although a
lawful development is allowed to disturb birds, it is at the least good practice to carry
out any works that might affect nests, e.g. tree felling and mowing of areas used by
ground-nesters, outside the breeding season (March to July inclusive).

UK Biodiversity Action Plan (UKBAP) Priority Species
4.11

The UK Biodiversity Action Plan (UKBAP) was published in 1994 in response to the
requirements of the UN Convention of Biological Diversity signed at the Earth Summit
in Rio de Janeiro in 1992. Through a series of Action Plans for priority habitats and
species it established recovery targets for the UK's most threatened species and
habitats, identified the reasons for their decline and prioritised the work that was
needed to bring about an improvement in each case.

4.12

The remit of the ecological assessment included noting the occurrence of any
UKBAP priority species on site and the potential for such species to occur on site.

4.13

From the desktop survey the following priority species are known from neighbouring
1km squares and therefore could potentially use the site:

Bats
European hedgehog,
Otter,
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Polecat
Toad
Linnet
Starling
Bullfinch

Species and Habitats of Local Concern
4.14

The Pembrokeshire Local Biodiversity Action Plan (LBAP) lists key local species and
habitats considered to be rare or declining in the area. Some may be of national
concern, while others may only be locally worrying. Some are statutorily protected,
although the great majority are not.

4.15

While local BAP documents have no legal status, the Local Planning Authority and
the Countryside Council for Wales will expect account to be taken of these species in
the overall layout and landscape strategy for the development.

4.16

The Pembrokeshire Biodiversity Action Plan lists a number of bird species and also
invertebrate species which have not been subject to specific surveys, but which may
occur on the site. The remit of the ecological assessment therefore included noting
the occurrence of any local BAP priority species and habitats on site and the potential
for such species to occur on site.

4.17

From the desk-based survey, the following Pembrokeshire LBAP species are likely to
use the site:

Barn owl,
Bullfinch,
Linnet.
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5.0

Phase 1 Habitat Survey

Methods
5.1

The Phase 1 Habitat Survey is a standard method of survey (JNCC 2003,
JNCC2010) and gives an overview of key habitats, wildlife corridors and the likely
sites for species of conservation concern. The survey was undertaken in February
2012. The abundance of plant species in the lists below has been quantified using
the DAFOR system such that D=Dominant, A=Abundant, F=Frequent, O=Occasional
and R=Rare. Sometimes the prefix L is used to indicate Locally e.g. LA=Locally
Abundant.

5.2

Incidental observations of birds were also made during the Phase 1 Habitat Survey.

Results
5.3

The Habitat Survey is illustrated in Drawing D2.

5.4

The following habitats are present on site:

•
•
•
•
5.5

Improved grassland
Open running water
Hedgerows (intact species rich, intact species poor & species rich
hedgerow with trees)
Bracken

Brief descriptions of the key species and relative importance of the habitats are set
out below:

Improved grassland
5.6

The two fields on the site were, until the transfer of ownership in 2012, managed as
improved pasture and crops of silage regularly taken. This is evident from the
presence of Italian ryegrass (Lolium multiflorum) in the sward of both fields. This was
undoubtedly of sown origin and is frequently a component of silage crops. Perennial
ryegrass (Lolium perenne), also sown for herbage, is present in both fields.

5.7

The northern field is somewhat damper than the southern field and this is reflected by
the presence of soft rush (Juncus effusus). However, both fields are damp in
character, both having an abundance of Yorkshire fog (Holcus lanatus), a ubiquitous
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grass that favours damp meadows. There is also a small area at the centre of the
northern field which, at times, of heavy rain exhibits an upwelling of water, in the
manner of a spring.
5.8

The sward is somewhat degraded and shows a fair number of grassland species as
opposed to the one or two species that would be expected for a recently improved
sward. Nonetheless this habitat is a relatively species poor and, as such, offers little
in the way of biodiversity and is thus of low ecological value.

5.9

Mole hills indicate the presence of moles. There is a well worn badger track running
from north to south bisecting both fields running from the entrance gate on the north
western road across to the graveyard. There are a number of burrows in the
hedgerow banks, often associated with rabbit droppings, indicating the presence of
rabbits. There are larger burrows in the bottom north western corner of the northern
field. Although rabbit droppings were associated with these burrows it is possible
that it is used by badgers occasionally as an outlying sett. Field vole burrows were
noted in the grassland.

5.10

The species composition of the sward of the northern field is as follows:
Holcus lanatus (Yorkshire fog) A
Lolium perenne (perennial ryegrass) F/A
Ranunculus repens (creeping buttrercup) LA
Lolium multiflorum O (Italian ryegrass)
Rumex obtusifolius (broad-leaved dock) O
Dactylis glomerata (cocksfoot)O
Alopecurus pratensis (meadow foxtail)O
Taraxacum officinale (dandelion)O
Juncus effusus (soft rush)O
Ranunculus ficaria (lesser celandine)O
Plantago lanceolata (ribwort plantain)LO
Poa trivialis (rough-stalked meadow-grass) F
Rumex crispus (curled dock) R
Ranunculus acris (meadow buttercup) R
Epilobium sp. (willowherb) R
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Anthoxanthum odoratum (sweet vernal-grass) R

5.11

The species composition of the sward of the southern field is as follows:
Holcus lanatus (Yorkshire fog) A
Ranunculus repens (creeping buttercup) LF/A
Lolium multiflorum (Italian ryegrass) F
Poa trivialis (rough-stalked meadow-grass) F
Rumex acetosa (common sorrel) LF
Dactylis glomerata (cocksfoot) O
Brachythecium rutabulum (a moss)O
Ranunculus acris (meadow buttercup) O
Lolium perenne (perennial ryegrass) O
Taraxacum officinale (dandelion) O
Agrostis capillaris (common bent)O
Alopecurus pratensis (meadow foxtail) O
Plantago lanceolata (ribwort plantain) O
Eurhynchium praelongum (a moss) O
Rumex crispus (curled dock) R
Rumex obtusifolius (broad-leaved dock) R

5.12

A number of birds were noted during the survey: robin, great tit, chaffinch.

Open running water
5.13

A ditch of with flowing water runs along the boundary of the northern field adjacent to
the roadside rounding the corner and down to Glandwr. This ditch is fed by field s to
the northwest (piped under the road) and inato the northern field. In the northern
corner of the field further water, run-off from the road. After flowing around the field
the water exits from the field and under the road, ultimately feeding into the Afon Taf.
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5.14

At the time of survey the water was flowing very strongly. There had been heavy rain
in the weeks previous and it is possible that the water flow in the ditch is ephemeral,
possibly drying completely in the summer. No exclusively aquatic species are
associated with this ditch although there are occasional small patches of oppositeleaved golden-saxifrage (Chrysosplenium oppositifolium) along the bank of the ditch
as well as other damp loving species such as common valerian (Valeriana officinalis)
and meadow-sweet (Filipendula ulmaria).

Hedgerows
5.15

The site is bordered on all four sides by hedgerows with an additional hedgerow
bisecting the site dividing it into the northern field and the southern field. The current
1:25,000 ordnance survey map indicates that a further boundary (probably hedged)
bisected the southern field in two running in a north/south direction. A kink in the
central hedgerow indicates where this old hedgerow formerly was. This central
hedgerow with trees is defunct and not stock-proof. The remaining hedgerows are
intact.

5.16

These hedgerows are typical Pembrokeshire earth stone banks on top of which grow
hedgerow species. The species composition of the hedgerows is typical of the
hedgerows in the Glandwr area with frequent hazel (Corylus avellana), ash (Fraxinus
excelsior), blackthorn (Prunus spinosa) and hawthorn (Crataegus monogyna). Other
woody species present in the hedgerows include sycamore (Acer pseudoplatanus),
gorse (Ulex europaeus), oak (Quercus petraea), rowan (Sorbus aucuparia) and holly
(Ilex aquifolium).

5.17

The hedgerows support a number of herbaceous species including cleavers (Galium
aparine), brambles (Rubus fruticosus), wood sorrel (Oxalis acetosella), creeping
buttercup (Ranunculus repens), foxglove (Digitalis purpurea), broad-leaved bucklerfern (Dryopteris dilatata), ivy (Hedera helix), common sorrel (Rumex acetosa), lesser
celandine (Ranunculus ficaria), barren strawberry (Potentilla sterilis), red campion
(Silene dioica), pennywort (Umbilicus rupestris), hogweed (Heracleum sphondylium),
bracken (Pteridium aquilinum), male fern (Dryopteris filix-mas), herb Robert
(Geranium robertianum), honeysuckle (Lonicera periclymenum), polypody
(Polypodium vulgare).

5.18

A species-poor Japanese privet (Ligustrum ovalifolium) hedge runs along the
boundary with the Gwalia property. Ground elder (Aegopodium podagraria) was
noted here. This is a potentially invasive species. However, the leaves are edible
and have commercial potential being frequently bought by restaurants. Therefore it
could be useful as an element of land-based enterprise.
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Bracken
5.19

There is a strip of bracken running along the base of the easternmost hedgerow and
the adjacent proportion of central hedgerow. Bracken is potentially invasive and is
also toxic to livestock, although livestock will avoid it given the choice. It would be
worth monitoring the spread of bracken and it keep it in check.

Habitats of Local Concern identified during the Phase 1 habitat survey
5.20

The Pembrokeshire Local Biodiversity Action Plan list a number of habitats of
conservation in concern in the Pembrokeshire area. The Phase 1 habitat survey
reveals that the following Pembrokeshire LBAP listed habitats are present on site:

Traditional Field Boundaries

5.21

Although not within the development footprint, the site does border a cemetery.
Cemeteries are a Pembrokeshire LBAP habitat “churchyards and cemeteries”.

Species of concern identified during Phase 1 habitat survey

5.22

The use of the site by badgers was noted during the Phase 1 habitat survey.
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6.0

Assessment of Protected Sites

6.1

There are no statutory or non-statutory protected sites near the development (the
closest being the Mynydd Preseli SSSI some 2km to the west). Therefore the
development will have no impact on protected sites.

7.0

Assessment for Species of Conservation Concern

Birds
Statutory and legislative context
7.1

Virtually all UK wild birds are protected at the nest under the Wildlife and Countryside
Act, 1981, which makes it an offence (in addition to possession, control and sale
offences) to:

•
•
•

Kill, injure or take any wild bird;
Take, damage or destroy the nest of any wild bird while it is in use or being built;
Take or destroy the egg of any wild bird.

7.2

Best practice interprets this legislation such that UK wild birds receive protection from
the point of constructing a nest to fledging the young birds and vacating the nest.
Generally this period is considered to last from March to August inclusive, although
there is variation between species.

7.3

Certain birds receive additional protection under Schedule 1 of the Wildlife and
Countryside Act, 1981 while at or near the nest, which makes it an offence to:

7.4

•

Disturb any wild bird listed on Schedule 1 while it is nest building, or at a nest
containing
eggs or young;

•

Disturb the dependent young of such a bird.

In addition to statutory protection, some species have been classified according to
their conservation status, including their position on the UK or local Biodiversity
Action Plans (BAP), and the red and amber lists of Birds of Conservation Concern
(BCC) in Wales (Thorpe & Young 2003).
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7.5

The phase 1 habitat survey indicates that the following birds use the site: robin, great
tit and chaffinch. The desk-top survey indicates that the following birds of
conservation concern potentially use the site: barn owl, bullfinch, linnet, house
sparrow, starling, song thrush, spotted flycatcher

7.6

The construction of a single low-impact unit plus associated outbuildings and land
devoted horticulture will have a negligible impact on the birds using the site in terms
of either nesting sites or foraging and feeding.

7.7

There is a great deal of potential to enhance the habitat in terms of birds. Indeed the
very nature of the development will serve to break up the sheet of improved
grassland into a mosaic of cropped and non-cropped areas which, in turn, will lead to
an increased invertebrate population which will benefit birds.

7.8

Management practices that will benefit birds include the use of beetle banks i.e. strips
of tall rough grassland left unmown, not being too tidy and leaving plants to go to
seed. The installation of a reed bed and associated pond is likely to attract birds.
The planting of fruit trees will benefit many birds including bullfinches. Leaving
patches land fallow and uncropped, particularly overwinter, will help provide an
important food source for birds over winter.

7.9

The retention and enhancement of existing hedgerows and the planting of new native
species rich hedgerows. All mature trees on the site are to be retained.

Assessment of Species of Conservation Concern: Mammals

Bats (all species)
Statutory and legislative context
7.10

All British species of bat are protected under Schedule 5 of the Wildlife and
Countryside Act, 1981 (as amended by the Countryside and Rights of Way Act
2002). They are also included in Schedule 2 the Conservation (Natural Habitats & c.)
Regulations 1994, which are the domestic implementation of the EC Habitats
Directive. This legislation makes it illegal to:

•
•

Intentionally or deliberately kill, injure or capture (take) bats;
Intentionally or recklessly damage, destroy or obstruct access to any place that a
bat uses for shelter or protection, even if bats are not present at the time;
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•

7.11

Intentionally or recklessly disturb any bat whilst occupying any place that it uses
for shelter or protection.

Six bat species are listed on the UK Biodiversity Action Plan. These are Barbastelle
(Barbastelle barbastella), Bechsteins bat (Myotis bechsteinii), great mouse-eared bat
(Myotis myotis), Pipistrellus pipistrellus (Pipistrelle bat), greater horseshoe bat
(Rhinolophus ferrumequinum) and lesser horseshoe bat (Rhinolophus hipposideros).

Site assessment
7.12

Desk-top data indicates that bats are likely to be using the site as bats are frequent in
the Glandwr area.

7.13

The site was assessed for mature trees that have the potential to support bat roosts,
and for features that are suitable for bat foraging. There are a small number of
mature trees on site and it is highly likely that bats are roosting in the cracks, fissures
and holes in these.

7.14

The proposed development of a single low-impact unit plus associated outbuildings
will have a minimal impact on bats and their roosting and feeding sites. A low impact
open sided barn may provide additional roosting sites.

Badgers (Meles meles)
Statutory and legislative context
7.15
Act

Badgers and their setts are given legal protection under the Protection of Badgers

1992. This legislation, among other things, makes it illegal to:

•
•
•
7.16

wilfully kill, injure or take any badger or attempt to do so
intentionally or recklessly damage, destroy or obstruct access to any part of a
badger sett
disturb a badger when it is occupying a sett

The definition of a badger sett within the meaning of the 1992 Act is given as "any
structure or place, which displays signs indicating current use by a badger". "Current"
is not defined in the Act, and may be open to interpretation. CCW guidance indicates
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that a sett is in “current use” if it has been occupied at all over the previous 12
months. Whatever the interpretation of "current use" however it is important to note
that a sett is protected whether or not there is a badger actually in residence at the
time of inspection.

Site assessment
7.17

Badgers do use the site and there is clear badger track running through the centre of
the site. There is possibly an outlying badger sett on the site although this does not
appear to be in use currently. Nonetheless it is recommended that this sett is left
undisturbed..

European Hedgehog
Statutory and legislative context
7.18 The European Hedgehog is listed as a priority species in the UK Biodiversity Action
Plan.

Site assessment
7.19

There is a record of a hedgehog approximately 1km to the east of the site and it is
likely there are other hedgehogs in the area.,

7.20

The proposed development of a single low-impact unit plus associated outbuildings
will have a minimal impact on hedgehogs and their nesting and feeding sites.

7.21

The development offers ample opportunity to enhance habitat for suitability for
hedgehogs, the following recommendations are made:

7.22

Undisturbed log piles provide suitable nesting sites for hedgehogs and therefore a
number of these should be distributed through the woodland.

7.23

Compost heaps attract worms and these in turn attract hedgehogs which can use
them for feeding and nesting. It is therefore recommended that a number of compost
heaps are constructed.
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7.24

Planting hedgerows provides flowers and fruits for wildlife, nesting places for birds
and cover for hedgehogs. It is therefore recommended that all hedgerows on site are
retained.

7.25

The use of slug pellets and other pesticides can have a detrimental impact on
hedgehogs. It is therefore recommended that the land is farmed organically.

Polecat
Statutory and legislative context
7.26

Polecats are listed under schedule 6 of the Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981 (plus
amendments) and schedule 3 of the 1994 conservation regulations. These
schedules prohibit the deliberate trapping or snaring of polecats without a licence.
The polecat has recently (2007) been added to the list of UK BAP mammals,
protected as species of principal importance for the conservation of biological
diversity in England under Section 74 of the Countryside and Rights of Way (CRoW)
Act 2000.

Site Assessment
7.27

A polecat sighting was recorded approximately 1km to the north west of the proposed
development site in 2010. It therefore seems highly likely that polecats could use the
site at some point. Polecats tend to nest in old rabbit burrows and rabbits and rats
are their principal prey.

7.28

As the current development is likely to require the keeping of livestock it is perhaps
best not to encourage the use of the site by polecats.

Assessment of Species of Conservation Concern: Amphibians

Toad
Statutory and legislative context
7.29

Toads are listed as priority species in the UK Biodiversity Action Plan.

Site Assessment
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7.30

The millpond at Tir y Gafel approximately 1km to the northwest is an important
breeding pond for toads. Toads will travel 1-2km to their breeding ponds so it is likely
that the current development site could be used by toads outside the breeding
season (March/April).

7.31

The current site could be made more suitable for toads by the creation of a pond or
other wetland habitat such as a reedbed. It is therefore recommended that these are
created. In addition toads will benefit from the retention of piles of logs or stones as
these are good terrestrial habitat for toads.

7.32

Whilst otters and palmate newts have been recorded in the Glandwr area it is
considered that they are unlikely to be using the current site as habitat due to the lack
of suitable water habitats currently on site.

8.0

Assessment of Habitats of Conservation Concern

8.1
There is one habitats of key local or national concern within the development
footprint.
This is:

•

Traditional Field Boundaries (listed in the Pembrokeshire Local Biodiversity
Action Plan (LBAP).

.
Hedgerows

8.2

The targets set out in the Pembrokeshire LBAP for Traditional Field Boundaries are
as follows:

•
•
•

8.3

Target 1 Maintain current extent and distribution of traditional field boundaries
in Pembrokeshire
Target 2 Maintain quality of traditional field boundaries in Pembrokeshire
Target 3 Restore traditional field boundaries in Pembrokeshire in areas where
they have been removed where appropriate.

To support these targets it is recommended that all hedgerows are retained and
enhanced where possible as wildlife corridors.
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8.4

It is clear that a hedgerow formally divided the site into three fields rather than two
but has been removed at some point in the past. It is recommended that new
hedgerows are installed where possible and appropriate. It is recommended that
these new hedgerows are planted with native broadleaved species of local
provenance. The resulting increased number of hedged boundaries will offer up
considerable opportunities to enhance the interconnectivity on the site through the
linkage of species rich hedgerows.

8.5

There are a number of mature hedgerow trees on the site. It is recommended that
these are retained as they are likely to offer suitable nesting and roosting sites for
bats.

8.6

The nature of the development on the site offers opportunities for the reinvigorating
hedgerows through laying and the planting of additional native woody species. The
quality of enhanced hedgerows should mean that the requirement for wire fences
would be reduced if not eliminated entirely.

8.7

It is recommended that any hedge trimming required is undertaken in winter (not in
severe frost) as birds nest in spring\summer and autumn berries are a valuable food
source.

Creation of a Landscape Mosaic
8.8

Maximising biodiversity focuses on the inter-relationships between land used for
production (cropped) and marginal areas (non-cropped). The way that the marginal
areas are interspersed amongst the productive areas, and the juxtaposition of
different crop types, each with different structures (e.g. tall cereals, short vegetable
crops, ponds ditches etc.) gives rise to a landscape mosaic. The landscape mosaic
can be improved for wildlife by increasing crop diversity and management practices
together with the maintenance and enhancement of all semi-natural and marginal
habitats. Increasing the number of habitat patches leads to an increase in the amount
of 'edge' habitat, and generally edges can support a greater number of species than
core areas. The current development offers excellent opportunities for the creation a
very diverse landscape mosaic.

Wildlife Corridors
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8.9

There are three main wildlife corridors associated with the site: Afon Gafel,
Woodland, Hedgerows.

8.10

The Afon Gafel river corridor provides linkages with the headwater valley of the Afon
Gafel in the vicinity of Crymych. The Afon Gafel is a tributary of the Afon Taf. Their
confluence is just south of Glandwr at Rhydowen where the Taf marks the boundary
of Pembrokeshire and Carmarthenshire.

8.11

There is a network of woodlands associated with steep sided valleys and
watercourses in this part of Pembrokeshire and Carmarthenshire. Although not
physically connected, trees and hedges maintain connectivity. The nearest
woodlands are the woodland that runs through Glandwr village, a branch of woodland
up to Waun Portis Mellin and Waun bwll to the south.

8.12

The species rich hedgerows that interlace the landscape of Pembrokeshire and
Carmarthenshire provide important wildlife corridors, linking patches of woodland and
watercourses.
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9.0

Assessment of Ecological Impact of the Development

9.1

Desktop studies and a Phase 1 Habitat Survey were carried out in February 2013.
The Habitat Survey is illustrated in Drawing 2. The ecological planning and legislative
context is summarised in Appendix 2. Appendix 1 gives details of records collated
during the desk-top survey.

The Development Project
9.2

By its very nature the principles guiding the One Planet Development are focussed
on ecology. Indeed, One Planet Development seeks to enhance, or at least not
significantly diminish environmental quality. A major component of the environmental
quality of a site is its biodiversity.

9.3

Nonetheless it is important that these principles are backed up by a thorough
knowledge of all the species using the site and their legal and conservation status so
that the low impact settlement can be implemented in the most ecologically effective
way possible.

9.4

The development comprises the construction of a single low impact dwelling plus
ancillary outbuildings associated with the smallholding. Relative to a more
conventional development on a 7 acre site which would host many houses plus
tarmac access roads, paving etc and involve significant ground works for the laying of
services etc., this development will have a very low impact on the site's ecology. In
fact, the opportunities for enhancing the ecology of the site are such that a
considerable biodiversity gain would be expected as a result of the proposed
development.

9.5

The following issues relating to the development are dealt with specifically in relation
to their impact on the ecology of the site.

Construction of Dwellings and Associated Outbuildings
9.6

The construction of all dwellings will be on species poor improved grassland of low
ecological value. The impact on the ecology of the site will therefore be negligible.

Laying of cables, footpaths and other ground works
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9.7

Cable trenches and other ground works will take place on species poor improved
grassland of low ecological value. Therefore the impact upon the ecology of the site
will be negligible.

The Conversion of Existing Grassland to Arable Production
9.8

Much of the existing species poor improved grassland will be replaced by a mixture
of arable land for horticulture, orchards, a small pond, new hedgerows, grazing land.
Improved grassland is essentially an artificial habitat, only maintained through
grazing or mowing. Although the new habitats created will also be artificial, the net
effect will be to increase the diversity of habitats on the site, increase the number of
species present on the site and an increase in the number of edge habitats. This will
have a positive impact on the ecology of the site.

Water courses
9.9

It must be ensured that all grey water systems on the site will operate independently
of existing water courses. Compost toilets will be used exclusively on the site so
there will no black water run off into existing water courses. If the grey water systems
operate independently of existing water courses the ecological impact of grey and
black water systems will therefore be negligible.

Hedgerow
9.10

Hedgerows offer the main feature of ecological value on the site. The development
will not result in the loss of hedgerow. Therefore the ecological impact of the
development on hedgerows will be negligible.

10.0

Summary of Recommendations

10.1

Whilst there are some of ecological constraints operating in terms of the
development, there is also ample opportunity to enhance the biodiversity of the site.
In this respect the following recommendations are made.

10.2

It is recommended that all mature trees on site are retained as they will play host to a
number of dependent species including, possibly bats.
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10.3

It is recommended that more trees are planted on site. This will enhance the species
and structural diversity of the site and enhance connectivity with existing wildlife
corridors.

10.4

It is recommended that at least one small pond or wetland is created. This will be
beneficial for amphibians (particularly toads which are abundant in the area) and
would lead to an increased invertebrate population which, in turn, would be beneficial
for bats, birds, amphibians.

10.5

It is recommended that all existing hedgerows are retained and enhanced through
the planting of additional hedgerow species (with plants of appropriate local
provenance), through hedge laying and, where possible, the planting of additional
new native species rich hedgerows. These initiatives will be beneficial for bats in that
hedgerows provide linear flight paths for bats. It would also provide nesting habitat
for birds and provide useful wildlife corridors for species such as hedgehogs.
Enhancing the number and quality of species rich hedgerows on the site would
represent a considerable ecological gain and should serve to promote species
dispersal and colonisation, increase the number of small mammals, owls, passerines
(perching birds) and over-wintering invertebrates.

10.6

Where possible the retention of deadwood habitats is recommended as these will
support a number of insect species and fungi. Retaining piles of logs will also
provide habitat for hedgehogs and amphibians.

10.7

A range of non-native species and crops will be grown on the site. It is recommended
that the spread of species on the site monitored as part of ongoing ecological
monitoring and any species found to be invasive controlled. It is also recommended
that the spread of bracken is monitored and kept in check should it be found to be
spreading.

10.8

It is also recommended that beetle banks implemented where possible to supply
aphid predators in the form of beetles and spiders.
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Appendix 1:
Desk Top Records Glandwr Area:

Type of
Record
Anabat
automated
bat detector

Species Name

Data

Common
Pipistrelle bat

2006/2007

Common
Pipistrelle bat

Repeated
observations through
2010,2011 and 2012

Hand held
bat detector

Soprano
Pipistrelle

2006/2007

Anabat
automated
bat detector

Soprano
Pipistrelle

Repeated
observations through
2010, 2011 and 2012
2006/2007

Hand held
bat detector

Brown Longeared Bat

2006/2007

Otter

2006/2007

Anabat
automated
bat detector
Spraint
observation

Otter

1970

Otter

1981

Otter

1981

Otter

1990

Otter

1992

Otter

06/2010

Sighting

Polecat

11/11/2010

Sighting

Polecat
Hedgehog

1980
05/2012

Sighting

Spotted
Flycatcher

07/2012

Myotis sp.
(probably
whiskered bats)

Anabat
automated
bat detector

Sighting nesting

Location

Recorder

Tir y Gafel
(SN196295 –
site centroid –
millpond)
Tir y Gafel
(SN196295
millpond)

Annie Haycock

Tir y Gafel
(SN196295 –
site centroid –
millpond)
Tir y Gafel
(SN196295
millpond)
Tir y Gafel
(SN196295 –
site centroid –
millpond)
Tir y Gafel
SN195297

Annie Haycock

Afon Gafel
SN191302
&SN191303
Rhydowen
SN1928
Afon Gafel
SN19311
Afon Gafel
SN193292
Afon Gafel
SN192314
Afon Gafel
SN194323
Tir y Gafel
Millpond
SN196295
Road leading
from A478 to
Glandwr
SN182298
SN1929
Tir y Gafel
SN198294
Tir y Gafel
SN197295

Annie Haycock
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L. J. Wolstenholme

L. J. Wolstenholme

Annie Haycock

Annie Haycock

NBN
NBN
NBN
NBN
NBN
C. Taggart

L. J Wolstenholme

NBN
L. J. Wolstenholme
L.J.Wolstenholme

Starling

03/2012

Linnet
Bullfinch

25/06/2012
16/03/2012

Sighting flock
Sighting
Sighting

Barn Owl

15/7/2012

Sighting

Toads

March and April
2010,2011,2012,2013

Sighting
(breeding)

Palmate Newt

9/04/2013

Sightting

Tir y Gafel
SN198294
Tir y Gafel
GlandwrLlanfyrnach
Road
SN195290
Tir y Gafel
SN196293
Tir y Gafel
Millpond
SN196295
Tir y Gafel
SN198294
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L.J.Wolstenholme
L.J.Wolstenholme
L.J.Wolstenholme

L.J.Wolstenholme
L.J.Wolstenholme

C. Taggart

APPENDIX 2:
ECOLOGICAL PLANNING AND LEGISLATIVE CONTEXT

1.0

GENERAL

1.1

This is a brief summary of the ecological planning and legislative context generally
applying to Wales. It is not a comprehensive view and does not purport to advise in
relation to any specific site, species or habitat.

1.2

Sites, species or habitats may be protected or highlighted by six broad categories of
instrument:

•

Statutory Instruments

•

National Planning Policy Guidance/Statements

•

Development Plans

•

The UK Biodiversity Action Plan

•

Local Biodiversity Action Plans, locally adopted Wildlife Strategies etc.

•

Other lists of species of conservation concern

2.0

STATUTORY INSTRUMENTS

2.1

Statutory protection is afforded to wildlife sites and to particular species by EU
Directives,various international conventions to which the UK is signatory and various
Acts andRegulations of Parliament, principally the Wildlife and Countryside Act,
1981
(as amended) (WCA). Other relevant legislation includes the Conservation
(Habitats&c) Regulations, 1994 (usually known as the Habitats Regulations). These
Regulations translate the EU Habitats Directive into British Law, by requiring
particular protection for ‘European’ species and for ‘European’ sites of nature
conservation value. Section 40(1) of the Natural Environment and Rural Communities
Act 2006 ("the NERC Act") places a new duty on every public authority, in exercising
its functions, to “have regard, so far as is consistent with the proper exercise of those
functions, to the purpose of conserving biodiversity”. The duty affects all public
authorities. Local authorities are a key target group, but the duty also affects a wide
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range of public bodies including fire, and police, health and transport authorities etc.
Section 42 of the Natural Environment and Rural Communities Act (2006) requires
the National Assembly for Wales in consultation with The Countryside Council for
Wales to publish, review, revise and act on lists of organisms of principal importance
in Wales. This list is known as the Section 42 (S42) list of species and habitats of
principal importance in Wales

Statutory wildlife sites
2.2

In the UK there are many designations for giving protection to sites of national or
international importance. The most commonly-encountered designations are
summarised below:

Special Area of Conservation (SAC):
An area of land or water of international (European) conservation importance as
designated by European Member States under the EU Habitats Directive (Directive
92/43/EC). In theUK, all SACs will also be designated as Sites of Special Scientific
Interest (SSSI).

Special Protection Area (SPA):
A site of international (European) conservation importance for birdlife as designated
by European Member States under the Birds Directive (Directive 79/409/EC). In the
UK, all SPAs will also be designated as SSSIs.

Ramsar site:
A wetland of recognised international importance designated under the Ramsar
Convention1971. In the UK, all Ramsar sites will also be designated as SSSIs.

National Nature Reserve (NNR):
A nationally important nature reserve designated by the Countryside Council for
Wales (CCW) under the WCA and managed by either CCW or an approved body.
NNRs will usually be designated as SSSIs.

Local Nature Reserve (LNR):
A nature reserve on public land, established by a Local Authority under s21 of the
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NationalParks and Access to the Countryside Act, 1949. LNRs may not be Sites of
Special Scientific Interest.

Site of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI):
An area of land or water notified by CCW under the WCA, as amended by the
Countryside and Rights of Way (CRoW) Act 2000 as being of special nature
conservation interest for its plant or animal communities, geological or landform
features.

Statutorily protected species and their habitats
2.3

In most cases relevant to planning applications, protected species are those listed in
Schedule 1, 5 and 8 of the WCA (as amended), in the Protection of Badgers Act,
1992
(PBA) and in the Conservation (Natural Habitats &c) Regulations, 1994. The extent of
legal protection varies between species, and the protocols for development which
affects such species also varies.

2.4

It is particularly important to obtain site-specific advice before formulating an action
plan when considering development affecting protected species. The following
paragraphs are outlines of legal protection afforded to some of the species most
frequently encountered

2.5

It must also be remembered that many protected species can range widely, and their
presence outside the proposed development must always be considered. Many
planning applications have failed because inadequate consideration was given to the
terrestrialhabitats of amphibians present some distance from the proposed
development.

2.6
European protected species include great crested newts and native species of
British
Bat. The full list of European species is in the Habitats Regulations, 1994. The
extent of legal protection covers both the species and its habitat. Any development
proposal that would impact on either species or habitat is required to provide for
conservation of the species and its habitat under licence from the Department of
the Environment, Food and Rural Affairs (DEFRA).
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2.7

DEFRA require Local Planning Authorities to consider the impact of the proposed
development on the European species and their habitat, the need for development
and consideration of possible alternative development proposals before determining
planning applications that could affect European protected species.

2.8

DEFRA will also expect detailed surveys to have been carried out before granting
any licences for handling the species or affecting the habitat when development is
proposed.

2.9

The conservation scheme necessary to enable any development project will depend
on the size of the newt population, the locality and the impact of the proposed
development. Usually an extended period of alternative habitat creation, trapping and
movement of the animals is required, followed by a period of site management and
monitoring

2.10

Schedule 1 of the WCA lists a number of birds for which it is illegal to disturb or
destroy the birds or nests, except by licence from CCW. Some Schedule 1 species
are relatively common (e.g. kingfishers); most are rare.

2.11

The WCA also makes it illegal to disturb the nests of most British birds while at the
nest. Some agricultural vermin species are excluded. There is a legal defence if the
nest-destruction is the incidental result of a lawful action which could not have
reasonably have been avoided. Legal advice may be needed to determine if a
proposed nest destruction is lawful. In some cases it will be, in other cases it may not
be.

2.12

Schedule 5 of the WCA lists animals which are protected. The degree of protection
varies.
Water voles receive no protection of the animal, but the habitat is protected. Sitespecific licences are not required for habitat destruction. However, as the habitat is
inevitably a watercourse, Environment Agency consent will be required for culverting
or drainage. EA will usually consult CCW who will object unless satisfactory habitat
mitigation is provided.

2.13

Reptiles are all protected. The commoner species are protected only from unlawful
killing. In practice this requires a reptile protection scheme before implementing a
planning permission. No specific licence is required. The rarer reptiles require a
protection and conservation scheme, and CCW may not grant such licences unless
they are assured that protection and conservation is guaranteed.
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2.14

Badgers receive protection under the PBA. In terms of development, this means that
any scheme which involves the destruction of a recently active sett (even if an outlier)
requires a licence from CCW. CCW will require adequate protection of the animals,
which means that alternative provision is needed and disturbance will not be
permitted in the hibernation or early spring period when badgers are gestating or
have dependent young. CCW will tend to object to loss of a main sett.

2.15 Schedule 8 of the WCA lists plants which are statutorily-protected. In relation to
development, these plants do tend to be very rare and not frequently encountered. The
bluebell
is scheduled, but this prohibits commercial bulb picking from the wild rather than to prohibit
development.

2.16

There is also a category of plants which it is an offence to introduce to the wild.
These include Japanese knotweed, which is frequently encountered on brownfield
sites. Care is needed to avoid spreading the species around the site during
earthworks, and to ensure that any removal of infested soils off-site is to a licensed
tip. Giant hogweed is also listed in this category of invasive alien plant species.

3.0

NATIONAL PLANNING POLICY GUIDANCE

3.1

National Planning Guidance is issued in the form of Planning Policy Wales, 2012.
This document sets the context for sustainable land use planning policy within which
local planning authorities statutory. Local Development Plans are prepared and
development control decisions on individual applications and appeals are taken.
Chapter 5 deals specifically with conserving and improving natural heritage and the
coast. This is supplemented by 21 topic based Technical Advice Notes (TANs).
Procedural guidance is given in Welsh Office / National Assembly for Wales / Welsh
Assembly Government circulars. Technical Advice Note (TAN) 5 provides advice
about how the land use planning system should contribute to protecting and
enhancing biodiversity and geological conservation.

4.0

DEVELOPMENT PLANS

4.1

Local Development Plan Documents will provide protection, both to sites and to
certain species. The degree of protection varies according to different types of site, or
different species. Policies will always be very heavily weighted against development
which might affect statutory wildlife sites (see section 2above).
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4.2

The development plan will allow for the designation and policy protection of nonstatutory wildlife sites (sometimes generically called second-tier sites, to
distinguish them from statutory sites). These sites go under a variety of names such
as. Site of Biological Importance (SBI), Site of Importance for Nature Conservation
(SINC), Biological Heritage Site (BHS) etc. Often geological sites are grouped with
ecological sites, for example Regionally Important Geological/Geomorphological
Sites (RIGS), Geological Heritage Sites (GHS).

4.3

Non-statutory sites are usually identified by a fairly rigorous system of criteria which
are themselves usually adopted as supplementary planning guidance.

4.4

Adopted development plans often provide protection for‘Wildlife Corridors’ or
'Greenways', which are identified on plan.

4.5

The extent of protection to non-statutory sites is usually not absolute, but even where
the importance of development is considered to outweigh ecological interests, a
mitigation strategy is usually required as a condition of a planning consent.

5.0

THE UK BIODIVERSITY ACTION PLAN

5.1

The publication of the UK Biodiversity Action Plan (UKBAP) is in response to
Article6 of the Rio Biodiversity Convention, to develop national strategies for the
conservation of biological diversity and the sustainable use of biological resources.
The UKBAP contains action plans for over 200 ‘UK Priority’ species and 30 ‘UK Key
Habitats’, considered to be of national conservation priority.

5.2

'UK Priority Species' are defined in the 'UK Biodiversity Group Tranche 2 Action
Plans' (HMSO, 1998) as either globally threatened or rapidly declining in the UK, i.e.
by more than 50% in the last 25 years. Some of the UK Priority species are statutorily
protected, while others receive partial or no protection.

5.3

The listing of a species or habitat in the UKBAP does not per se provide it with any
statutory or planning policy protection. However, it is likely that many planning
authorities will begin to introduce policies that provide protection to UKBAP species
and habitats. Many non-statutory wildlife sites are already selected by reference to
populations of UKBAP species and habitats.
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5.4

UKBAP species and habitats are often cited by objectors to planning applications.
The species most commonly encountered in relation to development are as follows:

•

Mammals – water vole *, bats *, brown hare, badgers*

•

Birds – skylark, linnet, reed bunting, grey partridge

•

Amphibians – great crested newts *

species marked by asterisk are also statutorily protected.

6.0

LOCAL BIODIVERSITY ACTION PLANS AND ECOLOGICAL STRATEGIES

6.1

Many districts, counties or metropolitan areas have adopted nature conservation
strategies that tend to set out general principles of attention to nature conservation.
Most of these date from the early to mid 1990s.

6.2

More recently, counties have prepared Local Biodiversity Action Plans (LBAP), in
conjunction with partners such as the Wildlife Trust. These LBAPs highlight species
and habitat types which are either of national concern (UKBAP species and habitats)
or are endemic to the county and of local concern. LBAPs will be prepared for these
species and habitats. As with the UKBAP, listing of a habitat type, a site or a species
in a LBAP does not confer any new statutory or planning policy protection. However,
impacts upon sites,habitats or species prioritised in LBAPs may be a material
consideration in a planning application.

7.0

OTHER LISTS OF SPECIES OF CONSERVATION CONCERN

7.1

In addition to the lists referred to above, there are other lists made of national
abundance of groups of fauna, particularly the less well-documented groups. These
lists do not themselves confer any statutory protection, but may often be used in
Environmental Impact Assessment to establish whether or not a proposed
development will have a significantimpact.

7.2

In the case of invertebrates, few species are statutorily protected or listed in the UK
Biodiversity Action Plan, but many are thought to be rare or vulnerable. Such species
are known as Red Data Book (RDB) species and there are various grades of
ecologicalsensitivity, e.g. Rare/Vulnerable species, Nationally Notable (A), Nationally
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Notable (B) andNationally Scarce. These gradings are based on frequency of
occurrence of species in10km squares across the country e.g. Nationally Notable
species occur in less than 300 10km squares in the UK.

7.3

In the case of birds, there are various species of conservation concern(SPoCC),
Known informally amongst ornithologists, but not protected or listed in the UKBAP
e.g. the lapwing has undergone substantial decline in numbers, particularly on
farmland.

7.4

Such RDB/SPoCC species are often listed in LBAPs (see Section 6)
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13.2 Appendix 2
Land Use Designation report received when we purchased the land...
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A satellite image of the plot.

A combination of the two images showing the settlement boundary (in red) and the short
section of field boundary sharing the settlement boundary (in blue)
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13.3 Appendix 3.
Landmap Historic Landscape Report.
Historic Landscape
Aspect Area
Trelech
Name
Rural
Aspect Area
environment/Agricultural/Regul
Classificatio
ar Fieldscapes/Medium Fields
n
(Level 4)
Aspect Area
PMBRKHL42474
Code

Date Of Survey : 30/05/2003

Crown Copyright. All rights reserved CCW

Monitoring
Has the information ever
been verified in the field?

No

Does this area have a special
or functional link with an
adjacent area?

No

Description
If Classification is "Other",
specify here

Summary Description / Key
Patterns and Elements

Trelech is an extremely large aspect area of hamlets and dispersed farms (240.40
sq km), lying mainly in Carmarthenshire but partly extending into Pembrokeshire at
its west end. It is essentially a plateau, of an upland nature in parts - particularly
towards the north - and bisected by numerous rivers and watercourses. It is
characterised by regular and irregular fields, small to large in size, becoming larger
on higher ground to the north. There is very little woodland on the exposed plateau
itself, but many of the numerous incised valleys are wooded. Settlement is mainly
dispersed, but there are a few small nucleations. All farm types and all housing
types are represented, including gentry houses. A number of modern roads,
including main roads, cross the area. There are a very large number of
archaeological sites, from all periods, including some churches with medieval
origins, and 19th century chapels, including listed Buildings. Scheduled Ancient
Monuments comprise neolithic chambered tombs, bronze age round barrows,
standing stones and stone pairs, iron age defended sites, Early Christian Monument,
mottes and other earthwork castles, and medieval chapels and chapel sites.
Summary of the most significant archaeological elements: iron age forts, small
industrial sites, standing post-medieval buildings including churches, chapels and
mills.

If working at level 3, the
classification describes the
dominant historic pattern,
but which other patterns are
important to the historical
pattern of this area? (Tick all

Regular Fieldscapes
Military
Other Settlement
Extractive
Communications
Woodland
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that apply)

Processing/Manufacturing

Which traditional boundary
types prevail in the area?
(Tick all that apply)

Hedgebank

What is the nature of any
significant archaeological
interest in the area? (Tick all
that apply)

Associations
Buildings & Structures
Industrial Archaeology
Relict-Earthworks
Documentary
Buried-dry
Relict-Stone Monuments

Recent
Prehistoric
Which chronological period is Roman
dominant in the area?
Medieval (to 1536)
Post Medieval (1536+)
Industrial
Has a Historic Landscape
Characterisation been
undertaken here?

No

Are there SMR sites here?

Yes

Are there SAMs here?

Yes

Are there Listed Buildings
here?

Yes

Are there Registered Historic
Parks and Gardens here?

No

Are there Conservation Areas
No
here?
Are there World Heritage
Sites here?

No

Is the area within a
Registered Landscape of
Historic Interest?

No

Evaluation

Value:

High (This area has been assigned an overall value of high based on the multiperiod character of the archaeological resource, which spans the late Neolithic/early
Bronze Age period through to the present day and includes substantial remains of
post-medieval industrial extractive activity.)

Condition:

Unassessed

Trend:

Unassessed

Recommendations
Existing management

Unassessed

Existing management
remarks:
Principal management
recommendations
Guideline

Aspect Area Boundary
To what level was this
information site-surveyed?

Level 3

At 1:10,000, how much of the
Aspect Area boundary is
Most
precise?
What baseline information
source was used for Aspect
Area boundary mapping?

OS Landline
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If OS Data was used, what
was the scale?

1:10,000

What is the justification for
the Aspect Area boundaries?

Evaluation Matrix

Evaluation Criteria: Integrity

High (The dominant landscape/settlement pattern in this area, characterised by
numerous farmsteads and small hamlets set within a mixed fieldscape with
elements of regular and irregular enclosure, dissected by heavily wooded valleys is
reasonably well defined and coherent.l)
High (The dominant landscape/settlement pattern in this area, characterised by
numerous farmsteads and small hamlets set within a mixed fieldscape with
elements of regular and irregular enclosure, dissected by heavily wooded valleys is
reasonably well defined and coherent.l)

Evaluation Criteria: Survival

High (The dominant landscape pattern shown on the 1st edition OS map has
survived largely intact, although there has been some development around areas of
nucleated settlement. The area exhibits evidence of multi-period activity. Prehistoric
monuments include standing stones to the W of Llanfrynach and a sub-rectangular,
ploughed-down defended enclosure, Glandwr Caer, which has revealed traces of
buildings and from which finds, including a sword, have been recovered. An
elongated turf-covered mound at Begney, on the W edge of the area, is of uncertain
origin, although a number of Roman coins were found c.1820, as indicated by the
OS 1st edition map. The Tre Hywel Stone and another at Rhyd-y-Garth are both
rough pillar stones of early medieval origin. The former bears a 5th to 6th century
Ogham inscription and a ring-cross dated to the 7th to 9th century and is reported
to have been moved twice from its original position, where cremations are said to
have been identified. The latter stone bears an incised Latin cross. A possible
ditched motte at Llanfyrnach offers evidence for medieval defensive works in the
area and there is some indication of masonry foundations and remains of a bailey.
At Tre Henry, there are the ruinous remains of a medieval chapel, evident by grasscovered footings and an associated oval enclosure. The substantial farmhouse of
Pont-y-Gafel appears to be 18th century, although the rear wing is earlier, and
there are a number of 18th and 19th century chapels in the area. Intensive postmedieval industrial extractive activity is evident in the NE part of the area.
Llanfrynach Silver Lead Mine appears to have flourished from c.1752 to 1890,
although there may have been mining activity on the site from as early as the 16th
century (Hall, 1993). The remains are relatively undisturbed and a number of
features survive, including 18th century shallow shaft workings, a ruined boiler
house with intact chimney, ruins of a Cornish style beam pumping engine house a)

Evaluation Criteria: Condition

High
High

Evaluation Criteria: Rarity

Moderate (Evidence of human activity spanning the late Neolithic/early Bronze Age
period through to the present day, including substantial remains of post-medieval
industrial extractive activity, enhances the rarity value of this area.)

Evaluation Criteria: Potential

High (This area has not been covered by a historic landscape characterisation. The
late Neolithic/early Bronze Age ritual landscape offers potential in terms of
addressing weaknesses in current knowledge relating to peripheral areas around
standing stones and barrows. Further investigation of Glandwr Caer comprising field
survey and targeted excavation is required to address questions of chronology and
function. Similarly, Caeraeron earthwork and the turf mound at Begney merit a
programme of field investigation: the latter site has produced a number of Roman
finds but equally it has been interpreted as a later beacon. The site of Llanfrynach
motte and the medieval chapel at Tre Henry merit further field survey to establish
the nature and extent of surviving remains. A detailed survey of Pont-y-Gafel Farm
may be warranted to fully identify and record the sequence of building phases.
Surveys of surviving structures and features at Llanfrynach Silver Lead Mine and
Glogue Quarries to the N would be merited.)

Evaluation Criteria: Overall
Evaluation

High

Justification of overall
evaluation

This area has been assigned an overall value of high based on the multi-period
character of the archaeological resource, which spans the late Neolithic/early Bronze
Age period through to the present day and includes substantial remains of postmedieval industrial extractive activity.

Bibliography
List the key sources used for
this assessment

Hall, G.W., 1993, Metal Mines of Southern Wales, Kington (2nd ed) Lloyd, T.,
Orbach, J. & Scourfield, R., 2004, The Buildings of Wales: Pembrokeshire, Yale
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Assessment
Additional Assessments
Additional Comments

13.4 Appendix 4.
Landmap Visual and Sensory Report.
Visual and Sensory
Aspect Area
Name

Mynydd Crogwy

Upland/Hills,
Lower Plateau &
Scarp
Aspect Area Slopes/Hillside &
Classification Scarp Slopes
Grazing/Enclosed
Hill & Scarp
Grazing (Level 4)
Aspect Area
Code

PMBRKVS003

Date Of Survey : 26/09/2002

Crown Copyright. All rights reserved CCW 100018813 2005

Monitoring
Has the information ever been
verified in the field?

Yes (1:25,000)

Does this area have a special
or functional link with an
adjacent area?

Yes (Has borrowed views of Preseli Hills (VS/4 ) to the west and coast to the north
(VS/17).)

Description

Summary Description

A large Aspect Area which forms the contextual setting for the Preseli Hills. It is
characterised by an upland area of rolling farmland with occasional wooded valleys
and areas of grazing, having a moorland ''feel'' on more exposed hill tops. Whilst
the topgraphy vaires the landscape has a similar charcateristic throughout. Open
borrowed views of the Preseli Hills to the west and further borrowed views
northwards to the coast add to the sense of place within the Aspect Area.

Physical Form And Elements:
Topographic Form?

Rolling/Undulating
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Physical Form And Elements:
Landcover Pattern?

Field Pattern/Mosaic

Physical form and elements:
Settlement pattern

Scattered Rural/Farm

Physical form and elements:
Boundary type

Clawdd/Hedgebanks

Aesthetic Qualities: Scale?

Medium

Aesthetic Qualities: Sense of
Enclosure?

Open

Aesthetic Qualities: Diversity?

Simple

Aesthetic Qualities: Texture?

Medium

Aesthetic Qualities: Lines?

Angular

Aesthetic Qualities: Colour?

Muted

Aesthetic Qualities: Balance?

Balanced

Aesthetic Qualities: Unity?

Neutral

Aesthetic Qualities: Pattern?

Organised

Aesthetic Qualities: Seasonal
Interest?

Mixed

Other Factors: Level of Human
Access?

Occasional

Other Factors: Night Time
Light Pollution?

Slight (Light pollution reflects the nucleated settlement pattern of the Aspect Area)

Other Factors: Use of
Construction Materials?

Generally Appropriate

What materials? Give Details:

Modern developments utilise building materials such as rendered walls and roof
tiles which generally reflect the more traditional local pattern and form of the
Aspect Area.

There are attractive views...

...both in and out (This area of rolling farmland offers extensive views of
landscapes across the Aspect Area as a whole and out to adjacent Aspect Areas
including the Presli Hills.)

There are detractive views...

...within (There is an increasing presence of modern agricultural buildings
associated with the individual farm units which are out of scale and character with
the area and provide an increasing detractive element within the landscape.)

Perceptual and Other Sensory
Qualities

Attractive
Noisy
Exposed
Settled (The aspect area has an open upland feel with a settled quality provided by
the rpesence of nuclear settlements.)

What is the sense of
place/local distinctiveness

Moderate (The Apect Area consists of open farmland with a strong upland feel.
Borrowed views of the Preseli Hills to the west and the coast to the north enhance
the distincitiveness of the area.)

Evaluation
Value:

Moderate (The basic pattern of open rolling farmland is typical of much of
Pembrokeshire and is of an attractive upland nature within this Aspect Area.)

Condition:

Fair (Reflects the mixed farmland landscape with a wide range of management
regimes applied by the individual landowners with a resultant variation in
management quality.)

Trend:

Constant (At the time of survey, it was felt that the trend of landscape change was
constant, reflecting the varied ownership pattern. In the longer term consideration
should be given to the effects of changes in ownership upon the quality of the
landcape.)

Recommendations
Existing management

Generally Appropriate

Existing management
remarks:

The area is under mixed ownership with a resultant variation in the quality of
management.

Principal management
recommendation:

Retain the upland grazing character of the area whilst recognising the variation in
landownership over this particularly large area has a consequential effect upon the
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ability to develop a comprehensive management strategy.
Guideline

Long Term (Maintain the upland grazing character of the area)
Medium Term (Conserve field boundaries particularly hedges and hedge banks)

Define the key qualities that
should be conserved:

Upland grazed character of the area

Define the key qualities that
should be enhanced:

Character of developments could be enhanced through avoiding large unattractive
agricultural buidlings

Define the key qualities that
should be changed:

None known at present

Define the key elements that
should be conserved:

Field boundaries and woodlands

Define the key elements that
should be enhanced:

Farm buildings

Define the key elements that
should be changed:

None

Tolerance To Change
Are there any significant
threats to the current integrity
Not known
and condition of the visual &
sensory features of the area?

Aspect Area Boundary
To what level was this
information site-surveyed?

Level 3

At 1:10,000, how much of the
Aspect Area boundary is
precise?

Some (Boundary with VS04 defined by combination of contour, height and land
use)

What baseline information
source was used for Aspect
Area boundary mapping?

OS Landline

If OS Data was used, what was
1:10,000
the scale?
What is the justification for
the Aspect Area boundaries?

The integrity of the hill and scarp landscape in relation to adjacent valley,
mountain and coastal landscapes.

Bibliography
List the key sources used for
this assessment

OS plans and aerial photographs

Evaluation Matrix
Evaluation Criteria: Scenic
quality

Moderate (Extensive area of rolling hill and scarp landscape)

Evaluation Criteria: Integrity

Moderate (Integrity of landscape affected by continuing proliferation of large scale
farm buildings)

Evaluation Criteria: Character

Moderate (Illustrates a visual and physical unity typical of much of the rolling
agricultural landscape of Pembrokeshire)

Evaluation Criteria: Rarity

Moderate (Typical rolling agricultural landscape)

Evaluation Criteria: Overall
Evaluation

Moderate (A landscape type that is locally distinctive)

Justification of overall
evaluation

The aspect area exhibits a moderate character in all criteria of scenic quality,
integrity, character and rarity leading to an overall rating of moderate value.

Assessment
Additional Assessments

None currently udnertaken within the study
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Additional Comments

13.5 Appendix 5.
Landmap Cultural Landscape Report.
Cultural Landscape
Aspect Area
Crymych
Name
Aspect Area Associations/Recorded
Classificatio Expressions/Oral/Langua
n
ge (Level 4)
Aspect Area
PMBRKCL482
Code

Date Of Survey : 02/07/2004

Crown Copyright. All rights reserved CCW 100018813

Monitoring
Has the information ever been
verified in the field?

Yes (1:25,000)

Does this area have a special or
functional link with an adjacent
area?

Yes (Contributes to the cultural diversity of Pembrokeshire)
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Description
If Classification is "Other",
specify here

n/a

The classification at level 3
describes the dominant cultural
context, but which other
contexts are important to the
cultural landscape of this area?

Urban

Which level 4 classes are
particularly significant to the
cultural landscape character of
this area - Influences?

Trade, Retail & Commercial
Urban Settlement

Which level 4 classes are
particularly significant to the
cultural landscape character of
this area - Associations?

Places & Place Names
Sense of Place
Famous People
Religions & Beliefs
Leisure/Recreation
Literature
Language

To what extent do the context
and level 4 details selected
contribute to the cultural
identity, local distinctiveness or
sense of place of the area?

Strong (Significant welsh culture)

To what extent is the cultural
information widely recognised
or appreciated?

Locally (Local significance)

Are there any artistic
expressions that are particularly
Yes (T.E. Nicholas (Niclas y Glais))
famous or associated with the
Aspect Area?
Are there any people /
movements / institutions that
are particularly famous or
associated with the Aspect
Area?

Yes (Poet - T.E. Nicholas)

Is there any folklore or are
there legends that are
particularly famous or
associated with the Aspect
Area?

Not known

Are there any events/traditions
that are particularly famous or
associated with the Aspect
Area?

Yes (In recent times it was the unlikely scene of social unrest, during the tithe
wars of the 19th Century.)

Are there any technical /
scientific discoveries that are
particularly famous or
associated with the Aspect
Area?

Not known

What are the attributes of the
cultural elements in the Aspect
Area?

Historic

Post 1950
Victorian & Edwardian
What chronological periods are
Georgian
culturally dominant in the area?
Late Medieval
Medieval
Are there certain place-names
in the area that are particularly
significant?

No

If yes, give examples of the
place-names and their
significance

n/a
n/a
n/a

Summary Description: (no more Crymych is one of the larger communities in Pembrokeshire. A number of small
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than 150 words)

villages are found within its boundaries, including the rural settlements of
Pontyglasier, Pentregalar and Glandwr, the former industrial communities of
Hermon, Glog, and Llanfyrnach and also the largest village, Crymych (Menter
Preseli, Historic Assets Survey, 1997). Crymych has become a focus of Welsh
language cultural activity during 20th Century, and the area''s strong Welsh
cultural heritage has led to the recent opening of Theatr-y-Gromlech.
http://www.pembrokeshirecoast.org.uk/index-e.htm

Evaluation

Value:

High (The area is declining in terms of its industry, but is of cultural importance
in terms of the use of the Welsh language, parishes, local poets. There is also a
small industrial site that is an important commercial centre.)

Condition:

Fair (Based on socio-economic climate.)

Trend:

Declining (Socio-economic threats to the area.)

Recommendations
Existing management:

Unassessed

Existing management remarks:

none

Principal management
recommendations

n/a

Guideline

Immediate (n/a)
Medium Term (n/a)
Long Term (n/a)

Tolerance To Change
Are there any significant threats
to the current integrity and
Yes (loss of cultural identity)
condition of the Cultural
Landscape features of the area?

Aspect Area Boundary
To what level was this
information site-surveyed?

Level 4

At 1:10,000, how much of the
Aspect Area boundary is
precise?

Some (Boundaries are necessarily subjective. The boundaries of this aspect area
are those of the PCNP, the county boundary and the edge of the Teifi Valley
Historic Landscape.)

What baseline information
source was used for Aspect Area OS Landline
boundary mapping?
If OS Data was used, what was
the scale?

1:25,000

What is the justification for the
Aspect Area boundaries?

The boundaries are those of the PCNP, the county and the Teifi Valley Historic
Landscape. As a part of Pembrokeshire that is neither a national park nor a
designated historic landscape, its management challenges are different from
those of its neighbouring areas.

Evaluation Matrix
Evaluation Criteria:
Recognition/transparency

Low (known on a local scale)

Evaluation Criteria: Period

Low (Area characterised by attributes and influences from a variety of periods)

Evaluation Criteria: Rarity

Low (typical welsh urban settlement)

Evaluation Criteria:
Documentation

Moderate (moderate documentation)

Evaluation Criteria: Group Value Moderate (Contributes to the general cultural value of Pembrokeshire)
Evaluation Criteria: Survival

High (Crymych has become a focus of Welsh language cultural activity during
20th Century, and the area''s strong Welsh cultural heritage has led to the recent
opening of Theatr-y-Gromlech. This should ensure the long-term survival of the
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language and culture.)
Evaluation Criteria:
Vulnerability

Moderate (Immigration of people into the area could alter the strong Welsh focus
in the area)

Evaluation Criteria: Diversity

Moderate (The area is moderately diverse)

Evaluation Criteria: Potential

High (Crymych has become a focus of Welsh language cultural activity during the
20th century, and the area''s strong Welsh cultural heritage has led to the recent
opening of Theatr y Gromlech. The area has potential to further develop as a
traditional Welsh speaking stronghold.)

Evaluation Criteria: Overall
Evaluation

High (The area has a diversity of cultural attributes and strong Welsh-language
traditions.)

Justification of overall
evaluation

There are a diversity of cultures in the area. Llangyrnach alone shows evidence
of a continuation of settlement from the medieval period, with its parish church
and Norman motte and bailey castle; other villages developed over the last 200
years. There are a number of significant archaeological sites within Crymych, and
it was the scene of social unrest during the tithe wars of the 19th Century.
Several noted poets have been produced in the locality over the last century.
Crymych has become a focus of Welsh language cultural activity during 20th
Century, and the area''s strong Welsh cultural heritage has led to the recent
opening of Theatr y Gromlech

Bibliography
List the key sources used for
this assessment

Dictionary of Welsh Biography, Lloyd, T., Orbach J. and Scourfield, R., Pevsner
series, The Buildings of Wales (Yale University Press).

Assessment
Additional Assessments

n/a

Additional Comments

13.6 Appendix 6.
Landmap Landscape Habitats Report.
Landscape Habitats
Aspect Area
Name

Surrounding
Pentre Galar
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Date Of Survey : 17/01/2006

Monitoring
Date of monitoring?
Monitoring undertaken by
Has the information ever been
verified in the field?

No (In part.)

Does this area have a special or
functional link with an adjacent
area?

No

What is the total land area within
the boundary (in hectares)?

899 hectares

Description
What are the dominant soil types?
(specify up to 3 types)

Brown soils

What Phase 1 habitat types are
present? Only select the five most
dominant types and, for each of
these, specify below what
percentage of the Aspect Area is
made up of these.

Dense Scrub (2%)
Semi-natural Broadleaved Woodland (<1%)
Bracken (<1%)
Improved Grassland (92%)
Buildings (3%)

Does the area contain habitats of
international importance?

No

Does the area contain BAP
habitats?

No

Does the area contain protected
sites?

No

Approximately what proportion of
the Aspect Area is within the
protected site?

0%

Does the area support important
species?

Yes

If yes, which species? (for each of
the species, also note the source
of information)

Area is very likely to support some commoner bird BAP species such as
Songthrush and bat species such as Pipistrelles.

Are there any significant threat
species present in abundance?
(Field visit required)

Not known

What other features significantly
influence the biodiversity in this
area?

Hedgerows

Are any of these features in a very
Some (Some are likely to be classified as "important" under Hedgerow
good condition? (Field visit
Regulations 1997.)
required)
Are any of these features in a poor
condition? (Field visit required)
What are the main land
management activities taking
place in the area? (Field visit
required)

Stock grazing

Do any of the above appear to
have an appreciable positive
None
impact on biodiversity? (Field visit
required)
Do any of the above appear to
have an appreciable negative
Some (Intensive agricultural management is detrimental to overall
impact on biodiversity? (Field visit biodiversity interest.)
required)
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Is the biodiversity in the area in
any way threatened?

Not known

Are there clear opportunities to
improve the biodiversity aspect of
this area?

Yes (Encourage landowners to participate in agri-environmental schemes and
leave overgrown area around the margins of arable fields for the benefit of
wildlife.)

Summarise the key features that
define this area's biodiversity
character

An area that comprises largely of improved grassland but also with smallish
amounts of buildings and dense scrub as well as various other habitats in very
small quantities.

Evaluation
Value

Low (Improved grassland is generally low value habitat, the other habitats in
the area are not particularly extensive or of very high value either.)

Condition

Unassessed

Trend

Unassessed

Recommendations
Existing management

Unassessed

Existing management remarks:

Managed as farmland.

Principal management
recommendations

Encourage landowners to participate in agri-environmental schemes and leave
overgrown area around the margins of arable fields for the benefit of wildlife.

Guideline

Long Term (Encourage landowners to participate in agri-environmental
schemes and leave overgrown area around the margins of arable fields for the
benefit of wildlife.)
Immediate (Preserve field boundaries.)
Long Term (Preserve areas of dense scrub.)

Aspect Area Boundary
To what level was this information
Level 3
site-surveyed?
At 1:10,000, how much of the
Aspect Area boundary is precise?

All

What baseline information source
was used for Aspect Area
boundary mapping?

Other (OS Raster, CCW Phase 1 habitat)

If OS Data was used, what was the
1:10,000
scale?
What is the justification for the
Aspect Area boundaries?

They comprise an area of predominately improved grassland. It is bordered by
broadleaved woodland and marshy grassland to the east, heath to the west
and the study area boundary to the north and south.

Evaluation Matrix
Evaluation Criteria: Priority
Habitats

Low (None apparent.)

Evaluation Criteria: Significance

Low (A very common ubiquitous habitat in lowland Wales.)

Evaluation Criteria: Opportunity

Moderate (Encourage landowners to participate in agri-environmental schemes
and leave overgrown area around the margins of arable fields for the benefit
of wildlife.)

Evaluation Criteria: Expansion
rates

Low (Improved grassland is not a habitat in decline.)

Evaluation Criteria: Sensitivity

Low (Habitat is generally low value anyway but there is the possible threat of
loss of hedgerows.)

Evaluation Criteria:
Connectivity/Cohesion

Low (Improved grassland covers large area of lowland Wales.)

Evaluation Criteria: Habitat
Evaluation

Low (Generally low value improved grassland.)

Evaluation Criteria: Importance for Moderate (No records but a number of commoner key species are very likely
key species
to be present.)
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Evaluation Criteria: Overall
Evaluation Habitat and Species

Low (Main habitats present are generally of low ecological value and key
species present are likely to be commoner ones.)

Justification of overall evaluation

Main habitats present are generally of low ecological value. There are likely to
be some key species present but probably commoner ones. There is no
priority habitat apparent and no part of the Aspect Area is designated. The
area obviously has some ecological value particularly hedgerows. Overall and
in comparison with similar improved grassland dominated areas this area was
felt to be of lesser value.

Bibliography
List the key sources used for this
assessment

Pembrokeshire LBAP, CCW Phase 1 habitat data, Soils of Wales (John Conway)

Assessment
Additional Assessments

N/A

Additional Comments

13.7 Appendix 7.
Landmap Geological Landscape Report.
Geological Landscape
Aspect Area
Hermon
Name
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Lowland hills and
Aspect Area valleys/Undulatin
Classificatio g lowland hill
n
terrain/Other
(Level 3)
Aspect Area
PMBRKGL036
Code
Date Of Survey : 03/04/2007

Monitoring
Has the information ever been
verified in the field?

No

Does this area have a special
or functional link with an
adjacent area?

No

Description
If Classification is "Other",
specify here

Lowland hill/ knoll...

Ordovician bedrock massif to the E of the Preseli Mountains and bounded to the E
What is the geographical and
by the valley of the Afon Taff... ... Includes a lower dissected platform up to
topographical character of this
c...220m in the E with a central knoll rising to over 260m... In the W area rises
area?
slightly towards the escarpment of Foel Dyrch...
Where bedrock dominated,
what is the dominant bedrock
type?

Sedimentary

Where bedrock dominated,
what is the age that
Ordovician
characterises the aspect area?
Where bedrock dominated,
what is the major rock lithogy
(-ies)?

Slate

What is the characteristic
Level 3 component of the
area?

Other (Lowland hill/ knoll...)

Which of the following is a
significant contributor to the
geological character of the
area?

Stratigraphic formation(s) (Bedrock dominated by Aber Mawr Shale Formation
[Ordovician: Llanvirn (Abereiddian)]...)
Superficial deposits (Periglacial head probably present...)
Active processes (Stream, spring...)
Past processes (?Periglacial...)

What active geological and
geomorphological processes
are significant in this area?

Stream, spring...

What Level 4 components are
notable in this area?

Slope
Hill top
Spring
Urban / industrial development

Are there any pedological
processes that are significant
in the area or have had a
landscape forming effect?

Yes (Periglacial head likely to be present...)

Are there components of
significant hydrological
importance?

Yes (Stream, spring...)

Is there current mineral
extraction?

No

Has there been mineral
extraction in the past?

Yes (Not known...)
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Are there SSSI/GCR sites
here?

No

Are there geological SINC, 2nd
No
tier, or RIGS sites in the area?

Evaluation
Value

Moderate

Condition

Good (Dominantly rural area with limited significant development...)

Trend

Constant (Dominantly rural area with limited significant development...)

Recommendations
Existing management

Generally Appropriate

Existing management
remarks:

Dominantly rural area with limited significant development... Very small area of
the AA lies within the Pembrokeshire Coast National Park...

Principal management
recommendations

Ensure that no significant geological or geomorphological features are lost or
damaged (e...g... due to development/ forestry, etc), including through carrying
out a survey to identify candidate RIGS for protection through develop plan
policies and constraint mapping...

Guideline

Immediate (Carry out a survey to identify candidate RIGS for protection through
develop plan policies and constraint mapping...)
Long Term (Ensure that no significant geological or geomorphological features are
lost or damaged (e...g... due to development/ forestry, etc)...)

Tolerance To Change
Are there any significant
Yes (The absence of a systematic RIGS survey of Pembrokeshire means that key
threats to the current integrity
geological and geomorphological sites are at risk from development, agricultural
and condition of the Earth
activities, forestry, etc... No loss of such sites should be considered acceptable...)
Heritage features of the area?

Aspect Area Boundary
To what level was this
information site-surveyed?

Level 3

At 1:10,000, how much of the
Aspect Area boundary is
precise?

Most (Aspect Area boundaries surveyed at 1:10,000, mapped at 1:25,000...)

What baseline information
source was used for Aspect
Area boundary mapping?

Other (1:50,000 British Geological Survey maps, 1:10,000 aerial photographs (as
stereo pairs), OS 1:25,000 Landranger topographical map...)

If OS Data was used, what
was the scale?

1:25,000

What is the justification for
the Aspect Area boundaries?

Base of slopes surrounding massif and junction with valley-drift systems... Also
base of higher escarpment to the W...

Evaluation Matrix
Evaluation Criteria: Research
Value

Moderate (No regionally significant sites/ landforms noted during present survey
and geology/ geomorphology considered to be typical of feature/ process and is
either widespread or not currently known to be exceptional...)

Evaluation Criteria:
Educational Value

Moderate (No regionally significant sites/ landforms noted during present
survey...)

Evaluation Criteria: Historical
Value

Low (No regionally significant sites/ landforms noted during present survey...)

Evaluation Criteria: Rarity /
Uniqueness

Low (No regionally significant sites/ landforms noted during present survey and
geology/ geomorphology considered to be typical of feature/ process and is either
widespread or not currently known to be exceptional...)

Evaluation Criteria: Classic
Example

Low (No regionally significant sites/ landforms noted during present survey ...)
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Evaluation Criteria: Overall
Evaluation

Moderate (No regionally significant sites/ landforms noted during present survey
and geology/ geomorphology considered to be typical of feature/ process and is
either widespread or not currently known to be exceptional...)

Justification of overall
evaluation

No regionally significant sites/ landforms noted during present survey and
geology/ geomorphology considered to be typical of feature/ process and is either
widespread or not currently known to be exceptional...

Bibliography

List the key sources used for
this assessment

BRITISH GEOLOGICAL SURVEY (1994), The Rocks of Wales / Gregiau Cymru
(1:250000); BRITISH GEOLOGICAL SURVEY (2007, in press), Newcastle Emlyn
(Sheet 211, 1:50,000) (NERC)*; BRITISH GEOLOGICAL SURVEY (in preparation),
Fishguard (Sheet 210, 1:50,000) (NERC)*; ORDNANCE SURVEY (2005), Newcastle
Emlyn / Castell Newydd Emlyn, Explorer Map 185 (1:25, 000); ORDNANCE
SURVEY (2006a), North Pembrokeshire / Gogledd Sir Benfro, Explorer Map OL35
(1:25, 000)...

Assessment
Additional Assessments

None...

Additional Comments

13.8 Appendix 8.
Ogham Stone web page.

LFRN2/1
Corpus
Refs:

Macalister/1945:439
Nash-Williams/1950:319
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Site:
Discovery:
History:

LFRN2
recognised, 1908 Llewelyn, J.
John Rhys visited the stone, apparently twice, in 1909 and 1910 (Rhys/1910,
Rhys/1913). The later, longer account was originally published in a festschrift,
and subsequently in Arch. Camb for 1913, and by the Royal Commission
(RCAHMW/1925, 167--168). Rhys's ideas concerning the stone changed quite
considerably in that time. The stone was visited by the Royal Commission in
1920 (RCAHMW/1925, 167--68), and then by Macalister in 1921 during his
`epigraphic tour' (Macalister/1922b).
Rhys/1913, 384--385, `On the next day Dr. Owen motored me to Trehowel
Farm, near Rhydowen Station, on the Whitland and Cardigan line of railway,
to see an Ogam inscribed stone. We had with us Mr. James, the Pembrokeshire
Director of Education : he acted as our guide, for his home is near Rhydowen ;
and it was he who gave us the news of the discovery of the stone : that was so
long ago as October, 1908. The discovery was due to Mr. Arthur O. Griffiths,
of Glandwr, and Mr. Llewelyn James, brother to our Director of Education for
the day. The discovery consisted in their noticing that a gate-post, near the
farmhouse of Trehowel, bore traces of ancient markings and of the outlines of
a cross. The stone had been there some thirty or thirty-five years unnoticed, but
not undamaged by the wheels of the carts that from time to time passed in and
passed out of the field. The history of the stone, so far as Mr. James could get
it, was that it had been brought down there from a neighbouring farm called
Yet Wen, from a spot on an exposed hill known as Mynydd Stambar. Near the
stone were found, he was told, pieces of crochanau, which would seem to
point to fragments of sepulchral urns, also traces of fire. He writes of the spot
as a lloc defaid: after visiting it, I should describe it as a meeting of two fences
at right angles where sheep can be cornered and caught. Mr. James was good
enough to send me photographs which he had taken of the stone. At my request
Mr. Eyre Evans visited Trehowel at the end of March, 1910, and took a
rubbing and a copy of the inscription and cross. He also asked the tenant,
Thomas Lewis, questions as to the removal of the stone to its present position.
The reply was that he remembered the stone thirty-nine years before, and knew
exactly the site on Mynydd Stambar. He added that he brought down two
stones : one of them was standing and the other lying down close to it. This is
likely to be correct, but when I cross-examined him on my visit there in
October, 1910, he admitted that it was not he that brought the gatepost down.
This was in answer to my question whether it was brought down in a cart or on
a sledge, or else dragged by horses along. the ground, for I thought this latter
method of removing the stone might account for some of the injuries to it. As
to a second stone, he could tell me nothing ; he seemed to have forgotten all
about it, and I am inclined to think that was not brought away at all, at any rate,
not about the same time. At present there is no such stone visible on the site on
Mynydd Stambar ; at all events, no stone of anything like the same dimensions
as the inscribed gatepost... Mr. Eyre Evans had the hedge cleared away round
the stone in quest of more writing, but he found none, either Goidelic or Latin.'
Macalister/1945, 417, `It has now been removed once more, to the enclosure
surrounding the Baptist Chapel of the hamlet of Glandwr, where it stands close
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to the gateway'.

Geology:

Nash-Williams/1950, 188, `The stone stands in the graveyard of Glandwr
Baptist Chapel'.
Rhys/1910, 330, `greensand'.

Rhys/1913, 384--385, `The he stone has been described to me as careg lwyd,
which Mr. James renders into English as "greenstone."
Dimensions: 1.45 x 0.32 x 0.35 (converted from Macalister/1945)
in ground
Setting:
other
Location:
Nash-Williams/1950, 188, `The stone stands in the graveyard of Glandwr
Baptist Chapel'.
cross-marked
Form:
Rhys/1910, 330, `unhewn'.
Rhys/1913, 385, `It stands 5 ft. above ground ; the face on which the cross has
been traced measures 12 1/2 in. across, and the face to the right of it is 15 in.
across.'

Condition:

Nash-Williams/1950, 188, `Rough pillar-stone...54" h. x 12 1/2" w. x 13--16"
t.'.
complete , some
Macalister/1945, 418, `The edges are much injured, doutless by carts knocking
against the stone during its gatepost days.'

Nash-Williams/1950, 188, `top partly fractured away'.
none
Folklore:
1: latin; linear; straight; plain; plain; none; outer curv; other; n/a
Crosses:
Decorations: Rhys/1913, 385, `The arms of the cross are enclosed in a circle, the upper part
of which is imperfect owing to its reaching near the top of the stone, which in
that part is very irregular and badly weathered. The shaft of the cross is
produced downwards to end in a sort of fish tail.'
Macalister/1945, 418, `On the H-surface there is a cross in a circle, the stem of
which is prolonged downward and ends in an expanding base. All markings on
the stone seem to have been pocked.'
Nash-Williams/1950, 188, `Coarsely incised linear Latin ring-cross (damaged),
with trifid foot (Fig. 3, 7). 7th-9th century (?).'

References
•
•
•
•

Macalister/1922b 23 minor reference
Macalister/1928 294 photo illustration of use only
Macalister/1945 417--419 photo,drawing concise discussion
Nash-Williams/1950 188, Plate I photo concise discussion
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•
•
•

RCAHMW/1925 167--168 photo other reference
Rhys/1910 329--330 concise discussion
Rhys/1913 383--385 concise discussion

Inscriptions

LFRN2/1/1
Readings
IGw[.]SS[.]GwASIG[N.]
Expansion:
IGw[E]SS[A]GwASIG[NI]
Rhys/1910 329 reading only
EFESS[A^O]GwIASEGNI
Rhys, J. (1910):
Expansion:
EFESS[A]GwI ASEGNI
Translation:
EFESS[A]GwI (PN) ASEGNI (PN)
Rhys/1913 385--390 reading only
Macalister, R.A.S. (1921): INGUNSANGIASEGNI
Expansion:
INGUNSANGIASEGNI
Macalister/1922b 23 reading only
Macalister, R.A.S. (1945): INg[E]NS[A]Ng[KT]ASEGNI
Expansion:
INGEN SANGKTA SEGNI
Translation:
The sainted daughter of Segne (PN).
Macalister/1945 418--420 reading only
Nash-Williams, V.E. (1950): EF[.]SS[.]NG[.]ASEG[..]
Expansion:
EF[E]SS[A]NG[I] ASEG[NI]
Translation:
(The stone) of Efessangus (PN) Asegnus (PN) (?)
Nash-Williams/1950 188 reading only

Rhys, J. (1909):

Notes
Orientation:
Position:

vertical up
n/a ; arris ; beside cross ; undivided
Nash-Williams/1950, 188, `The Ogam inscription (damaged) is incised along
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the r. angle of the face reading upwards'.
inc
Incision:
Macalister/1945, 418, `pocked'.
Nash-Williams/1950, 188, `incised'.
400 - 533 (Nash-Williams/1950)
Date:
name only (ogham)
Language:
Ling. Notes: Rhys/1910, 329, `it [is] impossible to know how to construe the inscription ;
but analogy would suggest that we have here to do with two genitives,
namely of a name and an epithet or surname.'
Palaeography: Rhys/1913, 385--387, `On the day when I visited the stone with Dr. Owen it
was raining so hard that it was very difficult to do it justice, but on my
second visit I had a very fair day. Under even the most favourable
circumstances the reading is extremely puzzling...This is what I have made
of it:
Efess[a^o][Gw]iAsegni
The first lacuna would take four or five notches ; I give the preference to the
former, that is the vowel e. As to the next, I am puzzled whether to assign it
one or two ; that is a or o. After the wider gap the scoring seems to
yield aseg, followed by three scores on the B side which are complete, and
followed by two more imperfect ones : I guess the group to have consisted of
five scores, making the consonant n. Now gn suggests at once the very
common ending -agn-, in the genitive -agni, in Ogam epitaphs ; but besides agni there also occur -egni and -igni. Looking at the stone itself I could
hardly decide between four notches or five, but I find that one of Mr. James's
photographs enables me to decide for four, the vowel e. There are two more
vowel groups of notches to be guessed, and supposing the whole to end with
a word in -egn-, I have suggested an i to make a genitive -egni, at the end.
The width of the gap before asegnseems also to demand at least five notches,
which would indicate that the first part of the inscription ended also with a
genitive in i. Whether this would quite fill that gap I am by no means sure ;
but I should hardly go beyond two more scores, whether short or long. This
would leave us to choose between Asegni, Osegni, Basegni, Masegni,
Dasegni, Lasegni, Gasegni : it is useless to guess any further.
`Besides the doubts which enter at the vowel gaps the first vowel and the
first consonant make room for another to come in making | ||||////, ef, into
|||||///, ing, or let us write i[Gw] with the character used by German
glottologists for ng : in Ogam the [Gw] has the symbol of three slanting
scores ///. It happens that the first score of the ///// is not very clearly
produced towards the left or the H side ; but it is on the B side. One might
perhaps regard that as no part of the writing : then there would be nothing
left but a notch as part of the initial vowel. However, the notch, if such, will
be found also in the case of the second score of the four, ////. In this case the
first name would be I[Gw]issa[Gw]i. As regards the first consonant, Mr.
James wrote to me before I had seen the stone , as follows :-``The
photograph marked 1 shows clearly that there are not more than four long
strokes above the lowest group of notches. No. 2 seems to suggest only three,
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but I noticed that there is a faint long stroke below the three next to the
notches on the right side of the edge only. It does not show clearly on the left
side of the edge.'' That is so, and Mr. Eyre Evans, without knowing anything
about the photographs, on March 31, 1910, read the slanting scores as four,
and not three, without any hesitation. Dr. Owen and I tried to decide the
point, but it was raining so hard that we made no satisfactory progress
towards that result, and I felt that it would be necessary to examine the Ogam
again, if possible not in thunder, in lightning, or in rain. In October 1910 I
got a fairly fine day with no rain, and I examined the four slanting scores as
carefully as I could : I came to the conclusion that the first was produced
beyond the edge on the left or H side, but it was faint as if the surface of the
stone had by some accident been abraded there. So I give up considering the
first part of the inscription as i[Gw] : this I do as a matter of reading. If,
however, anybody wished to treat the name as I[Gw]essa[Gw]i, I may point
out one grave difficulty attaching to it--namely, that all our Ogam
inscriptions show only five or six instances of the guttural nasal [Gw] in all,
while this reading would supply two more in one and the same word. So any
calculation of the chances would, I should think, prove heavily against
I[Gw]essa[Gw]i being the right reading.'

Legibility:

Lines:
Carving
errors:
Doubtful:

Macalister/1922b, 23, `The strange TREHOWELL Ogham is very difficult. I
differ slightly from Sir John Rhys's rendering; my reading is
INGUNSANGIASEGNI but I cannot yet see how to divide it satisfactorily
into words.'
poor
CISP: The inscription is damaged and difficult to read.
Rhys/1913, 385, `the inscribed edge has been seriously damaged at a point
which I guess to be about the height of the hubs of the cart wheels of the
country ; in other places, too, the vowel notches are gone.'
1
0
no

Names
•

•
•
•

Ef[e]ss[a]ng[i] (Language: Goidelic; Gender: male)

As read by Nash-Williams (1950, 188). Thomas/1994, 71, sees the name as
Irish.
Aseg[ni] (Language: Goidelic; Gender: male)
As read by Nash-Williams/1950, 188.
Segni (Language: Goidelic; Gender: male)
As read by Macalister/1945, 420.
Efessa[Gw]i (Language: Incomplete Information; Gender: incomplete)
As read by Rhys/1913, 385--387.
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References
•
•
•
•
•
•

Macalister/1922b 23 concise discussion
Macalister/1928 294 photo illustration of use only
Macalister/1945 417--420 photo,drawing substantial discussion
Nash-Williams/1950 188, Plate I photo concise discussion
Rhys/1910 329--330 concise discussion
Rhys/1913 385--390 substantial discussion

Site: Llanfrynach, Mynydd Stambar
Llanfrynach, Mynydd Stambar (Mynydd
Stambar)
Llanfrynach

Name:
Place:

Parish: Llanfrynach
County: Pembrokeshire (Penfro) , Wales
landscape setting
Site
Type:

CISP
No:
Grid
Ref:

LFRN2
SN 1740 2920

(GB)
Stones: 1
Saint(s): none

Site Notes
Macalister/1945, 417, `...an exposed hill known as Mynydd Stambar; near the indicated site,
fragments of pottery and traces of fire have been found.'

References
•

Macalister/1945 417 concise discussion

Stones
•

LFRN2/1 "EF[E]SS[A]NG[I] ASEG[NI]" (reading by Nash-Williams, V.E.)

13.9 Appendix 9.
Soil Test Results.
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13.10 Appendix 10. Water Test Results.
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13.11 Appendix 11.
Code For Sustainable Homes Report.
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